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2002 PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE SENTENCING GUIDELINES, 
POLICY STATEMENTS, AND OFFICIAL COMMENTARY 

1. Corporate Fraud 

Synopsis of Proposed Amendment: This proposed amendment implements the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002, 
Pub. L. 107-204 (the "Act"). The Act requires the Commission to promulgate guideline amendments under 
emergency amendment authority not later than January 25, 2003. In addition to several general directives 
regarding fraud and obstruction ofjustice offenses, the Act also sets forth specific directives that require the 
Commission to promulgate amendments addressing, among other things. officers and directors of publicly 
traded companies who commit fraud and related offenses, offenses that endanger the solvency or financial 
security of a substantial number of victims, fraud offenses that involve significantly greater than 50 victims, 
and obstruction ofjustice offenses that involve the destruction of evidence. 

First, the proposed amendment sets forth two options for amending §2B1.1 (Larceny, Embezzlement, 
and Other Forms ofThefi; Offenses Involving Stolen Property; Property Damage or Destruction; Fraud and 
Deceit; Forgery; Offenses Involving Altered or Counterfeit Instruments Other than Counterfeit Bearer 
Obligations of the United States) to address the directive contained in section I 104 of the Act pertaining to 
fraud offenses involving significantly greater than 50 victims. Option One expands the victims table in 
§2B1.1 (b)(2). Currently, subsection (b)(2) provides a two level enhancement if the offense involved more 
than 10, but less than 50, victims or was committed through mass-marketing, or a four level enhancement 
if the offense involved 50 or more victims. Option One provides an additional two levels, for a total of six 
levels, if the offense involved 250 victims or more. Alternatively, Option Two provides an encouraged upward 
departure provision if the offense involved substantially more than 50 victims. 

Second, the proposed amendment modifies subsection §2BJ.J (b)(l2)(B) to address directives 
contained in sections 805 and 1104 of the Act pertaining to securities and accounting fraud offenses and 
fraud offenses that endanger the solvency or financial security of a substantial number of victims. Subsection 
{b){12)(B) currently provides a four level enhancement and a minimum offense level of 24 if the offense 
substantially jeopardized the safety and soundness of a financial institution. The proposed amendment 
expands the scope of this enhancement to apply to offenses that substantially endanger the solvency or 
financial security of a publicly traded company. The enhancement does not require the court to determine 
whether the offense endangered the solvency or financial security of each individual victim. Such a 
determination likely would unduly complicate the sentencing process. Instead the enhancement is based on 
a presumption that if the offense conduct endangered the solvency or financial security of a publicly traded 
company, the offense similarly affected a substantial number of individual victims. The proposed amendment 
also contains options for extending the scope of the enhancement to include other organizations with a 
substantial number of employees. This extension might be appropriate because offenses that endanger other 
large organizations may, like offenses that endanger publicly traded companies, affect the solvency or 
financial security of a substantial number of victims. 

The corresponding application note to the new enhancement sets forth situations in which an offense 
shall be considered to have endangered the solvency orfinancial security of a publicly traded company. The 
note, which is modeled after an analogous note for the financial institutions prong of the enhancement, 
includes references to insolvency, filing for bankruptcy, substantially reducing the value of the company's 
stock, and substantially reducing the company's workforce among the list of situations that would trigger 
application of the new enhancement. 

An issue for comment follows the proposed amendment regarding whether the list ofsituations should 
be a non-exhaustive list that the court may consider in determining whether to apply the enhancement. 



Third, the proposed amendment addresses the directive contained in section 1104 of the Act 
pertaining to fraud offenses com milled by officers or directors of publicly traded corporations by providing 
a new two level enhancement at §2B1.1{b){13). This enhancement would apply if the offense involved a 
violation of any provision of securities law and, at the time of the offense, the defendant was an officer or 
director of a publicly traded company. This enhancement would apply regardless of whether the defendant 
was convicted under a specific securities fraud statute (e.g., 18 U.S. C. § 1348, a new offense created by the 
Act specifically prohibiting securities fraud) or under a general fraud statute (e.g., 18 U.S. C. § 1341, 
prohibiting wire fraud), provided that the offense involved a violation of securities law. The corresponding 
application note provides that in cases in which the new enhancement applies, the current enhancement for 
abuse of position of trust at §3B1.3 (Abuse of Position of Trust or Use of Special Skill) does not apply. 
Although the directive only specifically addresses officers and directors of publicly traded companies, the 
proposed amendment provides an option to include registered brokers or dealers because they also are 
subject to certain requirements under securities law and as such may be considered to hold a heightened 
position of trust to investors. 

Pursuant to the corresponding application note, "securities law" (i) means 18 U.S. C.§§ 1348, 1350, 
and the provisions of law referred to in section 3{a){47) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S. C. 
§ 78c(a)(47)); and (ii) includes the rules, regulations, and orders issued by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission pursuant to the provisions of law referred to in section 3(a)(47). 

The proposed amendment also includes an issue for comment regarding whether, in addition to the 
two level enhancement, a minimum offense level should be provided for such offenses com milled by officers 
and directors of publicly traded companies. The issue for comment also requests comment regarding whether 
the scope of the enhancement should be broadened to apply to an officer or director of other large 
organizations. 

Additional issues for comment are included regarding whether other enhancements, possibly to apply 
cumulatively, should be added to §2B1.1 in response to the Act, as well as whether further guidance should 
be provided regarding the calculation of loss in complex white collar offenses. 

Fourth, the proposed amendment provides an option for expanding the loss table at §2B1.1(b)(1). 
Currently, the loss table provides sentencing enhancements in two level increments up to a maximum of26 
levels for offenses in which the loss exceeded $100,000,000. The proposed amendment provides two 
additional levels to the table; an increase of28levelsfor offenses in which the loss exceeded $200,000,000, 
and an increase of 30 levels for offenses in which the loss exceeded $400,000,000. This proposed addition 
to the loss table would address congressional concern expressed in the Act regarding particularly extensive 
and serious fraud offenses and would more fully effectuate increases in statutory maximum penalties, for 
example, the increase in the statutory maximum penalties for wire fraud and mail fraud offenses from five 
to 20 years (section 903 of the Act). An issue for comment follows the proposed amendment regarding 
whether more extensive modifications to the loss table should be made in response to the Act, particularly 
for offenses involving significantly lower loss amounts. 

Fifth, the proposed amendment implements the directives pertaining to obstruction ofjustice offenses 
contained in sections 805 and 1104 of the Act. The proposed amendment adds a new two level enhancement 
to §2J1.2 (Obstruction of Justice) that applies if the offense (i) involved the destruction, alteration, or 
fabrication of a substantial amount of evidence; (ii) involved the selection of especially probative or essential 
evidence to destroy or alter; or (iii) was otherwise extensive in scope, planning, or preparation. An issue for 
comment follows the proposed amendment regarding whether the base offense level in §2J1.2 should be 
increased and whether an enhancement for the use of sophisticated means should be included in §211.2. 
There is an additional issue for comment regarding whether modifications also should be made to the 
guideline coveringpetjury offenses, §2J1.3 (Perjury or Subornation of Perjury; Bribery of Witness) in light 
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of the proposed amendment to the obstruction of justice guideline, in order to maintain sentencing 
proportionality between the two types of offenses. 

Finally, the proposed amendment addresses new offenses created by the Act. Section 1520 of title 
18, United States Code, is referenced to §2E5.3 (False Statements and Concealment of Facts in Relation to 
Documents Required by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act; Failure to Maintain and Falsification 
of Records Required by the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act). This offense provides a 
statutory maximum of 10 years' imprisonment if the defendant certifies the publicly traded company's 
periodic financial report knowing that the statement does not comply with all requirements of the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (and 20 years· imprisonment if that certification is done willfully). The proposed 
amendment also expands the current cross reference in §2E5.3(a)(2) specifically to cover fraud and 
obstruction ofjustice offenses. Accordingly, if a defendant who is convicted under 18 US. C.§ 1520 certified 
the financial report of a publicly traded company in order to facilitate a fraud, the proposed change to the 
cross reference provision would require the court to apply §2B1 .1 instead of §2E5. 3. Other new offenses are 
proposed to be included in Appendix A (Statutory Index) as well as the statutory provisions of the relevant 
guidelines. 

Proposed Amendment: 

§2Bl.l. Larceny, Embezzlement, and Other Forms of Theft ; Offenses Involving Stolen 
Property; Propertv Damage or Destruction; Fr aud and Deceit; For gery; Offenses 
Involving Altered or Counterfeit Instruments Other than Counterfeit Bearer 
Obligations of the United States 

* * * 

(b) Specific Offense Characteristics 

(1) Ifthe loss exceeded $5,000, increase the offense level as follows: 

Loss (Apply the Greatest) 

(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 
(E) 
(F) 
(G) 
(H) 
(I) 
(J) 
(K) 
(L) 
(M) 
(N) 
(0) 
(PJ 

$5,000 or less 
More than $5,000 
More than $ 10,000 
More than $30,000 
More than $70,000 
More than $120,000 
More than $200,000 
More than $400,000 
More than $1,000,000 
More than $2,500,000 
More than $7,000,000 
More than $20,000,000 
More than $50,000,000 
More than $ 100,000,000 
More than $200.000,000 
More than $400,000,000 

Increase in Level 

no increase 
add 2 
add 4 
add 6 
add 8 
add 10 
add 12 
add 14 
add 16 
add 18 
add 20 
add 22 
add 24 
add 26:-
add 2S 
add 30. 

(Option 1 for Substan tial Number of Victims: 
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(2) {Apply the g1e.tte1) If the offeuse== 

(A) (i) im olved iiiOie than ta, but less than Sa, victims, 01 (ii) was 
committed tluough mass•inaiketing, iuCI C<l3e by 2 leuels, or 

(B) imolved Sa 01 iiiOie victims, incJCase by 4 levels. 

(2) (Apply the greatest) If the offense-

(A) (i) involved more than lO. but less than 50. victims: or (iil was 
committed through mass-marketing, increase by 2 levels; 

(B) involved at least 50. but less than 250, victims, increase by 4 levels: 
or 

(C) involved 250 or more victims. increase by 6 levels.] 

* * * 
( 12) (Apply the greater) I f-

* * * 
(B) the offeuse substantially jeopat dized the safety and sounduess of a 

fiuaucial institutio11, inctease by 4 levels. 

(B) the offense (i) substantially jcopClrdized the sa11:!ty and soundness 
of a financi<ll institution; or (ii) substantially endangered thc 
solvency or linancial sccurity of an 0rganization that. at the time or 
the offense [(I)) was a publicly traded company[: or (ll ) had 
[200][ 1.0001[5.000] or morc employees]. incn:asc by 4 levds. 

* * * 
( 13) If the offense involved a violation of securities law and. at the time of the 

offense, the defendant was[< i)] an oflicer or a director of a publicly traded 
company[; or (ii) a registered broker or dealer]. increase by 2 levels. 

* * * 
Commentary 

Statutorv Provisions: 7 U.S. C.§§ 6, 6b, 6c, 6h, 6o, 13, 23; 15 U.S. C.§§ 50, 77e, 77q, 77x, 78j, 78./f. 80b-6, 
1644, 6821; 18 U.S.C. §§ 38, 225, 285-289, 471-473, 500, 510, 553(a)(1), 641, 656, 657, 659, 662, 664, 
1001-1008,1010-1014,1016-1022, 1025,1026,1028, 1029, 1030(a)(4)-(5),1031, 1341-1344, 13-11:<, 1350, 
1361, 1363, 1702, 1703 (if vandalism or malicious mischief including destruction af mail, is involved), 1708, 
1831, 1832, 1992, 1993(a)(1). (a)(4), 2113(b), 2312-2317, 2332b(a)(1); 29 U.S.C. § 50l(c); 42 U.S.C. § 
1011; 49 U.S.C. §§ 30170, 46317(a), 60123(b). For additional statutory provision(s), gg_ Appendix A 
(Statutory Index). 

* * * 
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Application Notes: 

1. De flnitions.-For p urposes of this guideline: 

* * * 

"National cemetery" means a cemetery (A) established under section 2400 of title 38, United States 
Code; or (B) under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Army, the Secretary of the Navy, the 
Secretary of the Air Force, or the Secretary of the Interior. 

"PuhliciJ-' tntdr!d ,·om;xmy" mea11s w1 isswr tl'ith a class ofwcurities rl!gisterl!d under Sr!Ction 
12 Securities Exchctnge At'l r!/ 1934 r 15 U.5). C. § 780; or (B) th<1t is required to jilt! reports 
under section 15(d) uf the Securities E.tclwnge ACI of 1 93.J (1 5 U.S. C. § 78o(d)). "Issuer" has the 
meaning given that term in section 3 of the Securities Ecchangt' Act of 1934 ( 15 US. C. § 78c). 

18. EnhanceJn ent fv1 SabstuniiaHv :}eopai a'i.c. ing the ... }qfel p ana' Souna'ne._\.< of a Financial 1nsiitalion 
' 9 b · .,;. r b t' q,; n zrBj fJe ' " b · ' ' anae1 nwsectwn c v c . J. 01 pwposes OJ su sec zon r PI , an&£ nse :snan e con:szae1 eu 
7 b • • • 'jl · •· ' ' · t 1 r 'f . 1 • • , • • r to nave su SlU/lllan jevpu; az,t;,ea zne Stij 'Y ana sozazaness vr a J 12ancJat znstJtauon o; as a 

r, ' fJe . , · · · 71:} b · 1 • /Bj b · 1 J1 ' 1 b 'f 
to penszone1 s o; III:SUJ eas, t ?vas una Le on aenzana 10 1 eJana rz t any aepos11, paynzenz, u; 
in vestnaent, (D) vvus so depfetea'UJcits a:sset:s as to be:foJ ced zo nJeJ ge with anuzhe1 institution in 01 a'e1 
t . . , . /E} ' r • b . ' . Y r r b •· . . 7fj u contanze acu ve ope1 auons, 01 t cvas ptacca 111 sa11antzatyeopa1 a UJ any VJ sa a1 vzszoJZs t 
tln ough (D) ufthis note. 

10. Aoeliwti1111 n/'Suhsedion (hlr! 2JrnJ.-

fA) F.nlietiiCt'mc!nt for .)'uh.wantiolh· .lt.>oJJurdizim: the Sa(etJ.' and So1111d11ess o( o Financial 
Institution under Suhsectirm (hJflli(!JJfi) .-Fur purposes ofsubst!c:rioll (b)( 12JfBJ{i), on 

shulL be considered to have substantiullyj.topardi::ed the safl!ty and suuudness o(a 
financial i11stitution, !f as a consttquellt'<! offi'nse. the institution (i) b.:cWIIt' insolve111; 
(ii) suhstantiaily reduced bene.fits to pensioners or insured_,·; (iii) H·as zmahle 011 demond to 
refundJillly cmy d<!posit, pa.ymem. or inwtstment; (it ·) w,ts so depleted of its assc?ts <IS to he 
j(wced tu ml!rge tritli institution in order 111 contitwe acth·e operarions: or (v) wa.\ 
plac:ed in substantia/Jeopardy of any ofsuhdil·isions (i) 1hrough (h:J note. 

(B) F.nlicmc<'lllt'nl (or the So/vem'l' or Financial Securitv of a T'uhliclr 1/e/d 
Commmv {or An Onrani;:;ation more than {20(} 7 [tnOOl [5000 7 Fmnlovees 7 under 
Suh.'l'ctinn f/))f 1 2u'fldii).-

(1) Ot.> fmitions.- Forpwpost•s oft his suhsection, "organi:!c7tion" has the meaning given 
that term in Applit'ation Note I (Applicability of Chapter EighU. 

(ii) A nnlicution ... ··-·An ojfense slwll he c·onsidaed to hctve substantially endanger.:d the 
solvem:y or financial securiz,.- r?f £111 organi::ution that was u public(v truded 
company[ or that hod more tltcl/1 {2001 [ I UOU}{5000} employe<'s 1 if. ciS a 
consequence of the ojji:nse. the organi;:;ation (fJ became insolvt!nl; (If; .filed for 
b,mkruptc·y zmdt'r Chaptc:rs 7, I I, or 13 of the Bonkmph}' Code !title 11 c!f thtt 
United States Code): (!!!) sujj'ered a subsumtial reduution in tlte value af[its eql/l'ty 
securitit·sjfa cla>s (?F rep.istered 1/nder section 12 c!( the St'Cill'ities 
Exclla11ge ,.tu <?l 19 34 (15 U.5'. C. § 7/:lLJ j or the value employee retiremelll 

suhstantially rl!duced its 1\lorkfim.:e: 0} suhstamially reduced its 
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employf!t:? pension benejils; (Vi) was so depleted c?l its assels as to be forced lo 
merge with another company in order to continue oetive operation:::; or (Vlf) was 
placed in subswntial endangerment of any of sundivisions {J) through (VI) ({this 
no/e. ["Eqttity securities" has the meaning given/hal term in St'Ction 3 ofSecurities 
Exclumr;e Act of 1934 (15 U.S. C.§ 78c).} 

11. Armlication o(Suhsl!ction (b}f/ 31.-

(A) De/initions.-For purposes of !his suhst'Cfion: 

"Registered broker or dealer" has the meaning giFr!nthatterm in section 3oft he St!curities 
Exchange Act <!f"l 934 (15 U.S C. § 78c). 

"Secwifir!s law" (ij means 18 US. C. §§ 13-18. 1350, and the provisions of law J"r!ferred to 
in Sr!ct ion 3(a)(47) c?t"tht• Securities Act c?J"/ 934 (15 U.S. C.§ 78c(a)(4 7)); and (ii) 
includes the rules, regulations, and orders issut?d by the Securities and Exclwnge 
Commissio11 pursuant to the provisions (!(law referred tn in section 

(B) In Denerai.- A conviction under securilies lmr is not required in ordrtr for subs<tction 
rb)(J 3) to ]his subsection would in the cast! of a defendanl co11victed under a 
genera/.fi·(wd statute if the defendant's co11duct violatl!d securities I all'. For example, this 
suhsect iunlrmild apply (lim traded company l'iolated regulations issued 
by the Securities and Exchangrt Commission by.fi·audulently il!flwncing an indep<tndrtnt 
audit <!t"the company ·s financial statemems .fc;r ihe purposes of rendering such financial 
statemems materially misleading, even if the <!tficer is convicted r!(11·irejraud. 

(C) Nonaoplicol>ilitv o( {\38 1.3 fAbttSr! o( Position o( Tmst or Us·e of" Special Skill). - {{ 
subseclion (b){/3) applies. do not apply §381.3. 

!Notes 11 through 14 are redesignated as Notes 12 through 15, respectively.] 

+51 (j_ Departure Considerations.- * * * 
TJ ffo , , , l • , "J:> c .•. 

(Option 2 for Substantial Number of Victims: 

+:516. Departure Considerations.- * * * 

§2E5.3. 

(l.:J The q{limse involwd .whswntia/ly more I hall 50 victims. ) 

* * * 
False Statements and Concealment of Facts in Relation to Documents Required by the 
Employee Retirement Income Security Act; Failure to Maintain and Falsification of 
Records Required by the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act: 
Destruction and Failure to Cornornte Audit Rcconls 
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(a) Base Offense Level (Apply the greater): 

* * * 

(2) If the offCIIse IiVas committed to f<1cili tate 01 conceal a theft 0 1 

embez:zlement, 0 1 all offense imolv ing a blibe 01 a gratuity, apply §2B 1. 1 
0 1 §2£5. 1, as applicable. 

(2) If the offense was committed to facilitate or conceal ( r\ l an offense 
involving theft. thlud. or embezzlement; ( 13) an c,ffense involving a bribe 
or a gralllity: or (C:l an obstruction ofjustice offense, apply §28 1.1 (Theft. 
Fraud Property Destruction), §2E5.1 (Offering. Accepti ng, or Soliciting 
a Bribe or Gratuity Affecting the Operation of an Employee We lfare or 
Pension Benefit· Plan; Prohibited Payments or Lend ing of l'v1oney by 
Employer or 1\gcnt to Employees. Reprcsentativcs, or Labor 
OrganizCllions). or §2J 1.2 (Pcrjury or Subornation of Brihcry of a 
Witness), as appropriate. 

* * * 

Statutorv Provisions: 18 U.S. C.§.{\ 1027. 15]0; 29 U.S. C.§§ 439, 461, 1131. For additional statutory 
provision(s), see Appendix A {Statutory Index). 

§2J1.2. 

* * * 
Obstruction of Justice 

* * * 
(b) Specific Offense Characteristics 

* * * 

(3) If the ol'knsc (A l involved thc destruction, alteration. or fabrication of a 
substantial amount of evidence: (£3) involved the sekdion of especially 
probative or essential evidence to destroy ur alter: or (C) \vas otherwise 
extensive in scope. plann ing. or preparation, incrl.!aSI.! by [2] lc\'els. 

* * * 
Commentary 

StatutmyProvisions: 18 U.S. C.§§ 1503, 1505-1513, 1516, 151 '1. For additional statutory provision(s), 
Appendix A (Statutmy Index). 

APPENDIX A - STATUTORY INDEX 

* * * 
18 u.s.c. § 1347 281.1 
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18 u.s.c. § 1348 
lS U.S.C. § 1349 
18 u.s.c. § 1350 

2131.1 
2X I. I 
213 1.1 

18 U.S.C. § 1512(c) 2.11.2 
18 u.s.c. § 1512('c7(d) 2Jl.2 

18 u.s.c. § 1518 
18 U.S.C. § 1519 
18 U.S.C. § 1520 

Issues for Comment: 

2JI.2 
2.1 1.2 
2E5.3 

* * * 

* * * 

* * • 

1. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002 requires the Commission to consider providing an enhancement for 
officers or directors of publicly traded companies who commit fraud and related offenses. The Act 
also requires the Commission to ensure that the enhancements relating to obstruction ofjustice are 
adequate in cases in which the offense involved an abuse of position of trust or use of a special skill. 
In response to these directives, the proposed amendment provides an enhancement in §2Bl.l 
(Larceny, Embez=lement, and Other Forms ofThefi; Offenses Involving Stolen Property; Property 
Damage or Destruction; Fraud and Deceit; Forgery; Offenses Involving Altered or Counterfeit 
Instruments Other than Counterfeit Bearer Obligations of the United States) specifically targeting 
officers and directors who violate securities law, including violations of the rules and regulations 
issues by the Securities and Exchange Commission. The Commission requests comment regarding 
whether it also should provide a minimum offense level for this proposed enhancement, and if so, 
what an appropriate offense /eve/would be. Additionally, should this proposed enhancement apply 
to cases in which an officer or director of a large, non-public organization violates any provision 
of security law? Such a case may cause similar hamz to the organization, its shareholders, and 
employees even though the organization is not a publicly traded company and the offense typically 
would not undermine public confidence in the securities market. The Commission further requests 
comment regarding whether, as an alternative to the proposed enhancement, it should provide a 
series of enhancements, possibly to apply cumulatively, to address separate aspects of these 
directives. Specifically, should the Commission provide enhancements in §2Bl.lthat would apply 
if (A) the defendant used his or her position as officer or director of a publicly traded company in 
furtherance of a fraud or some other corporate crime; (B) the officer or director of a publicly traded 
company worked to defeat or compromise internal corporate controls, independent audits, or the 
oversight by a corporate governing board; or {C) an officer or director derived more than 
Sl,OOO,OOO in personal gain from unlawful activity? If so, should the Commission also provide 
minimum offense levels for any such enhancements? What would be an appropriate minimum offense 
level for such enhancements? 

2. The proposed amendment expands the scope of §2Bl.l (b)(l2)(B) to apply to offenses that 
substantially endanger the solvency or financial security of a publicly traded company. This 
proposed enhancernent is in response to directives pertaining to securities and accounting fraud 
offenses and fraud offenses that endanger the solvency or financial security of a substantial number 
of victims. The proposed corresponding application note sets forth instances ofwhen an offense shall 
be considered to have endangered the solvency or financial security of a publicly traded company. 
The note includes references to insolvency, filing for bankruptcy, substantially reducing the value 
of the company's stock, and substantially reducing the company's workforce, any one ofwhich would 
require application oft he new enhancement upon a finding ofits presence. The Commission requests 
comment regarding whether the note alternatively should provide that the references are a non-
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exhaustive list that the court may consider in determining whether to apply §2B1.1 (b)(J 2)(B). The 
Commission also requests comment regarding whether additional factors should be included in the 
list of instances that could trigger application of the enhancement. 

3. The Commission requests comment regarding whether the loss definition in §2B1.1 should be 
amended to provide further guidance as to how to calculate loss in complex white collar crime cases. 
For example, should loss in such cases be based on a change in the market capitalization of a 
corporation, a change in the value of corporate assets, or some other economic effect? 

4. The current loss table in §2B1.1 provides sentencing enhancements in two level increments up to a 
maximum of 26 levels for offenses in which the loss exceeded $100,000,000. The proposed 
amendment provides two additional increases to the table: an enhancement of28levels for offenses 
in which the loss exceeded $200,000,000, and an enhancement of 30 levels for offenses in which the 
loss exceeded $400,000,000. This proposed addition to the loss table would address congressional 
concern expressed in sections 805, 905, and 1104 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act regarding particularly 
extensive and serious fraud offenses and would more fully effectuate increases in statutory maximum 
penalties ,for example, the increase in the statutory maximum penalties for wire fraud and mail fraud 
offenses from jive to 20 years (section 903 of the Act). Should the Commission modify the loss table 
more extensively to provide increased offenses levels at lower loss amounts? Commission data 
indicate that approximately one-third of fraud offenses involve loss amounts less than $20,000, 
approximately one-third involve loss amounts between $20,000 and $120,000, and approximately 
one-third involve loss amounts greater than $120,000. For instance, should the Commission modify 
the loss table to result in a ZoneD offense level (assuming a two level reduction for acceptance of 
responsibility) for offenses involving more than $50, 000? Similarly, should the Commission modify 
the loss table to restrict Zone A offense levels (which provide sentences of straight probation) to 
offenses involving loss amounts of$10,000 or less (assuming a two level reduction for acceptance 
of responsibility}? If any changes are made to the loss table in §2B1.1, should the Commission also 
make similar changes to the tax loss table in §2T4.1 (Fax Table) in order to maintain the long 
standing relationship between the two loss tables? In addition, the Commission requests comment 
regarding whether the base offense level in §2B1.1 should be increased from level6. 

5. In response to the directives in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act pertaining to obstntction ofjustice offenses, 
the proposed amendment sets forth a new two level enhancement in §2J1.2 (Obstruction of Justice) 
that applies if the offense (A) involved the destruction, alteration, or fabrication of a substantial 
amount of evidence; (B) involved the selection of especially probative or essential evidence to destroy 
or alter; or (C) was othenvise extensive in scope, planning, or preparation. The Commission 
requests comment regarding whether, in addition to this enhancement, it should provide an 
enhancement that is based on the number of participants recruited to commit the obstruction of 
justice offense. Additionally, should the Commission provide an enhancement for obstruction of 
justice offenses committed through the use of sophisticated means, perhaps in lieu of the proposed 
subdivision (C) prong, and if so, what characteristics would be common to such an offense? Finally, 
given congressional concern with obstruction ofjustice offenses, should the Commission increase 
the base offense level in §2Jl.2 from level12 to levell4? 

6. Part Three of the proposed amendment addresses the emergency amendment directives in the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act pertaining to the Chapter Two guidelines for obstruction of justice offenses. 
Specifically, the proposed amendment would provide a new enhancement in §2Jl.2 addressing the 
directive relating to the destruction of evidence and offenses that are otherwise extensive in scope, 
planning, or preparation. Currently, defendants sentenced under §2J1.2 or §2J1.3 (Perjury or 
Subornation of Perjury; Bribe1y of Witness) are sentenced proportionately because these guidelines 
have the same base offense level and provide substantially parallel enhancements. The Commission 
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requests comment regarding whether, in light of the proposed changes to §2Jl.2, modifications also 
should be made to §2J1.3 in order to maintain proportionate sentencing between these two 
guidelines. For example, should the Commission increase the base offense level in §2J1.3 or 
increase the magnitude oft he enhancement of the current specific offense characteristics? Any such 
amendment to §2JJ.3 would be made when the Commission re-promulgates as a permanent 
amendment any emergency amendment made to §2JJ.2. 
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2. Campaign Finance 

Synopsis of Proposed Amendment: This proposed amendment responds to the Bipartisan Campaign 
Reform Act of 2002, Pub. L. 107- 155 (the "Act''). The most pertinent provision of the Act, for the 
Commission, is section 314, which gives the Commission emergency authority to promulgate amendments 
to implement the Act not later than February 3, 2003. Specifically, section 314(a) and (b) state: 

"(a) IN GENERAL-The United States Sentencing Commission shal/-
(1) promulgate a guideline, or amend an existing guideline under section 994 of title 28, 

United States Code, in accordance with paragraph (2), for penalties for violations of the Federal 
Campaign Act of I 971 and related election laws; and 

(2) submit to Congress an explanation of any guidelines promulgated under paragraph (I) 
and any legislative or administrative recommendations regarding enforcement of the Federal 
Campaign Act of I 971 and related election laws. 
(b) CONSIDERATIONS-The Commission shall provide guidelines under subsection (a) raking into 
account the following considerations: 

(1) Ensure that the sentencing guidelines and policy statements reflect the serious nature of 
such violations and the need for aggressive and appropriate law enforcement action to prevent such 
violations. 

(2) Provide a sentencing enhancement for any person convicted of such violati.on if such 
violations involves-

(A) a contribution, donation. or expenditure from a foreign source; 
(B) a large number of illegal transactions; 
(C) a large aggregate amount of illegal contributions, donations, or expenditures; 
(D) the receipt or disbursement of governmental funds; and 
(E) an intent to achieve a benefit from the Federal Government. 

(3) Assure reasonable consistency witlz other relevant directives and guidelines of the 
Commission. 

(4) Account for aggravating or mitigating circumstances that might justify exceplions, 
including circumstances for which the sentencing guidelines currently provide sentencing 
enhancements. 

(5) Assure the guidelines adequately meet the purposes of sentencing under section 
3553(a)(2) of title 18. United States Code.". 

Section 309(d)(I) of the FECA sets forth the Act's criminal penalty provisions as follows: 

(1) Violations of the FECA as penalized under section 309(d)(l)(A) 

Section 309(d)(1){A) is the main penalty provision of the FECA (2 U.S. C. §437g(d)(l)(A)). As 
amended by section 312 of the Act, it states that "{a}ny person who knowingly and willfully commits a 
violation of any provision of this Act which involves the making, receiving, or reporting of any contribution, 
donation, or expenditure (i) aggregating $25,000 or more during a calendar year shall be fined under title 
18, United States Code, or imprisoned for not more than 5 years. or both; or (ii) aggregating $2.000 or more 
(but less than $25,000) during a calendar year shall be fined under such title. imprisoned for not more than 
1 year, or both.". (Before amendment by the Act, section 309(d){1)(A) of the FECA provided for a maximum 
term of imprisonment of one year, or a fine, or both.) 

The major violations of the FECA to which section 309(d)(l)(A) applies are: 

(A} The Ban on Soft Money 
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Section 323 of the FECA (2 U.S.C. § 441i) prohibits national political party committees 
(including senatorial and congressional campaign committees) from accepting soft money from any 
person (including an individual) after November 6, 2002. 

(B) Restrictions on Hard Money Contributions 

The FECA limits the amount of hard money that may be contributed to a Federal campaign. 
The FECA limits the amount of hard money that persons other than multicandidate political 
committees may contribute as follows: 

(i) The contribution to a candidate for Federal office may not exceed $2,000 per 
election. (The limit used to be $1,000; gg_ section 315(a)(1)(A) of the FECA, as 
amended by section 307(a)(1) of the Act.) 

(ii) The contribution to a national party committee may not exceed $25,000 per 
calendar year. (The limit used to be $20,000; see section 315(a)(1)(B) of the FECA, 
as amended by section 307(a)(2) of the Act.) 

(iii) The contribution to any other political committee, including a political action 
commillee (PAC), may not exceed $5,000 per calendar year. (No change in the 
former law; see section 315(a)(1)(C) of the FECA.) 

(iv) The contribution to a State or local political party may not exceed $10,000 per 
calendar year. (The limit used to be S5,000; see section 315(a)(1)(D) oft he FECA, 
as amended by section 102(3) oftlze Act.) 

The FECA limits the amoLmt of hard money that multicandidate political committees other 
than individuals may contribute as follows: 

(i) The contribution to a candidate for Federal office may not exceed $5,000 per 
election. (See section 315(a)(2)(A) ofthe FECA.) 

(ii) The contribution to a national party commillee may not exceed $15,000 per 
calendar year. (See section 315(a)(2)(B) of the FECA.) 

(iii) The contribution to any other political commillee, including a political action 
committee (PAC), may not exceed $5,000 per calendar year. (No change in the 
former law; see section 315(a)(2)(C) of the FECA.) 

(iv) The contribution to a State or local political party may not e.:'Cceed $5,000 per 
calendar year. (See section 315(a)(2)(C) of the FECA.) 

(C) Tlze Ban on Contributions and Donations by Foreign Nationals 

Section 319 of the FECA (2 U.S.C. § 441e) makes it"unlawfulfor (1) a foreign national, 
directly or indirectly, to make (A) a contribution or donation of money or other thing of value, or to 
make an express or implied promise to make a contribution or donation, in connection with a 
Federal, State, or local election; (B) a contribution or donation to a committee of a political party; 
or (C) an expenditure, independent expenditure, or disbursement for an electioneering 
communication (within the meaning of section 304(j)(3)); or (2) a person to solicit, accept, or receive 
a contribution or donation described in subparagraph (A) or (B) of paragraph (1) from a foreign 
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national.". 

"Foreign national" is broadly defined to mean (1) a foreign principal, as defined in the 
Foreign Agent Registration Act of1938 (22 U.S. C.§ 611 (b)) or (2) an individual who is not a citizen 
or national of the United States or who is not lawfully admitted for permanent residence. 

(D) Restrictions on Electioneering Communications 

Section 304(/) of the FECA, as added by section 201 of the Act, requires any person who 
makes a disbursement for the direct costs of producing and airing electioneering communications 
exceeding $10,000 in a calendar year to file a disclosure statement to the Federal Election 
Commission. 

Section 316 of the FECA (2 U.S.C. § 44/b) makes if unlawful for any national bank, any 
corporation organized by authority of any Federal law, or any labor union to make a contribution 
or expenditure in connection with any federal election to any federal political office, or a 
disbursement, using non-PAC money, for an "electioneering communication". 

An electioneering communication is any broadcast, cable, or satellite communication which 
(A) refers to a clearly identified candidate for Federal office; (B) is made within 60 days before a 
general election or 30 days before a primary election. The Communication must be targeted to the 
pertinent electorate. (See 2 U.S. C. § 434(/)(3)(c).) 

(2} Violations of Section 316(b) 

Section 309(d)(1)(B) of the FECA states that "[i}n the case of a knowing and willful violation of 
section 316(b)(3), the penalties set forth in this subsection shall apply to a violation involving an amount 
aggregating $250 or more during a calendar year. Such violation ofsection 316(b)(3) may incorporate a 
violation of section 317{b), 320, or 321". 

Section 316(b)(3) of the FECA (2 U.S. C.§ 44lb(b)(3)) makes it unlawful/or a national bank, any 
corporation organized by authority of any law of Congress, or any labor union (A) to use a politicalfimd to 
make a political contribution or expenditure from money or anything of value that was secured by physical 
force, job discrimination, financial reprisals (or the threat thereof), or from dues, fees, or other money 
required as a condition of membership in the labor organization or as a condition of employment; (B) who 
solicits an employee for contribution to a political fimd to fail to inform the employee of the purposes of the 
fund at the time of the solicitation; and (B) who solicits an employee for contribution to a political fund to 
fail to inform the employee of his right to rejz1se to contribute without reprisal. 

The sections which may incorporate violations of section 316(b)(3) of the FECA are section 317(b}, 
which prohibits government contractors from making contributions of currency in excess of $100 for any 
candidate for Federal office, section 320 which prohibits a person from making a contribution in the name 
of another or accepting a contribution so made, and section 321, which prohibits any person from making 
contributions of currency in excess of$100 for any candidate for Federal office. 

(3) Fraudulent Misrepresentations Under Section 322 

Section 309(d)(J)(C) of the FECA states that "[i}n the case of a knowing and willful violation of 
section 322, the penalties set forth in this subsection shall apply without regard to whether the making, 
receiving, or reporting of a contribution or expenditure of$1,000 or more is involved." 
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Section 322{a) of the FECA (2 U.S C. 44/h) states that 11[n)o person who is a candidate for Federal 
office or an employee or agent of such a candidate shall {1) fraudulently misrepresent himself or any 
committee or organization under his control as speaking or writing or othenvise acting for or on behalf of 
any other candidate or political party or employee or agent thereof on a matter which is damaging to such 
other candidate or political party or employee or agent thereof; or (2) willfully and knowingly participate 
in or conspire to participate in any plan, scheme, or design to violate paragraph (1). 11 

Section 322{b) states that 11[n]o person shall (I) fraudulently misrepresent the person as speaking, 
writing, or othenvise acting/or or on behalf of any candidate or political party or employee or agent thereof 
for the purpose of soliciting contributions or donations; or (2) willfully and knowingly participate in or 
conspire to participate in any plan, scheme, or design to violate paragraph (1)." 

(4) Conduit Contributions under Section 320 

Section 309(d)(J)(D) of the FECA states that "[a)ny person who knowingly and willfully commits 
a violation of section 320 involving an amount aggregating more than $10,000 during a calendar year shall 
be (i) imprisoned for not more than 2 years if the amount is less than $25,000 (and subject to imprisonment 
under subparagraph (A) if the amount is $25,000 or more); (ii) fined not less than 300 percent of the amount 
of the violation and not more than the greater of(/) $50,000; or (II) 1,000 percent of the amount involved 
in the violation; or (iii) both imprisoned under clause (i) and fined under clause (ii). 11 

Section 320 oft he FECA (2 U.S C.§ 44lj) states that "[n]o person shall make a contribution in the 
name of another person or knowingly permit his name to be used to effect such a contribution, and no person 
shall knowingly accept a contribution made by one person in the name of another person." 

In addition to changes made to the FECA, section 302 of the Act amended section 607 of title 18, 
United States Code, to make it "unlawful for any person to solicit or receive a donation of money or other 
thing of value in connection with a Federal, State, or local election from a person who is located in a room 
or building occupied in the discharge of official duties by an officer or employee ofthe United States. It shall 
be unlawful for an individual who is an officer or employee of the Federal Government, including the 
President, Vice President, and Members of Congress, to solicit or receive a donation of money or other thing 
of value in connection with a Federal, State, or local election, while in any room or building occupied in the 
discharge of official duties by an officer or employee of the United States,ji-om any person." The penalty is 
a fine of not more than $5,000, not more than 3 years or imprisonment, or both. 

In order to implement/he directive in the Act, this proposed amendment expands the scope of Chapter 
Two, Part C (Offenses Involving Public Officials) by providing within that Part a new guideline for offenses 
under the FECA and related offenses. A new guideline, rather than amendment of an existing guideline, 
seems most appropriate to implement the directive. Currently there exists no guideline which already 
incorporates the elements of the FECA and related offenses, although the fraud guideline in particular 
(§2Bl.l) and the public corruption guidelines to a lesser degree (Chapter Two, Part C) provide some overlap 
in the elements of the offense and aggravating conduct. In addition, the enhancements required to be added 
by the directive in the Act would fit nicely into a guideline devoted solely to campaign finance offenses but 
could prove unwieldy if added to the fraud or public corruption guidelines, which cover so many other non-
campaign finance offenses. 

The proposed amendment provides for a base offense level of/eve/ [6-1 0]. The statutorily authorized 
maximum term of imprisonment for the conduct covered by the proposed guideline was raised by the Act from 
one year for all such offenses to two years for some offenses and five years for others. The base offense level 
is set at level [6-10) in recognition of the relative similarity of these offenses to fraud offenses covered by 
§281.1 and public corruption offenses covered by Chapter Two, Part C. A base offense level of level [6-10] 
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both insures proportionality with relatively similar offenses and permits various sentencing enhancements 
directed to be added by the Act to operate well. 

The proposed amendment also creates a number of specific offense characteristics in response to the 
directive in section 314(b) oft he Act. First, the directive requires the Commission to provide an enhancement 
if the offinse involved a large aggregate amount of illegal contributions, donations, or expenditures and to 
provide an enhancement for a large number of illegal transactions. These two directives are fundamentally 
interrelated because the amount of the illegal contributions necessarily tends to increase as the number of 
illegal transactions increases. Because of the interrelatedness of these two directives, one option is to 
address these two considerations by providing a specific offense characteristic, at subsection (b) (1), that uses 
the fraud loss table in §2B1.1 to incrementally increase the offense level according to the dollar amount of 
the illegal transactions. This approach would foster proportionality with related guidelines, notably the 
fraud guideline and the public corruption guidelines (which also reference the fraud loss table), and would 
provide incremental, rather than a flat, punishment according to the dollar amount involved in the offense. 

The proposed amendment provides commentary to explain that "illegal transactions" include only 
those amounts that exceed the amount a person may legitimately contribute, solicit, or expend. The proposed 
amendment also provides references in the definition to the FECA 's definitions of "contribution" and 
"expenditure". 

Another option, provided in the proposed amendment, is to provide enhancements for both the 
number of illegal transactions and the dollar amount of the transactions. A separate enhancement for the 
number of illegal transactions takes into account the aspect of sophistication and planning allendant to 
multiple violations. 

Second, the proposed amendment provides an enhancement if the offense involved a contribution, 
donation, or expenditure from a foreign source. in implementing this enhancement, the proposed amendment 
adopts the expansive definition of ''foreign national" provided in section 319 of the FECA, and provides for 
a greater enhancement if the defendant knew that the source of the funds was a foreign government. 

Third, the proposed amendment provides an enhancement if the offense involved a donation, 
contribution, or expenditure of governmental funds. The proposed amendment defines "governmental funds" 
to mean any Federal, State, or local funds. It is anticipated that this enhancement will apply in situations 
such as using governmental funds awarded in a contract to make a donation or contribution. The FECA itself 
addresses this type of situation but in very few places. For example, section 317 of the FECA, 2 US. C.§ 
441c, prohibits any person who enters into a contract with the United States for the rendition of services, the 
provision of materials, supplies, or equipment, or the selling of any land or property to the United Stares, if 
the payment from the United States is to be made in whole or in partfromfimds appropriated/rom Congress 
and before completion of or negotiation for the contract, to make or solicit a contribution of money or 
anything of value to a political party, commitlee, or candidate for public office or to any person for a political 
purpose. (This provision does not prohibit, however, the establishment of a segregated account to be used 
for political purposes.) The concern behind this provision of the FECA, therefore, is to prevent the use of 
federal funds for political purposes. The same concern pertains to State and local funds as well. 

Fourth, the proposed amendment provides a number of options for responding to the directive to 
provide an enhancement for cases involving an intent to achieve a benefit from the Federal government. One 
option is to incorporate this factor into the base offinse level. Examination of available Commission data 
reveals that this factor is present in the majority of illegal campaign finance cases and thus lies within the 
heartland of these cases. Another option presented in the proposed amendment defines this factor as the 
intent to influence a Federal public official to perform an official act in return for the contribution, donation, 
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or expenditure. A third option is also presented that limits the intent to achieve a Federal benefit to the intent 
to achieve a financial benefit. 

The amendment also proposes to add an enhancement if the contribution, donation, or expenditure 
was obtained through intimidation, threat of harm, including pecuniary harm, or coercion. 

The proposed amendment also amends the guideline on fines for individual defendants, §5£1.2, to 
set forth the fine provisions unique to FECA and to provide two upward departure provisions related to 
certain FECA fines. This part of the amendment also provides that the defendant's participation in a 
conciliation agreement with the Federal Election Commission pursuant to section 309 of the FECA may be 
a potentially legitimate factor for the court to consider in evaluating where to sentence an offender within 
the presumptive fine guideline range. An issue for comment is provided regarding whether, in the alternative, 
a downward adjustment should apply in cases involving conciliation agreements, or alternatively, whether 
the Commission should discourage downward departures in such cases. 

The proposed amendment provides commentary that counts under this proposed guideline are 
groupable under subsection (d) of §3DJ .2 (Groups of Closely Related Counts). Finally, the StatuJory Index 
is amended to incorporate these offenses. 

Proposed Amendment: 

PART C- OFFENSES INVOLVING PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL 
ELECTION CAMPAIGN LAWS 

1n£t vducnJJ p CtJJillllen»aJ p 

consJaet a tngteJ tnan a vet age p1 e-ga2aeunes pi acazcc. 

§2C I.8. 

* * * 

Making. R eceiving. or Failing to Report a Contribution. Donation. Ol' Expenditure in 
Violation of the Federal Election Campnign Act: Frauclulcntlv Mis representing 
Camnaign Authorih·: Solici ting or Rccriving a Oonation in Connection with an 
Ell•ction \ Vh ilc on Certain Federal Propt•rtv 

(a) Rase Offense Level: [6][7][8][9)[10] 

(b) Specific Offense Characteristics 

(I) If the value of the illegal transactions (i) exceeded $2.000 but did not 
exceed $5,000. increase by 1 level: or ( i i) exceeded $5.000, increase by the 
number of'levels from the table in §28 1.1 (Theft. Property Destruction, and 
Fraud) corresponding to that amount. 

(2) (Apply the greater) If the offense involved a contribution, donation. or 
expenditure. or an CX!)rcss or implied promise to make a contribution, 
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donation. or expenditure-

(A) by" foreig:n national, by [2)[4J levels: or 

(B) by a lorcign governmcnl, and the dclcndanl knew that the source 
of the contribution. donation, or cxpendiwre was a foreign 
government. increase by (4][8J levels. 

l3) It" the offense involved a c<mtribution, donation, or expenditure or 
g:overnmcntal funds. increase by [2][ 4] kveb. 

(4) If the offense involwd an intent [Option One: to intluencc a Federal public 
official to perform an oflicial act][Opt ion Two: to obtain a financial Federal 
benefit] in return for the contribution, donation. or expenditure. increase by 
[2 j[ 4] levels. 

[(5) If tlle offense involved more than five illegal transactions in a 12-month 
period, increase as fo ll ows: 

Number oflllegal Transactions Increase in Level 

(;\) 
(B) 
(C) 

6-1 5 
16-30 
31 or more 

add fl ] 
add [2] 
add [3].] 

(6) If the offense involved a or contribut ion obtained through 
inti midation, threat of pecun iary or other harm, or coercion, increase by 
12J[4] levels. 

(c) Cross Reference 

( I ) If the 0fl\.:nse the f"i·audult!nt misrepresentation of authority to 
speak or otherwi:-e act !·or a candidate, political party, or employee or agent 
tllcre0f for the purpose of soliciting a donation or contribution, apply 
§2131.1 (Theft, f-ra ud, :md Property Destruction). if the resulting offense 
level is greater than the oflcnse level determined under this guideline. 

Con1n1entt11"V 

Statutorv Prm•isions: 2 U..S'.C .{i§ ./37g(d){l) . .J39o, "-1/a. -/-1/a-1. 4-llb, -1-J!t·. -14ld. -1-lle, 4-l!t: -f . .IJg, 
-1-11 hra), 441 i. 4.:11 k: /8 U S. C. § 607. For additionolpmvision{."), see Stat/1/0Jy inc/ex (Ap[!enclix A). 

A flo! it·< tl ion Notes: 

1. Definitions. - For purposes of this guid.dill(:: 

"Foreign gm·anmenr" meons the government r!fa.f(weign counll}'. regardless <>/whether the Unit<!d 
Statesfimnully has recof!_ni:ed tlwt countJy. 

"Forttign notional" has the meaning gh-en tltat ff.!rm in section J /9(b) Fl·dew! Eh·etion 
Campaign A .. :t (2 U.S. C. -14/eth)J. 
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"Gm·ammemal floul..," means money, assets, or property c{a Fecleral, State, or local KOvemment 
[. inclucliiiJ.: a hrcmch, :mbdil•ision. dctpartllll'llt, agt•ncy, or other comrom•nt.) 

"IIIe[!allrcmsaclion" means (A) any contribution, donmion. svlicilation. or t!xpcnditure cifmoney or 
rifmlue made in excess vj amount vjsud1 contribwion. solicitation. or expenditure that 

may ne made under the Federal Election Cc1111paign Act of 19 il, 2 U.S. C § -1 J I et seq; and (BJ in 
the case '!(a violation <?ll 8 US. C. § 607, any solicitation or receipt of money or anything of1·alue 
under that st'ction. The terms "contribution" and "expenditure" have the meaning given/hose terms 
in section JOI (8) and (9) of the Federal Election Campaign Act '!f 1971 (2 U.S. C.§ 431 (8) cmd (9}}, 

[2. Armlication o[/1hust! o( Position o( Trust Adiztstment.- 1f the defendant is WI elt!•.:ted oJficial, a 
ccmdidate for elected <dlice, or acting on beha((<?t: or employed b.'·. an elected official or candidate 
for elected <?!.lice, WI adjustmt!lltfi·om §381 .3 (Abuse <?!Position <?!'Trust or UsC' <?(Special Skill) may 
apply.} 

3. Multiolt! Cmmts.-For purposes of Chaplctr Three, Part D (/l.fultiple Coullls). multiple counts 
im·ol1·ing co,·cred by this guideline are groupt!d together under wbsection (d) of §JD/.2 
(Groups of Closely Related Counts). 

-1. Depm·tw·t• a case inll'hich the wlue <?/the illt!KaltrcmsclCiiolls does not adecJll£1/e/y 
reJlec:t the seriousness of thr! u_ffense. wz upll'ard dt!parturl! may he ll'arranted. For example, c1 

small t'Ontribwion in1·ivlathm oft he Federal Election Campaign Act I IIICI}' be made 
in exchan;:eforfa\'Orahle consicleration in the cnmrd <!lo suhstcmtial J";OI'emment conlracl. 

on the facts ofwclz c1 cuse. WI upll'arcl dc!parturct may be warranted. 

In a cose in which the defendant's conductH·as port of a sy.\lematic ur penasil·e corruption of a 
gm·enmll'lltal function. rrocess, or office that may t' ause loss ofpublh· t·onjicleJJCI! in government, 
an 11p11·ard departure may he ll'arranted. 

Rackvrmmd: This guidelillt! covers violations of the Feel em/ Eh·ction CwnpCiiJ.:n Ac:t (?l 1971 and relatecl 
fee/era/ such as 18 US.C. § 607. 

§301.2. 

§SEI.2. 

Groups of Closely Related Counts 

* * * 
§§2B 1.1, 2B 1.4, 2B 1.5, 2B4.1, 2BS. I, 2B5.3, 2B6. I; 
§§2CI.l, 2Cl.2, 2Cl.7, 2CI.S 

* * .. 
Fines for Individua l Defendants 

* * * 

Commentary 

Application Notes: 
* * * 
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4. * * * 

[if the count ion involl•es a violation of! he Fr!derul Election Campuig11 A<.:t under] U.S. C. 
§ ·137g(clj(/)f..-l), on upward departure 10 the marimzmzjlill' pr!JmittC'd undt!r 18 U.S. C.§ 3571 muy 
he m/IT(IIIted. (I the count of c:(Jnviction illl'o/1·es a violation qj'the Federal Election 
Cwnpuig11 Act under 2 U.S. C. § 4.J lfpuni:;huhle under ] US. C. § -13 7gtclj( l jrD), an upward 
departure to !he muximwnjine permitted under the// suhsection may be WCirrantecl. ] 

5. Subsection (c)(4) applies to statutes that contain special provisions permitting larger fines; the 
guidelines do not limit maximum fines in such cases. These statutes include, among others: 
21 US. C. §§ 841 (b) and 960(b), which authorize fines up to $8 million in offenses involving the 
manufacture, distribution, or importation of certain controlled substances; 21 US. C.§ 848(a), which 
authorizes fines up to $4 million in offenses involving the manufacture or distribution of controlled 
substances by a continuing criminal entetprise; 18 U.S. C. § 1956( a), which authorizes a fine equal 
to the greater of$500,000 or two times the value of the monetary instruments orfimds involved in 
offenses involving money laundering of financial instruments; 18 US.C. § 1957(b)(2), which 
authorizes a fine equal to two times the amount of any criminally derived property involved in a 
money laundering transaction; 33 US. C.§ 1319(c), which authorizes a fine of up to $50,000 per day 
for violations of the Water Pollution Control Act;-cmr:/42 US. C. § 6928(d), which authorizes a fine 
of up 10 $50,000 per day for violations of the Resource Conservation Act: and 2 U.$'.C . 
. -137gfd;(/ )(Di. 11 'hid1 aznhori=es. fin· violations r?/the Federal £/r!c:liun Campaign Act under 2 
U.S. C. § -1-1 lf u.fine llf J to the greu/er ofS50, 000 or I , 000 per<'<' III of the wnow11 violation und 
which reyuires. inlhe case ofsuch a violation. a minimum .fine <?(not ll?ss than J(){J percetll o_(!he 
amount of the vi<'iation. 

There may l)r! <.·uses in 1rhit·h lhr! de/(mdant has enll'l't'd into a conciliation agrr!t!ment \\'itll thr! 
Election Commission under section 309 Fecleral Eleclion Campaign Act in 

urdl."r 10 correct or prerent o l'iolmion c?/such AN by the defendant. Thr! t'Xistence «fa conci/iatirm 
agrC't'lllent bellrcl!n tlw defendant and Federal Elec:fion Cmnmi.'ision may be an c1ppmpriatefactor 
in determining a! what pointH·ithin tht' applicable fine guiddine range 10 .'ientence tilt' defendant. 

2 U.S.C. § 437g(d)(J) 
2 U.S.C. * 439a 
2 U.S. C. § 441 a 
2 U.S.C. § 441a-l 
2 u.s.c. 441 b 
2 U.S.C. & 44lc 
2 u.s.c. 441d 
2 u.s.c. § 441c 
2 U.S.C. 441 f 
2 u.s.c. & 44lg 
2 U.S.C. & 441h(a) 
2 u.s.c. § 44li 
2 u.s.c. § 441k 
7 u.s.c. § 6 

APPENDIX A- STATUTORY INDEX 

2CI.8 
2C l.8 
2C 1.8 
2Cl.8 
2Cl.8 
2C J.8 
2Cl.8 
2C J .8 
2C l .8 
2C l.8 
2C J.8 
2C I.S 
2CI.8 
2Bl. l 

* * * 

* * * 
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18 u.s.c. § 597 
18 u.s.c. § 607 

2H2.1 
2Cl.8 

* * * 
Issues for Comment: There may be cases in which the defendant has entered into a conciliation agreement 
with the Federal Election Commission under section 309 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 in 
order to correct or prevent a violation of such Act by the defendant. For such cases, the proposed amendment 
provides that such an agreement may be an appropriate factor in determining the amount of fine that might 
be imposed. The Commission requests comment regarding whether the existence of such a conciliation 
agreement between the defendant and Federal Election Commission should be the basis for a downward 
adjustment under the proposed guideline (and if so, what should the extent of the adjustment be), or, 
alternatively, should the Commission discourage downward departures in cases involving conciliation 
agreements so as to limit the effect such an agreement might have on the criminal penalties imposed? 

The Commission also requests comment regarding whether, in contrast to proposed Application Note 
2, application of the abuse of position of trust adjustment in §3B1.3 should be precluded for cases under the 
proposed guideline. 
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3. Terrorism 

Synopsis of Proposed Amendment: This proposed amendment is a continuation of the Commission's work 
over the past two years to ensure that the guidelines provide appropriate guideline penalties for offenses 
involving terrorism. Specifically, this proposed amendment responds to the Uniting and Strengthening 
America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRIOT ACT) 
Act of2001, Pub.L. I07-56; the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act 
of2002, Pub.L. I 07-88; and the Terrorist Bombings Convention Implementation Act of2002, Pub.L. I 07- 97. 

l. REMAINING USA PATRIOT ACT AMENDMENTS 

The following amendments build on the Commission's response during the last amendment cycle to 
the USA PATRIOT ACT. 

A. Terrorism Enhancement in Money Laundering Guideline 

This amendment provides two options for treatment of the current 6-/evel terrorism enhancement in 
the money laundering guideline, §2SI.I (Laundering of Monetary Instruments; Engaging in Monetary 
Transactions in Property Derived fi·om Unlawful Activity). Option One eliminates the terrorism 
enhancement. Elimination of the enhancement is appropriate because it prevents "double-counting" with the 
terrorism adjustment in §3Al.4 (l'errorism) . Specifically, the money laundering terrorism enhancement 
applies if the defendant knew or believed that any of the laundered funds were the proceeds of, or were 
intended to promote, an offense involving terrorism. The terrorism adjustment at §3A1.4 applies if the 
offense is a felony that involved, or was intended to promote, a federal crime of terrorism as defined in 18 
U.S.C. § 2332b(g)(5). Therefore, if the money laundering terrorism enhancement applied, the terrorism 
adjustment at §3Al.4 also would apply based on the same conduct. 

In the event the Commission determines that the money laundering terrorism adjustment should not 
be eliminated, Option Two provides a definition of terrorism in the money laundering guideline that mirrors 
the definition in §JA I. 4. 

Proposed Amendment: 

lOption 1: 

§2Sl.l. Laundering ofMonetary Instruments; Engaging in MonetarvTransactions in Property 
Derived from Unlawful Activity 

* * * 
(b) Specific Offense Characteristics 

( 1) If(A) subsection (a)(2) applies; and (B) the defendant knew or believed that 
any of the laundered funds were the proceeds of, or were intended to 
promote (i) an offense involving the manufacture, importation, or 
distribution of a controlled substance or a listed chemical; (ii) a crime of 
violence; or (iii) an offense involving firearms, explosives, national 
security, tcnoiislll, or the sexual exploitation of a minor, increase by 6 
levels.] 

* * * 
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(Option 2: 

Commentary 

* • • 

Application Notes: 

1. Definitions.-For purposes of this guideline: 

• * * 

"Terrorism" means afedaal crime ofterrorism a.,. defined in 18 U.S.C. § 2332b(g)(5). ) 

B. Reference of 18 U.S.C. § 1960 to Money Laundering Guideline 

This amendment provides two options for the treatment of certain offenses under 18 U.S. C. § 1960. 
These offenses prohibit knowingly conducting, controlling, managing, supervising, directing, or owning all 
or part of an unlicensed money transmitting business, as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 1960{b)(1){C). That 
provision defines an unlicensed money transmitting business as "a money transmitting business which affects 
interstate or foreign commerce in any manner or degree and othenvise involves the transportation or 
transmission offimds that are known to the defendant to have been derived from a criminal offense or are 
intended to be used to promote or support unlawful activity." The statutory maximum term of imprisonment 
is 5 years. 

Option One changes the Statutory Index reference for these offenses from §2S1.3 (Structuring 
Transactions to Evade Reporting Requirements) to the main money laundering guideline, §2S1.1. This 
change is appropriate for this offense because its essence is money laundering rather than structuring to 
evade reporting requirements. 

In contrast, other offenses under 18 U.S. C. § 1960 would remain in the structuring guideline under 
Option One because they are essentially structuring offenses. Specifically, they prohibit knowingly 
conducting, controlling, managing, supervising, directing, or owning all or part of an unlicensed money 
transmitting business, as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 1960(b)(1)(A) and (B). Those provisions define an 
unlicensed money transmitting business as "a money transmitting business which affects interstate or foreign 
commerce in any manner or degree and (A) is operated without an appropriate money transmitting 
license . ... ; or (B) fails to comply with the money transmitting business registration requirements under 
section 5330 of title 31, United States Code, or regulations prescribed under such section." 

Option Two maintains the initial Statutory Index reference for 18 U.S. C.§ 1960(b)(J)(C) offenses 
in the structuring guideline but provides a cross reference to the main money laundering guideline for 
conduct that falls under 18 U.S.C. § 1960(b)(J)(C). 

An issue for comment requests comment regarding whether the proposed cross reference should be 
broadened so that any structuring offense that involves the intent to promote unlawful activity, knowledge 
or belief that the fimds were the proceeds of unlawfitl activity, or reckless disregard of the illicit source of 
the funds would be cross referenced to main money laundering guideline, leaving the structuring guideline 
to cover purely regulatory offenses. 

Proposed Amendment (Part IB): 
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(Option One: 

§2Sl.t. LaunderingofMonetary Instruments; Engaging in Monetary Transactions in Property 
Derived from Unlawful Activity 

* * * 
Commentarv 

Statutorv Provisions: 18 US. C. §§ 1956, 1957. 1%0 (hut only with respect to unlicensecl money transmi11i11g 
busint:1sses as dej ined in 18 U.S. C. s'' !960(b)( J)(CJJ. For additional statutory provision(s), see Appendix A 
(Statutory Index). 

§2S1.3. 

* * * 

Structuring Transactions to Evade Reporting Requirements; Failure to Report Cash 
or Monetary Transactions; Failure to File Currency and Monetary Instrument Report; 
Knowingly Filing False Reports 

* * * 
Commentary 

Statutorv Provisions: 18 US. C. § 1960 rhut only wit It respect ro 1mlicensed Jn(llh'Y transmitting businessr?S 
as de,/l lh'd in 18 U.S. C. § 1960(b)(! )(A) unci (BJ); 26 US. C. § 7203 (if a violation based upon 26 US. C. 
§ 6050I}, § 7206 (if a violation based upon 26 US. C.§ 6050I); 31 US. C.§§ 5313, 5314. 5316. 5324. 5326. 
For additional statutory provision(s) . see Appendix A (Statutory Index). 

* * * 

APPENDIX A- STATUTORY INDEX 

* * * 
18 U.S.C. § 1960 2S 1. 1. 2S 1.3] 

(Option Two: 

§2S1.3. 

* * * 

Structuring Transactions to Evade Reporting Requirements; Failure to Report Cash 
or Monetary Transactions; Failure to File Currency and Monetary Instrument Report; 
Knowingly Filing False Reports; Bulk Cash Smuggling; Establishing or Maintaining 
Prohibited Accounts 

* * * 
(c) Cross References 

* * * 
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(2) If the offense involved (A) a money transmitting business: and (B) the 
transportation or transmission of funds that known to the to 
have been derived from a criminal or arc intended to be used to 
promote or support unlawful activity, apply §2S 1.1 (Laundering of 
Monl!tary Instruments: Engaging in Moncwry Transactions in Property 
Derived from Unlawful Activity). 

Commentary 

* * * 

-1. Cross Refi•rem:e in Suhsectirm (c)f2).-For fJl/1"/JOSes q( :wbsection (c){2). "money trunsmilfing 
husiness"means umOII(F trallsmiflillg business tlwt q(}"ects interstate orforeign commerce. "Afoney 
traiiSIIlifling" includes 011 ne/w((oft/ic! public h}• any 11/L'a/JS, including 
within the Unite?d Swtes or 10 forc?ign locaticms by wire. check, draji, or courier. ) 

Issue for Comment: The proposed amendment provides two options for the treatment of offenses under I 8 
U.S. C. § 1960(b)(l)(C). Option One provides for a Statutory Index reference for these offenses to the main 
money laundering guideline, §2Sl.I, rather than the structuring guideline, §2Sl.3, because such an offense 
is essentially a money laundering offense. Option Two references this offtnse to §2SI.3 in the first instance 
but provides a cross reference for this offense from §2SI.3 to §2Sl.l. 

The Commission requests comment regarding whether the proposed cross reference to §2SI.l in 
Option Two should be expanded to cover any offense initially referenced to §2Sl.3 in the Statutory Index that 
involved the intent to promote unlawful activity, knowledge or belief that the funds were the proceeds of 
unlawful activity, or reckless disregard of the illicit source of the funds. Such an approach effectively would 
limit the application of §2SJ.3 to regulatory offenses (such as the failure to file transaction reports or 
structuring transactions to evade reporting requirements) unaccompanied by aggravated, real offense money 
laundering conduct. To effectuate such cross reference, §2SJ.3 would likely need to be amended as follows: 
First, the base offense level of 8 in subsection (a)(l) would be maintained for offenses under JI U.S.C. 
§§ 53I8 and 5318A, but the alternative base offense level in subsection (a)(2) would be amended to level6 
without any increase from the loss table in §2Bl.l. An alternative base offense level of level 6 for a 
regulatory offense unaccompanied by aggravated conduct is proportionate to other regulatory offenses under 
the guidelines. Second, the aggravated conduct described in §2S1.3(b)(J) and rhe aggravated conduct the 
absence ofwhich is described in §2Sl.3(b)(3) would form the basis for the new cross reference. Accordingly, 
the cross reference to the main money laundering guideline would apply if: (I) the defendant knew or 
believed that the funds were the proceeds of unlawful activity or were intended to promote unlawful activity; 
[(2) the offense involved bulk cash smuggling;] or (3) the defendant acted with reckless disregard for the 
illegal source of the funds. The major possible effects of cross referencing offtnses involving real offense 
money laundering conduct to the money laundering guideline are application of the six-level enhancement 
in §2SJ. I (b)(J) if the defendant knew or believed that the funds were the proceeds of or were intended to 
promote certain specified crimes, and application of the enhancement in §2Sl.l (b)(3) for sophisticated 
laundering. 

C. Enhancement in Accessory After the Fact Guideline for Harboring Terrorists 

Currently in §2X3.1 (Accessory After the Fact) there exists an offense level "cap" of level 20 for 
offenses in which the conduct is limited to harboring a fugitive (and an offense level "cap" of level 30 for all 
other offtnses sentenced under the accessory guideline). This proposed amendment makes the lower offense 
level "cap" of level 20 inapplicable to offenses involving the harboring of terrorists because of the relative 
seriousness of those offenses. 
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Last year, the Commissionpromulgatedanamendment that referenced 18 U.S. C.§§ 2339and 2339A 
to §§2X2.1 (Aiding and Abetting) and 2X3.1 (Accessory After the Fact). The offense at 18 U.S. C.§ 2339 
prohibits harboring or concealing any person who the defendant knows, or has reasonable grounds to 
believe, has committed or is about to commit one of several enumerated offenses. The maximum term of 
imprisonment is 10 years. The offense at 18 U.S. C.§ 2339A prohibits the provision of material support or 
resources to terrorists, knowing or intending that they will be used in the preparation for, or in carrying out, 
specified crimes (i.e., those designated as predicate offenses for 'Jederal crimes of terrorism") or in 
preparation for, or in carrying out, the concealment or an escape from the commission of any such violation. 
The maximum term of imprisonment is 15 years. In contrast, a violation of the general harboring statute, 
18 U.S.C. § 1071, has a maximum term of imprisonment of5 years. 

For consistency and proportionality, the proposed amendment not only makes the "cap" of level 20 
inapplicable to harboring a person who is convicted under 18 U.S. C. § 2339 or§ 2339A but also to the 
conduct of harboring an individual who commits a terrorism offense, i.e., one of the offenses listed in 18 
U.S. C.§ 2339 or§ 2339A or an offense involving or intending to promote a federal crime of terrorism, as 
defined in 18 U.S.C. § 2332b(g)(5). 

Proposed Amendment (Part lC): 

§2X3.1. Accessory After the Fact 

(a) Base Offeuse Level. 6 levels lovvet than the offense level for the tmdetl:yiug 
offense, bot in no event less than 4, 01 mme than 36. in a case in which 
the condoct is limited to hatbOiillg a fugitive, the base offense level onde1 this 
subsection shall not be more than level 26. 

(a) Base Offense Leve l: 

( I ) 6 levels lower than the offense level for the offense. except as 
provided in subdivisions (2) and (3). 

(2) The base offense level under this guideline shall be not less than leve l 4. 

(3) (A) The base offense level under this guidel ine shall be not more than level 30, 
except as provided in subdivision ([3). 

(B) In any in which the conduct is limited to harb0ring a fugitive, other 
than ;1 described in subdivision (C). the base oct"cn:;e level under this 
guideline shall not be more than level 20. 

(C) The limitation in subdivision (B) shn llnot apply in any case in which ti) the 
defendant is wnvictcd under 18 U.S.C. s 2339 <w § 2339A; or (ii) the 
conduct involved (I) harboring n person who committed any offense listed 
in 18 U.S.C. § 2339 or§ 2339A or who committed any offense involving 
or intending to promote a federal crime of terrorism, as defined in 18 U.S.C. 
§ 2332b(g)(5); or (II) obstructing the investigation <'f. or commi tt ing 
perjury wi th respect to. any offense described in subdivision (1). In such a 
case, the base offense level under this gu ideline shall be nol more than level 
30. as provided in subdivision (A). 

* * * 
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II. AMENDMENTS REQUIRED BY THE PUBLIC HEALTH SECURITY AND 
BIOTERRORISM PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE ACT OF 2002 

The following amendments to the guidelines are proposed in response to the Public Health Security 
and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of2002, Pub. L. 107-188. 

A. BIOLOGICAL AGENTS AND TOXINS 

First, the proposed amendment amends the Statutory Index to refer new offenses involving biological 
agents and toxins to the guideline covering nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons and materials, 
§2M6. 1. Specifically, the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of2002 
amends 18 U.S. C. §175b to redesignate the existing offense and create new offenses as follows: 

(1) The existing offense, redesignated at 18 U.S.C. § 175b(a)(1), prohibits any restricted 
person (as defined in subsection (b)) from transporting, receiving, or possessing any biological agent 
or toxin that the Secretary of Health and Human Services has listed under regulations as a "select 
agent". The maximum term of imprisonment is 10 years. During the last amendment cycle, the 
Commission referred this offense to §2M6.1 and provided an alternative base offense level of/eve/ 
22. 

(2) Two new offenses, at 18 U.S. C. § 1 75b(b) (1) and (2), prohibir a person from transferring 
a select agenr/isted in regulations by the Secretary of Healrh and Human Services, or a biological 
agenl or roxin listed in regularions by rhe Secrerary of Agriculture as posing a severe threat lo 
animal or plan/ health or products, to any person rhe transferor knows or has reason to believe is 
not regislered to receive or possess such agenr or toxin, as required under regulations prescribed 
by rhe perlinenl Secrelary. 17ze maximum term of imprisonmenl is 5 years. 

(3) Two new offinses, at 18 U.S. C.§ 175b(c)(1) and (2), prohibil any person from knowingly 
possessing a select agenl listed in regulations by the Secretary of Health and Human Services, or a 
biological agent or loxin listed in regulations by the Secretary of Agriculture as posing a severe 
threat to animal or plant health or products, if that person has not registered to receive or possess 
such agent or toxin, as required under regulations prescribed by the perrinent Secretary. The 
maximum term of imprisonment is 5 years. 

Like the existing offense at 18 US. C.§ 1 75b(a}(1), reference of the new offenses to §2M6.1 
is appropriate. (An amendment to the statutory index is not necessary because there already exists 
a reference to §2M6.1 for section 175b offenses.) 

Second, the proposed amendment provides for a base offense level of level 22 for the new offenses 
involving transfer to, or possession of, selecl biological agents by unregistered persons. This proposed base 
offense level is the same as the existing base offense level for offenses involving transfer to, or possession of, 
select biological agents by restricted persons. The proposed amendment exempts these offenses from 
application of §2M6. 1 (b)(1), which provides a two level enhancement for offenses involving select agents, 
because that factor is incorporated info the proposed base offinse levels. 

Third, in response to Act, the proposed amendment makes two modifications to the definition of 
"select biological agent" in §2M6.1. That definition exists in rhe guideline for purposes of the two level 
enhancement in §2M6. 1 (b)(1) for offenses that involved such an agent. First, in response to section 212 of 
the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of 2002, the amendment 
proposes to expand the definition of "select biological agent" to include biological agents and toxins the 
Secretary of Agriculture has determined pose a severe threat to animal and plan/ health and products. 
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Second, section 201 of the Act codified a number of provisions of the Antiterrorism and Effective Death 
Penalty Act of 1996 in the Public Health Service Act. This codification necessitates a conforming amendment 
to the definition of"select agent" in Application Note I of §2M6.1. 

Proposed Amendment (Part HA) 

§2M6.1. Unlawful Production, Development, Acquisition, Stockpiling, Alteration, Use., Transfer, 
or Possession of Nuclear Material, Weapons, or Facilities, Biological Agents, Toxins, 
or Delivery Systems, Chemical Weapons, or Other Weapons of Mass Destruction; 
Attempt or Conspiracy 

(a) Base Offense Level (Apply the Greatest): 

(1) 42, if the offense was committed with intent(A) to injure the United States; 
or (B) to aid a foreign nation or a foreign terrorist organization; 

(2) 28, if subsections (a)(l ), (a)(3), and (a)( 4), and (a)(S) do not apply; 

(3) 22, if the defendant is convicted under 18 U.S.C. § 175b; or 

(4) 20, if (A) the defendant is convicted under 18 U.S.C. § 175(b); or (B> the 
otTcnsc (i) involved a threat to use a nuclear weapon. nuclear materi<d. or 
nuclear byproduct material, a chemical weapon, a biological agent, toxin. 
or delivery system. or a weapon of mass destruction; but (ii) did not involve 
any conduct evidencing an intent or Clbili ty to carry out the threat. 

(5) 26, if the offense (A) imolved a tlueat to use a nucleat nucleat 
matet ial, 01 noel eat by ptoduct matetial, a clremical weapon, a biological 
agent, toxin, 01 deli very system, or a of mctss desli action, but (B) 
did not imohc any conduct evidencing an intent ot ability to ca11y oot the 
threat 

(b) Specific Offense Characteristics 

(1) If (A) subsection (a)(2); or (a)(4), ot (a)(S) applies; and (B) the offense 
involved a threat to use, or otherwise involved (i) a select biological agent; 
(ii) a listed precursor or a listed toxic chemical; (iii) nuclear material or 
nuclear byproduct material; or (iv) a weapon of mass destruction that 
contains any agent, precursor, toxic chemical, or material referred to in 
subdivision (i), (ii), or (iii), increase by 2 levels. 

(2) If(A) subsection (a)(2), (a)(3), or (a)(4)(A) applies; and (B)(i) any victim 
died or sustained permanent or life-threatening bodily injury, increase by 
41evels; (ii) any victim sustained serious bodily injury, increase by 2 levels; 
or (iii) the degree of injury is between that specified in subdivisions (i) and 
(ii), increase by 3 levels. 

(3) If (A) subsection (a)(2), (a)(3), or (a)(4), 01 (a)(S) applies; and (B) the 
offense resulted in (i) substantial disruption of public, governmental, or 
business functions or services; or (ii) a substantial expenditure of funds to 
clean up, decontaminate, or otherwise respond to the offense, increase by 
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4 levels. 

• •• 
Commentary 

• • * 
Application Notes: 

1. Definitions.-For purposes of this guideline: 

* * * 
"Select biological agent" means a biological agent or toxin identified (A) by the Secretary of Health 
and Human Services on the select agent list established and maimained pursuant to section -5ff(dj 

r.. 1 ··· · '-Effo ·· B ·' " '· f · 0 b t ·e' ':lz 5 :#.Z e J;: R: · 7Z "511 orrne JllltlcJ 1 Oll311t ana en veean11 enat1yrc:•, 1 u.. 1"1* 1. ::J::.E.l •1 pa11 .... ., -' 
q(the l'ublic !fC'alth Service Act (42 U.S. C. 262a). or {B) by till! Secrt!tary <'!Agriculturt! on the list 
t•stahlishcd alld mainraint!d pursuant to st!ctionl/2 <!(the Agricultural Bivtcrrorism Protection Act 
<{2002 (7 U.S.C. § 8-!0/). 

2. Threat Cases.-Subsection fa)f3j(a}(-l}tB) applies in cases that involved a threat to use a weapon, 
agent, or material covered by this guideline but that did not involve any conduct evidencing an intent 
or ability to carry out the threat. For example, subsection (a)ffl(a)f.J)([J) would apply in a case in 
which the defendant threatened to contaminate an area with anthrax and also dispersed into the area 
a substance that appeared to be anthrax but that the defendant knew to be harmless talcum powder. 
In such a case, the dispersal of talcum powder does not evidence an intent on the defendant's part 
to carry out the threat. In contrast, subsection fa)f3ffa)N){B) would not apply in a case in which 
the defendant threatened to contaminate an area with anthrax and also dispersed into the area a 
substance that the defendant believed to be anthrax but that in fact was harmless talcum powder. 
In such a case, the dispersal of talcum powder was conduct evidencing an intent to carry out the 
threat because of the defendant's belief that the talcum powder was anthrax. 

Subsection fa)f3J(a)(l){ll) shall not apply in any case involving both a threat to use any weapon, 
agent, or material covered by this guideline and the possession of that weapon, agent, or material. 
In such a case. possession of the weapon, agent, or material is conduct evidencing an intent to use 
that weapon, agent, or material. 

* * * 

B. SAFE DRINKING WATER PROVISIONS 

This proposed amendment responds to amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act made by section 
403 of the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response of 2002. Section I 432(a) 
of the Safe Drinking Water Act (42 U.S. C. § 300i-I (a)) prohibits any p erson from tampering with a public 
water system. The statutory maximum penalty was increased from 5 years' imprisonment to 20 years' 
imprisonment. This offense is the only offense referenced to §2QJ.4 (Tampering or Attempted Tampering 
with Public Water System). Section 1432(b) of such Act (42 U.S. C. § 300i-l (b)) prohibits anyone from 
attempting or threatening to tamper with a public water system. The statutmy maximum penalty was 
increased from 3 years' imprisonment to 10 years' imprisonment. This offense is the only offense referenced 
to §2Ql.5 (Threatened Tampering with Public Water System). For purposes of both offenses, "tamper" 
means "to introduce a contaminant into a public water system with the intention of harming persons" or "to 
othenvise interfere with the operation of a public water system with the intention of harming persons". 
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First, the amendment proposes to consolidate the guidelines covering tampering with consumer 
products, §2N1.1, and tampering with a public water system, §2Ql.4, and to consolidate the guidelines 
covering threatened tampering with consumer products, §2N1.2, and threatened tampering with a public 
water system, §2Q1.5. Consolidation is proposed because of the infrequency of occurrence of these offenses 
and because these guidelines cover very similar conduct; accordingly, the treatment of these offenses under 
the same guideline would promote proportionality in punishment. The substantive changes resulting from 
the proposed consolidation would include (1) increased base offense levels for public water system offenses, 
as discussed in the following paragraph; (2) application to consumer product cases of an existing 
enhancement in the public water system guidelines if the offense involved substantial disruption of 
governmental functions or substantial expenditure of funds to respond to the offense; (3) elimination of the 
existing enhancement in the public water system guideline for ongoing, continuous, or repetitive release of 
a contaminant into the water supply (elimination is proposed because of definitional difficulties); (4) 
replacement of the existing enhancement in the public water system guideline if the pwpose of the offense 
was to influence government action or to extort money with an application note inviting an upward departure 
if a terrorist motive was present and a cross reference to the extortion guideline if the offense involved 
extortion; and (5) application to public water system offenses of an existing cross reference in the consumer 
products guideline to the murder guidelines if death resulted Conforming changes are made to the Statutory 
Index. 

An issue for comment follows regarding whether the proposed consolidations also should effectuate 
a consolidation of the tampering guidelines with the threatened tampering guidelines, similar to the manner 
in which offenses involving threats to use nuclear, biological, or chemical weapons are subsumed within the 
nuclear, biological and chemical guideline, §2M6.1. 

Second, the amendment proposes to increase the base offense level for offenses involving tampering 
and threatened tampering with a public water system. Under the proposed consolidation, the base offense 
level for tampering with a public water system would increase from level 18 to level 2 5, and the six level 
enhancement for the risk of death or serious bodily injury would be eliminated and replaced with a graduated 
enhancement for actual bodily injury. Likewise, the base offense level for threatening to tamper with a public 
water system is proposed to increase from level 10 to level I 6. For point of comparison, the existing base 
offense level for threatening communications under §2A6.1 is leve/12 and for threatened use of nuclear, 
biological, and chemical weapons under §2M6.1 is level 20. These substantial increases in the base offense 
levels are proposed to ensure proportionality with similar offenses and to respond to the increased statutory 
maximum penalties made by section 403 of the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and 
Response of2002. 

Third, the amendment proposes to provide an application note in the consolidated guideline that an 
upward departure (as provided in Application Note 4 of the terrorism adjustment in §3A1. 4 (Terrorism)) may 
be warranted if the tampering or threatened tampering was accompanied by a terrorist motive. The 
amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act made by the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism 
Preparedness and Response of2002 contemplated that terrorism may be the motive behind tampering with 
the public water supply. Section 1431 of the Safe Drinking Water Act (42 U.S. C. 300i-1) was amended to 
expand the authority of the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency to take emergency action 
to protect the public health if the Administrator determines that "there is a threatened or potential terrorist 
attack or other intentional act designed to disrupt the provision of safe drinking water or to impact adversely 
the safety of drinking water supplied to communities and individuals, which may present an imminent and 
substantial endangerment" to the public health Terrorist motives similarly may be present in offenses 
involving tampering with consumer products. 

One other criminal provision was added by the Act, but it may be appropriate not to list this 
provision in the Statutory Index at this lime. Section 401 of the Public Heallh Security and Bioterrorism 
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Preparedness and Response of2002 added section 1433 to the Safe Drinking Water Act. This provision 
requires local communities to conduct assessments of the vulnerability of their public water systems to 
terrorist and other intentional acts. Section 1433(a)(6) of the Safe Drinking Water Act (42 USC.§ 300i-
2(a)(6)) provides thai any person who acquires information from this assessmenl and knowingly or recklessly 
reveals such information to a person other than to specified persons authorized to receive such information 
shall be imprisoned for nor more than one year and/or fined in accordance with the fines applicable to Class 
A misdemeanors. This provision does nor provide a neat fir within the guidelines. Most of the environmenral 
regulatory guidelines cover the failure to report information or the falsification of information, rather than 
the reckless disclosure of information. Rather than provide a Statutory Index reference at this point, it may 
be best to assess over the nexr few years the frequency of prosecution of this offense and what conduct 
typically occurs in connection with the offense. 

Proposed Amendm ent (Pa rt liB): 

PART N- OFFENSES INVOLVING PlJ UL IC WATER SYST EMS, FOOD, DRUGS, 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS, AND ODOMETER LAWS 

l. TAMPERING WIT H CONSUMER PRODUCTS OR PUB LIC WATE R SYSTEMS 

§2N1.1. Tampering \Vith Cnnsumcr Prod ucts or Attempting to Tamper \ Vith Consu mer 
Products Involving Risk of Death or Bodily Injury: Tampering or Attemoting to 
Ta mper With :l Public \Vater Svstcm 

* * * 

(b) Specific Offense Characteristics 

* * * 
(2) If the offense resulted in (A) substantird disruption of public. 

governmentaL or business functions or services; or (I3) a substantial 
expenditure of funds to clean up. decontaminate, or otherwise 
respond to the offense, incn::ase by 4 levels. 

* * * 
Commentary 

Statutory Provisions: 18 USC.§ 1365(a), (e);./] US. C.§ 300i-1. 

Application Notes: 

• '11 b fft . ' fl ·' '. (je . ., . * c' ·' . b l'fy . . t .tease urnse 1e ve1 1 t.JtZcts tnaz zn•s l!rllSe typ1can poses a 1 zs UJ aea1n 01 se1 1oasuaz uyzuy 
• • ,. • • , r I ' b ,., . . H'f ,I fji r ro one 01 11101 e vzcutns, ot causes, 01 1s auenaea 10 cuase,oail Zlijlilj.1el e 111e v.rense pwea 

b , • r • 1c r r • • b ,., • • · , · 1 , U SZJ SlUillZUJ liS Vf aeazn VI SC I lOZlSOUll lll)Uij 20 illlillCI OUJ Vl CJJIIlS, OJ CUZLSeU eX11 eJJlC 
psychol'vglcal by·u,y 01 substantialp1 ope1 ty a'atnage ot nzuneaaJy t'ws, an up nat a'dcpat tate 1nay be 

, r r , 1 r • f · • 1 f{c 1• 1 , • 1c c r , 1 • b ,., cvatl a1uea. 112 J»e unusaat case zn .v ucn tne V.[ n:se aaa 1101 cause a 1 as oyaeau2 01 se; aozzsoan 
• , 1 •. 1 1 • 1 r b l·ry, • ' r ' ' b Uijtilj, ana 12enne1 causea no1 ¥vas znzenal!a to caaseoun ll ijtllj, a UOiVIhVUJUUepai l tll c Jnaye 
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JVUI I anted. 

.ne specza1 znsn uczzon zn sa secJJVIJ (U( i appucs •vnerne; nze vrense lt= ve1 zs aeteJnzuzea zznae1 
b •' /'7 b c c ' b ,• /1 sa secnon t (l 01 7 use UJ a cJoss ;qe1ence 112 sa sec12on (t . 

I. Avnlicatioll of Sn('ciol lil.\'fmction.-Suhsecthm (d) applies ill any ca.s·e in which !he is 
convicted ofa sing!<! coum involving (A) 1/ie dl!afh or permanent, L(/'e-thrt?alening or serious 
injlliJ' ofmore than 0 111! victim: or (8) conduct/anramounf 10 the attempted murder ofmm·,e than one 
victim, regardless the <?(limse level is de/ermined undt•r this guideline or under another 
guideline in Chapter Tll'o (q{/'ens!! Conduct) by use of a cross rr:forence 1111der subsection (cJ. 

"> /)l!narture 

§2N1.2. 

(.4J /)mmward D('twrture Provision.- The base ojJe11se Level rl!jlecls that (·overed by 
!his guiclelinl' typically pose a risk of death or serious hodily to one or mor<t victims: 
or cause, or arl! in/ended to cause. !11 !he IIIIUSilal case in which tht! rd(C'nsl' 
did no/ causl! a risk o.f death or serious bodily injw:r. and neither <..·aused nor was intended 
lo can'i! hodily a clmrmrard deparfure be wurrw1h'd 

(B) l ipword Derarfure frovisions.-lfthe offense posed a subsranrial risk ofdear/J or serious 
bodi/J.' il!iw:v to 1111merous victims, cau.sed extreme p.sychological i'!iwy. c>r ctwsed 
substantial fli'O/)erty damage or monetary loss, ctn detJarture may he m rrrantt•cl. 

(/'the was calculated to it!flumce or c!ff('c/ the L'ondud hy imimidation 
or coadon. or to rettlliale agoim·r gowrnme171 conduct, em IIJ>ll'ard departure may b<! 
ll'tlrranted. See Application Note 4 of§JA/.4 (Termrism) . 

* * * 
Providing False Information or Threatening to Tamper with Consumer Products: 
Thrc;\tcnin g to Tarn tH' r With a Puhlic \ \'}ttcr Svstcm 

* * * 
(b) Specific OtTensc Characteristic 

( 1) I fthe offense resulted in (A) substantial disruption of public, governmental, 
or busint:5S functions or services: or ( l3) a substantial expt:nditure o f funds 
to dt:an up, dccont<lminatt:, or otherwise rt:spond to tht: offcm:e , increase by 
4 levels. 

tb)( c) Cross Reference 

* * * 
Commentarv 

Statutory Provisions: 18 US. C.§ 1365(c), (d): 42 U.S. C. § JOOi-1. 

Application Note: 
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1. Upward Deportw·e Pmvisions.-Jf death or bodily injury, extreme psychological injury, or 
substantial property damage or monetary loss resulted, an upward departure may be warranted. See 
Chapter Five, Part K (Departures). 

{/"the u.flense H·as calculated to influence or ajfect the conduct of government hy imimidation or 
cot?rcion, or to retaliate against gm·ermnt?nt conduct. an upward departure may be Set! 
Applic:aticm Note -1 of§3Al.4 

§2Q1.4. 

* * * 
T:unpct ing 01 Attempted Tamuct ing nith Public Watct Sv;tcm 

(a) Base Offense Level. 18 

(b) Specific Offense Chatactet istics 

(I) Ifa tisk ofdeath 01 se1ious bodily injuty was cteated, inc1ease by 61evcls. 

(z) If the offense 1esulted in dis10ption ofa public >>atet system 01 evacuation 
ofa community, ot if cleanup tequi1ed a substantial expwditute, inctease 
by 4 levels. 

(3) If the offense tesulted in an ongoing, continuous, ot tepetitive tclcase of a 
contaminant into a public watet system 01 lasted fot a substantial pet iod of 
time, inctease by 2 levels. 

f4) If the pmpose ofthe offense was to influence gooe111111ent action otto extott 
mo11ey, inctease by 6 leoels. 

Connnenzu1 p 

SiaznfVJVP1ovision. 42 U.S.C. §JOOi-1. 

• "S . b . . , . I I • • • e . . § 'fJ r ' 7f I • • • r • •• 1 . eJ lOUSOUl l lii)Zll j IS Uifllea lll I he 101111/llCiliUi j iOJJ.J ( ppllCUll0/1 iiiSU UCil01l3. 

§2Ql.S. Tlu c.tlcncd Tam pet ing nith Public Vlalet Ststem 

(a) Base Offense Level. 16 

(b) Specific Offeuse Chruactet istic 

(I) If the tlneat OJ attempt Jesulted in disJuptiott of a public watet system OJ 
evacuation of a COIIIIIIUUity 01 a substruttial public expenditute, inctease by 
4 levels. 

(c) €t oss Refetence 
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(I) If the pm pose of the offi::nse was to influence govennnent actio11 01 to extOl t 
money, apply §2D3.2 (Ext01tion by Fo1ce 01 Tlueat of Injury ot Selioos 
Damage). 

Ctnnnzen£aJ v 

cr· · · o · · &ee §-Bee· • UUiUiOI pI I OVlSlOil.. ..t-1. 

* * * 

APPENDIX A- STATUTORY INDEX 

* * * 
42 u.s.c. § 300i-l 2Q1.4, 2Q1.52Nl.l. 2N 1.2 

* * * 
Issue for Comment: For the reasons stated in the foregoing synopsis, this amendment proposes to 
consolidate the guidelines covering tampering with consumer products, §2N 1.1, and tampering wiJh a public 
water system, §2Ql.4, and to consolidate the guidelines covering threatened tampering with consumer 
products, §2NJ. 2, and threatened tampering with a public water system, §2QJ.5. The Commission requests 
comment regarding whether the Commission should effectuate the consolidation ofthesefour guidelines into 
one guideline covering both tampering and threatened tampering cases. Such an approach would be 
consistent with the guideline covering nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons and materials, §2M61, 
which covers both offenses involving such weapons and materials as well as offenses involving the threatened 
use of such weapons and materials. 

C. ANIMAL ENTERPRISE TERRORISM 

This proposed amendment adds an invited upward departure provision in the fraud, theft, and 
property destruction guideline, §2Bl .l, to account for aggravating conduct that may occur in connection with 
an animal enterprise offense under 18 U.S. C.§ 43. 

Specifically, section 336 of the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response 
Act of 2002 increased the penalty provisions of 18 U.S. C. § 43, which makes il an offense to travel in 
interstate or foreign commerce, or to use or cause to be used the mail or any facility in interstate or foreign 
commerce for the purpose of causing physical disruption to the functioning of an animal enterprise, and to 
intentionally damage or cause the loss of any property (including animals and records) used by the animal 
enterprise, or to conspire to do so. 

Before amendment by the Act, the penalty structure was (I) not more than one year imprisonment 
for causing economic damage exceeding $10, 000; (2) not more than 10 years' imprisonment for causing 
serious bodily injury in the course of such an offense; and (3) life or any term of years of imprisonment if 
death resulted. As a result of the Act, the penalty structure now is (I) not more than 6 months imprisonment 
for causing economic damage not exceeding $10,000 (18 USC.§ 43(b)(J)); (2) not more than 3 years' 
imprisonment/or causing economic damage exceeding $10,000 (18 U.S.C. § 43(b)(2)); (3) not more than 
20 years' imprisonment for causing serious bodily injury in the course of such an offense (18 U.S. C. 
§ 43(b)(3)); and (4) life or any term of years of imprisonment if death resulted (18 U.S. C.§ 43(b)(4)). 
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This offense currently is referenced only to §2B1.1. While reference only to that guideline generally 
continues to be appropriate for violations under 18 US. C.§ 43, that guideline fails to account for aggravated 
situations in which serious bodily injury or death results. Although the property damage guideline contains 
an enhancement for the risk of serious bodily injury or death, there is no enhancement or cross reference in 
that guideline that would provide a higher offense level if actual serious bodily injury or death resulted. 
Given the highly unusual occurrence of death or serious bodily injury in property damage cases generally 
and the infrequency of these specific offenses, the proposed amendment adds an invited upward departure 
provision in Application Note 15(A)(ii) of §2B1.1 if death or serious bodily injury occurs in an offense under 
18 US. C. § 43, or if substantial or significant scientific information or research is lost as part of such an 
offense. 

Proposed Amendment (Part II C): 

§2Bl .l. Larceny, Embezzlement, and Other Forms of Theft; Offenses Involving Stolen 
Property; Property Damage or Destruction; Fraud and Deceit; Forgery; Offenses 
Involving Altered or Counterfeit Instruments Other than Counterfeit Bearer 
Obligations of the United States 

* * * 

Commentarv 

* * * 
A[?plication Notes: 

* * * 
15. Departure Considerations.-

* * * 

(ii) The offense caused or risked substantial non-monetary harm. For example, the offense 
caused physical harm, psychological harm, or severe emotional trauma, or resulted in a 
substantial invasion of a privacy interest (through, for example, the theft of personal 
information such as medical, educational, or financial records). An upward departure 
would be Hw-ranled,for example, in <'t c:ase ini'O!ving animal enterprise terrorism unda 18 
U.S.C § 43. if in the of thl! serious bodily injury or death re-sul1ed, ur 
substantial sciemific rt'sean:h or il!fbrmation were destroyl!d 

Ill. AMENDM ENTS REQUIRED BY THE TERRORIST BOMBINGS CONVENTION 
IMPLEMENTATION ACT OF 2002 

The proposed amendment amends the Statutory Index (and the Statutory Provisions of the pertinent 
Chapter Two guidelines) to add three new offenses created by the Terrorist Bombings Convention 
Implementation Act of 2002, Pub. L. 107-197, and provides conforming amendments within a number of 
Chapter Two guidelines to more fully incorporate the new offenses into the offense guidelines. 

First, section 102 ofthe Act created a new offense at 18 US. C. § 2332/. which provides in subsection 
(a) that "whoever unlawfully delivers, places, discharges, or detonates an explosive or other lethal device 
in, into, or against a place of public use, a state or government facility, a public transportation system, or 
an infrastructure facility (A) with the intent to cause death or serious bodily injury, or (B) with the intent to 
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cause extensive destruction of such a place, facility, or system, where such destruction results in or is likely 
to result in major economic loss" and in subsection (b) that "whoever attempts or conspires to commit [such} 
an offense" shall be punished as provided under 18 U.S. C.§ 2332a(a). Section 2332a offenses currently are 
referenced to §§2K1A (the arson and property damage by use of explosives guideline) and 2M6.1 (the 
guideline covering nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons). The proposed amendment refers this new 
offense to those guidelines as well. In addition, the proposed amendment amends the alternative base offense 
levels in the arson guideline §2KJ.4(a)(J) so that the base offense level oflevel24 applies to targets of 18 
U.S. C.§ 2332/ offenses, namely, state or government facilities, infrastructure facilities, public transportation 
systems and ''places of public use". 

Second, section 202 of the Act created a new offense at 18 U.S. C. § 2339C, which provides in 
subsection (a)(1) that "whoever, in a circumstance described in subsection (c) (i.e., in the United States or 
outside of the United States by a national of the United States or an entity organized under the laws of the 
United States), by any means directly or indirectly, unlawfully and willfully provides or collects funds, with 
the intention that such funds be used, or with the knowledge that such funds are to be used, in full or in part, 
in order to carry out (A) an act which constitutes an offense, within the scope of certain international treaties, 
as implemented by the United States, or (B) any other act intended to cause death or serious bodily injury 
to a civilian, or to any person not taking an active part in the hostilities in a situation of armed conflict, when 
the purpose of such act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a government or 
an international organization to do or abstain from doing an act", and in subsection (b) that whoever 
attempts or conspires to commit such an offense, shall be punished for a maximum term of imprisonment of 
20years. 

The proposed amendment refers the new offense at 18 U.S. C. § 2339C(l)(A) to §2X2.1 (Aiding and 
Abetting). The new offense involves providing or collectingfunds knowing or intending that the funds would 
be used to cany out any of a number of specified offenses. Accordingly, the proposed amendment treats these 
offenses in the same manner as 18 U.S. C.§ 2339A offenses, which aid and abet a predicate offense listed in 
the statute. An amendment is proposed to be made in §2X2.1 to conform the definition of the "underlying 
offense" that is aided and abetted. 

Theproposedamendmentrefers the new offense at 18 U.S. C. §2339C(a)(J)(B) to §2M5.3 (Providing 
Material Support or Resources to Designated Foreign Terrorist Organizations). Reference to §2M5.3 is 
appropriate because this offense involves generally providing or collecting funds knowing or intending that 
the funds would be used to carry out not a specified offense but rather an act which by its nature is a terrorist 
act (because it is meant to intimidate a civilian population or to compel a government or international 
organization to do something or to refrain from doing something). Therefore, the essence of the offense is 
the provision of material support to terrorists, which is appropriately referenced to §2M5.3. The proposed 
amendment expands §2M5.3 to include not only designated foreign terrorist organizations bur other terrorists 
as well. 

Third, 18 U.S. C.§ 2339C(c)(2) makes it unlawful in the United States, or outside the United States 
by a national of the United States or an entity organized under the laws of the United States, to knowingly 
conceal or disguise the nature, location, source, ownership, or control of any material support, resources, 
or funds knowing or intending that they were (A) provided in violation of 18 U.S. C. §2339B, or (B) provided 
or collected in violation of 18 U.S. C. §2339C(a)(1) or (2). The maximum term of imprisonment for a 
violation of subsection 18 U.S.C. § 2339C(c) is 10 years. 

The proposed amendment references offenses under 18 U.S.C. § 2339C(c)(2)(A) to §2X3.1 
(Accessory After the Fact), since the essence of such an offense is the concealment of resources that were 
known or intended to have been provided in violation of another substantive offense, namely, 18 U.S. C. 
§ 2339B. An amendment is proposed to be made in §2X3.1 to conform the definition of the "underlying 
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offense" to which the defendant is an accessory. 

The proposed amendment references offenses under 18 U.S. C.§ 2339C{c){2)(B) to §§2M5.3 and 
2X3.1. To the extent the offense involved knowingly concealing or disguising the nature, location, source, 
ownership, or control of any material support, resources, or funds knowing or intending that they were 
provided or collected in violation of 18 U.S. C.§ 2339C(a)(1), the offense should be sentenced under §2X3.1. 
This is because the concealment occurs with respect to material support the defendant knows is to be used, 
in full or in part, in order to carry out an act which constitutes any number of specified offenses. To the 
extent the offense involved knowingly concealing or disguising the nature, location, source, ownership, or 
control of any material support, resources, or funds knowing or intending that they were provided or 
collected in violation of 18 U.S. C.§ 2339C(a)(2), the offense should be sentenced under §2M5.3. This is 
because the concealment occurs with respect to material support the defendant knows is to be used, in full 
or in part, in order to carry out not a specified offense but rather an act which by its nature is a terrorist act 
(because it is meant to intimidate a civilian population or to compel a government or international 
organization to do something or to refrain from doing something). A conforming amendment is proposed 
to be added to the Statutory Provisions of §§2M5.3 and 2X3.1. 

P roposed Amendment (Part III): 

§2Kl.4. Arson; Proper ty Damage by Usc of Explosives 

(a) Base Offense Level (Apply the Greatest): 

(1) 24, if the offense (A) created a substantial risk of death or serious bodily 
injury to any person other than a participant in the offense, and that risk was 
created knowingly; or(B) involved the destruction or attempted destruction 
of a dwelling, an airport, an aircraft, a mass transportation facility, a mass 
transportation vehicle, or a ferry. a public transportation system, a state or 
government facility. an infrastructure facility. or a place of pub I ic usc; 

(2) 28, if the offense (A) cteated a substantial t isk of death 01 set ious bodily 
iojuty to any petsOtt otltet than a pat ticipant itt the offense, (B) involved the 
destt uctiott ot attempted destt uctiott of a stt act we otltet than (i) a dwelling, 
ot (ii) an aitpott, au aitctaft, a mass ttauspottatiott facility, a ma:ss 
ttattspmtation vehicle, ot a fen) , ot (C) endangeted (i) a (ii) a 
stt uctme otltet than a dwelling, ot (iii) au aitctaft, a ma:ss ttanspot tat ion 
vehicle, 01 a feuy , ot 

(2) 20. if thl! (A) created a substantial risk of death or serious bodily 
injury to any person other than a participant in the offense; (B) involved the 
destruct ion or attempted destruction of a structure other than ( i) a dwelling, 
or (i i) an airport. an aircraft. a mass transportation facility. a mas!> 
transportation vehicle. a ferry, a public tr<msportation system. a state or 
government facility. an infrastructure facility, or a place of puhlic use; or 
(C) endangered (i) a dwelling. (ii) a structure other than a dwelling. or (iii) 
an airport, an aircraft, a mass transportation facility, a mass transportation 
vehicle, a ferry. a public transportation system. a state or government 
1·l1cil ity. infrastructure facility. or a place of public use; or 

••• 
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Commentary 

Statutory Provisions: 18 U.S. C.§§ 32(a), (b) , 33, 81, 844(/), (h) (only in the case of an offense committed 
prior to November 18, 1988), (i), 1153, 1855, 1992, 1993(a)(1), (a)(2), (a)(J), (b), 2275, 2332a, J332f; 49 
U.S. C. § 60123(b). For additional statutory provision(s), see Appendix A (Statutory Index). 

Application Notes: 

1. DeOnitions.- For purposes ofthis guideline: 

* * * 

"Stall! or government facilily", "il!fraslructure facility", "place of puhlic use". cmd "puhlic 
transportal ion system " IJa i'C !he mean in>; >;iven those terms in 18 U.S C. § 233l t(eJ(J ). (5). (6). and 
(7J. 

* * * 

§2M5.3. Providing Material Support or Resources to Designated Foreign Terrorist 
Oq,!anizations ot· For :t Terrorist Purposl' 

* * * 
Commentmy 

Statu101y Provision: 18 U.S. C. § 23398. 13J9C(aj(J )({JJ. (c)f ]J(B) rbut only ll'ith respect to fimds kno1rn or 
intendt!d to haw been provided or collected in violation 418 US. C. § 233YC(a)( 1)( B)) . 

* * * 

§2X2.1. Aiding and Abetting 

The offense level is the same level as that for the underlying offense. 

* * * 

Commentary 

Statutory Provisions: 18 U.S. C.§§ 2, 2339, 2339A. 2339C(Cl)ri)(A). 

Application Note: 

1. DeOnition.-For purposes of this guideline, "underlying offense" means the offense the defendant is 
convicted of aiding or abetting, or in the case of a violation of 18 U.S. C.§ 2339A or 2 339C(a)f l)(A), 
"underlying offense" means the offense the defendant is convicted of having materially supported or 
provided or prior to or during its commission. 

* * * 

§2X3.1. Accessorv After the Fact 
* * * 
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Commentary 

Statutory Provisions: 18 U.S.C. §§ 3, 757, 1071,1072,2339, 2339A. 23J9C(c)(2}tA). (c)(J)(!J/ (buton(vwitlt 
respect 10 funds known or intendf!d to been f'ITVI'ided or collected in l'iolation of 18 U.S.C. 
§ 2331JC(a)( l)(A)). 

Aeplication Notes: 

1. Definition.-For purposes of this guideline, "underlying offense" means the offense as to which the 
defendant is convicted of being an accessory, or in the case of a violation of 18 U.S C. § 2339A, 
"underlying offense" means the offense the defendant is convicted of having materially supported 
after its commission (Lb in connection with the concealment of or an escape from that offense). or 
in the c:ase of(/ vinlmion of 18 U.S.C. ,\,. 2339C(c)(2)(A). "underlying offense" mew1s the violation 
of 18 U.S. C. § 23398 with respect to which the material support. reSf)llrc:es, ortimds were concealed 
or disguised. Apply the base offense level plus any applicable specific offense characteristics that 
were known, or reasonably should have been known, by the defendant; gg_Application Note 10 of 
the Commentary to §1B1.3 (Relevant Conduct) . 

* * * 
APPENDIX A - STATUTORY INDEX 

18 u.s.c. § 2332d 
IS U.S.C. § 2332f 
I 8 U.S.C. § 2339 
18 U.S.C. § 2339A 
18 U.S.C. § 2339B 
18 U.S.C. s 2339C(a)(l )(A) 
18 U.S.C. 2339C(a)(l)(B) 
18 U.S.C. 2339C(c)(2)(/\) 
18 U.S.C. 2339C(c)(2)(13) 
18 U.S.C. § 2340A 

••• 

2M5.1 
2K I .4. 2M6. I 
2X2.1, 2X3. I 
2X2. I, 2X3.1 
2M5.3 
2X2.1 
2M5.3 
2X3.1 
2M5.3. 2X3. 1 
2A l. l , 2Al.2, 2A2.1, 2A2.2, 2A4.1 

* * * 
IV. MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS 

The proposed amendment amends §2K1.3 to add an additional base offense level of 18for certain 
offenses committed under 18 U.S. C. § 842(p)(2). Section 842(p)(2) criminalizes knowingly or intentionally 
facilitating Federal crimes of violence by teaching or demonstrating the making or use of an explosive, 
destructive device, or weapon of mass destruction. it also criminalizes the distribution "by any means 
information pertaining to, in whole or in part, the manufacture or use of an explosive, destructive, device, 
or weapon of mass destruction" with the intent or knowing that the teaching. demonstration, or information 
will be used for or in furtherance of, an activity that constitutes a Federal crime of violence. The statutory 
maximum term of imprisonment is 20 years. 

The statute is referenced in the Statutory Index to §§2K1.3 (covering prohibited transactions 
involving explosive materials) and 2M6.1 (covering weapons of mass destruction). The applicable base 
offense levels at §2M6.1 are levels 42 and 28. The applicable offense level at §2K1.3 currently is base 
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offense level 12. Section 2 K1.3 has alternative base offense levels predicated upon recidivism. An alternative 
base offense level of24 applies to a defendant with two prior felony convictions of a crime of violence or a 
controlled substance offense, and an alternative base offense level of20 applies to a defendant with one prior 
felony conviction of a crime of violence or a controlled substance offense. The base offense level of 12 
appears to be disproportionately low compared with other 20 year offenses, and compared with the treatment 
of 18 US.C. § 842(p){2) offenses under §2M6.1. This is especially true in light of the definition of 
"destructive device", defined at 18 US. C. § 921 (a)(4) to include "(A) any explosive, incendiary, or poison 
gas (i) bomb, (ii) grenade, (iii) rocket having a propellant charge of more than four ounces, (iv) missile 
having an explosive or incendiary charge of more than one-quarter ounce, (v) mine, or (vi) device similar 
to any of the devices described in the preceding clauses . ... " 

The proposed amendment also makes the enhancement at §2K1.3(b)(3) and the cross reference at 
§2K1.3(c)(1) applicable to 18 US. C.§ 842(p)(2) offenses. Currently, in cases in which the defendant used 
or possessed any explosive material in connection with another felony offense or possessed or transferred 
any explosive material with knowledge, intent, or reason to believe that it would be used or possessed in 
connection with another felony offense, subsection (b)(3) provides a four level enhancement and a minimum 
offense level of leve/18, and, if the resulting offense level is greater, the cross reference at subsection (c)(1) 
references such cases either to §2X1. 1 (A ttempt, Solicitation, or Conspiracy), or to the most analogous 
homicide guideline if death resulted. Application ofboth subsection (b)(3) and subsection (c)(1) to 18 U.S. C. 
§ 842(p)(2) offenses is appropriate because of the defendant's knowledge and/or intent that the defendant's 
teaching would be used to carry out another felony. 

Finally, the proposed amendment makes minor technical changes to the Statutory Provisions of 
§2M6.1. 

Proposed Amendment (Part IV): 

§2K1.3. Unlawful Receipt, Possession, or Transportation of Explosive Materials; Prohibited 
T ra nsactions Involving Explosive Materials 

(a) Base O ffense Level (Apply the Greatest): 

* * * 
(3) 1 S. if the was convicted under l8 U.S. C. 842(p )(2): 

ffl(4) * * * 

* * * 

(b) Specific O ffense Characteristics 

* * * 
(3) lfthe defendant (i\) was convictt:d under 18 U.S.C. 842(p)(2); or ( 13) used 

or possessed any explosive material in connection with another felony 
offense; or possessed or transferred any explosive materia l with knowledge, 
intent, or reason to believe that it would be used or possessed in connection 
with another fe lony o ffense, increase by 4 levels. If the resulting offense 
level is less than level 18, increase to level l8. 
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(c) Cross Reference 

(I) Ifthe defendant (A) was convicted under IS U.S.C. § S42(p)(2); or (B) 
used or possessed any explosive material in connection with the 
commission or attempted commission of another offense, or possessed or 
transferred any explosive material with knowledge or intent that it would 
be used or possessed in connection with another offense, apply --

* * • 
Commentarv 

* * • 

Application Notes: 
* * • 

3. For purposes of subsection (aJm('I_J, "prohibited person" means any person described in 18 U.S. C. 
§ 842(i). 

* * * 
9. For purposes of applying subsection (a)(1) or (2), use only those felony convictions that receive 

criminal history points under §4A1.1 (a), (b), or (c). In addition,for purposes of applying subsection 
(a)(1), use only those felony convictions that are counted separately under §4A 1.1 (a), (b), or (c). See 
§4A1.2(a)(2); §4A 1.2, comment. (n.3). 

Priorfelonyconviction(s) resulting in an increased base offense level under subsection (a)(1), (a)(2), 
or (a)ffl f ./)are also cozmtedfor purposes of determining criminal history points pursuant to Chapter 
Four, Part A (Criminal History). 

§2M6.1. 

* * * 

Unlawful Production, Development, Acquisition, Stockpilinj!. Alteration, Use, Transfer, 
or Possession of Nuclear Material, Weapons, or Facilities, Biological Agents, Toxins, 
or Delivery Systems, Chemical Weapons, or Other Weapons of Mass Destruction; 
Attempt or Conspiracy 

* * * 
Commentary 

Statutorv Provisions: 18 U.S.C. §§ 175, 175b, 229, 831, 842(p)(2)(onzv lrith rcspl'Ctto weapons 
destruction as defined in 18 U.S C. 2332a{c}(2)(/J). (C.'), and {D), but including any biolvgicc11 agent. toxin. 
or vector). 1993(a)(2), (3), (b), 2332a (only with respect to weapons of mass destruction as defined in 18 
U.S.C. § 2332a(c)(2)(B), (C), and (D), but including any biological agent, toxin, or vector); 42 U.S.C. 
§§ 2077 (b), 2122, 2131 . For additional statutory provision(s), see Appendix A (Statutory Index). 
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4. Immigration 

Synopsis of Amendment: This proposed amendment addresses various application issues that have come 
to the Commission 's al/ention through Helpline calls, training sessions, and case law. First, two options are 
provided to address felony drug trafficking offenses that receive a sentence other than imprisonment. 
Currently, there is some confusion regarding whether such offenses should receive a 16-, 12-, or 8-level 
enhancement. Under the current guideline (as well as both proposed options), drug trafficking offenses for 
which the term of imprisonment imposed was more than 13 months receive a 16-level enhancement. Under 
Option One, all other f elony drug trafficking offenses will receive a 12-level enhancement. Under Option 
TwoJelony drug trafficking offenses that receive a term of imprisonment of less than 13 months will receive 
a 12-level enhancement, and felony drug trafficking offenses that receive a sentence other than imprisonment 
(e.g., probation or a fine) will receive an 8-leve/ enhancement. 

This amendment also makes the following commentary changes: adds definitions of "alien 
smuggling", "child pornography", and "human trafficking" offenses; adds commentary to clarify how 
revocations of probation, parole, or supervised release should be treated for purposes of determining the term 
of imprisonment imposed; adds language prohibiting the use ofjuvenile adjudications under this guideline; 
and amends the definition of "aggravated felony" to exclude offenses of simple possession of a controlled 
substance. 

Proposed Amendment: 

§2L1.2. 

[Option One: 

[Option Two: 

Unlawfully Entering or Remaining in the United States 

* * * 
(b) Specific Offense Characteristic 

(1) Apply the Greatest: 

If the defendant previously was deported, or unlawfully remained in the 
United States, after-

(A) a conviction for a felony that is (i) a drug trafficking offense for 
which the sentence imposed was a term o f imprisonment that 
exceeded 13 months; (ii) a crime of violence; (iii) a firearms 
offense; (iv) a child pornography offense; (v) a national security or 
terrorism offense; (vi) a human trafficking offense; or (vii) an alien 
smuggling offense committed for profit, increase by 16 levels; 

(D) a comiction fm a felony d1 ug liaffickiug offense f01 the 
sentence imposed was 13 months 01 less, inctease by 12 levels, 

(B) a conviction for a felony drug. tra fficking o ffense other than a 
le lony drug. trafficking: o rrensc covered under subdivis ion (A). 
increase by 12 levels;) 

(B) a conviction for a felony drug trafficking offense for which the 
sentence imposed was a term o f imprisonment o ri3 months or less, 
increase by 12 levels;) 
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* * * 
Commentary 

* * * 
Application Notes: 

1. Anplication o(Subsection (b){!).-

(A) In General.-For purposes afsubsection (b)(l): 

* * * /• 7 f[ " I" I" • • b I I I I !(! 1 p v 1 au 01 anypa1 t uya sentence uyunp1 zson111ena '"as pi o azea, saspenaea, ; 1 eu, 
, r " • • rrr r ry, ' '• . t • • b ' r , 01 sauyea, sentence znposeu 1 tj c!:l s on a 10 tne poJuon a nat was no2 p1 o a• eat 

sttSpcnded, defc!.JJea', o; stayed. 

"Tt!nll of" imprisonment".-

(f) Ddinition.- "Term of imprisonment" means the sente111:!! of incarcercllion 
originally imposed. 

(If) Prohutf'd su,·rendf'd. n e(errecl. or Staved Senlt!I/Ct!S. - !/all or any part of 
a term of imprisonmem 11·as probated. suspended. deferrt!d, or stayed, 
':<;entt!IICt! imposed" refers 011ly to the portion that lt'as not proba1ed, 
suspmdt!d, deferred, or stayed. ..1 .'il'tllellCe in 1rhich all <!(a term of 
imprisonmelll was SILYpt•nd,•d and u tt•nn ofprohaticm was imposed is not 
a lerm of imprisonment .f(H· purposes of tliis guideline. [Option Two: 
Accordingly . .for p111710Sl'S t!f"subsections (h)(/ J(.-1) and rB), the sentence 
imposed .F>r a jidony drug (!1/l!nse musl be a sentt?ncf' of 
incarcaation. Anyf.dony drug trafficking senh•nce other Jhan a sentmce 
c?( incarcerution ffu!.. probation or a fine) shall be cow1tecl under 
subsection (bJ(/}(C).] 

(ll!J Rf'vocations otProharion or Parole.- Fur purposes r?fdetermining the term 
ofimpri.wnmt'nt in c.1 cast' im ·olvi11g a rewH.:ation ofprobation, parole, or 
supervised release adcl the term of imprisonment gin•n upon revocation to 
any 1erm ofimprisonmenl originally impost!d. 

(1') Subst?ction (b)( 1) dot!s not apply to a com•iclionji>r (II/ (?{/(.mst' commilled prior to 
agt! ofl!ightt>en years unless it is classifiecl cts em adult com·iclicm under the laws of 
thejuriscliction in which the defendant 1ras convicted (I!.J!., aft!deral conviclicm.for 
un offense commilled prior to the dej(!l1dant 's eiJ;Iueenth birthday is an adult 
conviction ((thtt dt!jt!ndcmt was exprt'ssly proceeded against a..; em adult). 

fBJ £J ··· ,;; '" b •· e/IHn ons. ro1 ptapwes ( ( l . 

'wnznzittea'fui p; ufit" nzeans conuniiied fui p aynzenz u; e:tpeClUiiOII U) 
paynae;n. 

(ii) ''€1 inze ofciol-ence "m 

(f) 1neans an v.rnse toJaeJ J ae1 a1, JlUle, 01 locul luJv that has as an elenJellf the use, 
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(iv) 

afienpiect' zzse, 01 tlu euteJzed use ufphysica(fcn ce ugainsi the pet son vfanothet , 
r:md-

inclua'-es 1nzn a"-e; , 1/lUflSlUllglzleJ , Aidnapping, agg1 a vated assaul-t, ju1 cible sex 
fJ ,. 1 , . 1 b r . -} bb · · · 1 0. c:;nses rnzcnJaing sexzzat a use vya nnnot , J o e1y, at son, exzo; tzo11, ex to; uona1e 

extension u[c1 edit, ana' bu; gla1y ufa a'rvelling. 

courueryen su s1ancc 01 11e possesszon vr a co11 1 vuea sa stance (Of a coarueryen 
L 1 ..l • 1 • • 1 1 c.. • I · 1 ·L I • szzwtance; iVllll onenl to nzanujucz are, anpo12, expo1 z, az:suzvz.ne, 01 Ulspen3e. 

l etOIIj ;neans Ulljjc.!UCI state, 01 10CU1 Vj .!llSe ptllllSIJQ 1e 4j liii)JilSOillllefllTT ate; 112 .. exceecnng one yea;. 

'7 u,;· fJc tt r 1/ r " . (V 1 u eatnJs V£ nsc nzeans any o/l1CJVllVWtllg. 

(I) 

(if) 

7f. fjl ' r ' 1 1 t I I 1 tf f "f. "t 11 
• 

1 f. n OJ. en:se anae1 JtZUeJ at, s1u e, o;oca 1u•vtat pr 012 tne onpo; 1a zoll, 
•· "b . . fji lc" r , "b I· '8&5e§9z' ens if z utJon, t1 anspo; tuzzon, u; u uy c zng VJ UJ 1 ea1nz aesc; z ea zn 10 .. 1, 

(" 
1 

• • 
1 ! I • '8 f:f s e § 8-:lt< 7 u; u1 an exptvs z ve nzateJ zat as at:.r;zea tit 1• . . ( c . 

7f. fJ r /C 1 r r f 1 f • "b •, r • r n zazae1 J ae1 U11 s2ate , 01 toea 1aw z zaz p1 onz liS uze pvssess1on v; u 

fir ewm desclibed in z6 USC§ 58-:IS(u). 01 vfan explvsive matelial as defmed in 
18 u.s e. §M1(c). 

A violation uf18 USe. § 844(h). 

(Ri';?l----;:rlf-,vrni:r,o.+.la,.tfi1 i'nomnnvrT')f-'+1R8'-IbY''-:'.5'r.-fC:!. . 

eC!-. 

, 7 "n . fJc , fJc . , . . , I. , ''fo , , . rv1e1; o; JSJn Vl nse 1neans any V) nse zn vo1 vzng, 01 un enwng top1 o;noze, aae1at tJ one 
c , . , , 1 

• r •· '8&5e §z-3-3zb'g) ' -') ur•e/JOIZS//1 I as tllUZLeJJ/llS aeyneaznl: . .r(J. 

rBJ Delinitions.--Fvr purp(lses ofsu/:lsection (b} O): 

fZJ "A lien snlllggling <?f/ense C0111lllilled for prr?fit'' means (I) an offense described in Sc!Ct ion 
132-l(a) o(title 8. United States Code. that m7s UJfiiiiJilled.fi>r profit. regardless c!f"H·I!t·ther 
the indic:lmt'i!l chctrgl!clthur rite t!!lim.\e IFOS commilled(or or (J I) em ojfi:nse under 
stCite lcrw consisting <?/conduct that wuultl huve been an ojlrmse under 8 U.S. C.§ 1 32-/(a) 
that ll 'as commifl t!d.fr;r pmjit1 regardl<!ss !he indictment t'hur:;!_ed that rhe (!/fense 
was commillcd fiw prc?lil. if the offi.,·nse had oc·c·w.,-cd ll'i!ltin the speciol maritime <11UI 
!f!rritoria! jurisdiction t?lrhc United Stales. "Cummittedfor prc?lir" llll!(lns the <!/fimse was 
<:mm!Jilleclfor JWl-'lllc!lll or expectation q/paymenr. 

(iU "Child pornogrc1phy off;,.nse" means r [jan oj{t.:nse described in section J :!5 f . 2:!51..-! , :!252!; 
or 2260} o_(title 18, United Stutes Cod,•; or (1/J an <?fl"ense under stute law CoJJSisting 
conduel rhatlrottld have /1een an offense under any suc/1 section he cJj}f.mse occurred 
within the special muriri111e and rerritorialjurisdit"lion United Sr, tlt's. 
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(iii) "Crime of l'iolmce'' means any of the .frJ/lowing: murder. manslaughter. kidnapping, 
aggrcrrate:cl assault . .fiJrcible sex <?tlemes (including sexual abuse <!/'a minor;. robbel)'. 
arson, extortion. exturtionatt! extension r?l credit. hurglm:\' of u d11'idling. or any offt!nse 
lmderfedt!ral. state, or local/ow that has as an element the use. allt!mptcd use, or threaten.td 
use of physical force against the person of wwthl•r. 

(il) "Drug trafficking <?{limse" mt!ans an offinst! muler federal. state. or/ocalltnr that prohibits 
rhe mam!facture, import. export. distribution, or dispensing ofa controllt!cl substance (or a 
cmmh'l.fi•it substance; or the possession <?l a controllt!cl subslllnce (or a countelft!it 
suhstwrct!) with intent to mwJt!/itcturt!. import. export, distribute, or dispense. 

"Felony11 means anyfi.•clcral, state, or local t.?(l'ense punishablt! by imprisonmellt for a term 
exceeding one year. 

(1·i) "Firearms offense" mr!uns uny of tlw folloll'ing: 

(/) An offense under federal. state. or local law t!tat prohibits the importation, 
distribution, transportal ion, or trafficking described in 18 US. C. § 921, 
or ofan t'xplosil·e material as defined in/8 (/.S.C. .{i 8-1/(c). 

An <!fl'ense under federal, slate, nr local/all' that prohibits rhe possession ({fct 
./irearm dt•scribed in 26 U.S C.§ 58-15(a). or ofau explosive materia/as deJined in 
18 u.s.c. § 8.:1/(cJ. 

(Ill) A l'iolation of IS U.S. C.§ 8-I.J(h). 

A violarion of/8 U.S.C. § .91-l(c:;. 

{V) A viulationc?l 18 U.S.C. § 929(a). 

An offense undt'r stale law consisting of ,·ondu,·t that II'OU!d have been an ojJt!IISe 
under subdivisio11 (Ill), (IVJ. or (V} if the offense had occurred ll'itl!in the .spr!cicTI 
maririmc! and tc!rritorial jurisdiction ofthl• United States. 

(1·ii) "lfwnan trc!{lic:kiJJg offi:nse 11 means (!) any in section 1581. 1581. 1503, 
158-1. 1585, 1588 [, 1589, 1590. or 1591] oftitle 18, United States or (Jl) alu?flense 
zmdt•r swt:· law consisting of conduct that would lu1ve been em <?/(ens(' under £7111' such 
section the ojfeme had occurrl.!d within the special maritime and ll'l'l'irorial jurisdiction 
of till' United Stares. 

(viii) "Terrorism oj]imse" means cmy c?!l'ense invo/l'ing. or intmding to promote. u "federal crime 
c?lterrorism". as rhatterm is defined in 18 U.S. 2332b(g}(5) . 

.!:1 .....11 •· • r.t:! b · a.lnl/.<:!l ,;:: r b t' ll,..l/'-1 /-C.l " • r...c.• «.1 -z;. AQj)fiCUlJOJIO/SU SeCflDIJWI(li(CJ. l 01pUlpOSeSCYflll1CC JOil(iOI)(l)(C),. uggJUVUltUftlOJJj ilaJ 
• . . . ' . . 8 f::lS e § "() u "3j . I . ' . ·; , . r • • r ane 1/Jeanuzg 8' veil n1aJ JeJnl n1: :.. 1 1 1 rcrt -r , n n 10n1 1 ega1 a 10 r1e aaae u.rcon Pzcuon UJ 
r , 'r, Jile agg1 UVUICU)c.!lOilj. 

J Armlic:atirm of'Su/Js('cfirm fh)f/ JfC'J.-

(.4) Detinirions -For purposes (h){JJ(C). (i) has the ml:'aning 
gin'ntltarterm in. 8 U.S. C.§ 1101 (<0(-13). ll'ithout regard to the date (?/com·iction t!(the 
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aggravated j(Jiony. am/ (ii) does not includl' 1/Jv offense of possli'ssion of a controlled 
suh.'i fWJc:e wirlw/11 011 iment to distribw e that controlled subslanc:e. 

(B) Tn C7l'neral. - 71te t!(l'ense level shall be increased zmda subsection (h}f I;(CJ for any 
aggrava!edfelonl' (as defined in subdivision (A)), ll'i!lt respecl to which the oJl'rmse level is 
not inc reused under suhsec1iuns rh)( l ){A) or (B) [ (fZ:.g. , afi.!lrmy dru;:; trqtlic:king <?flimse,t(Jr 
11'/iich !he sentence imposed was o se::ntenc:e or her than imprisonment). ] 

3. A pplication o(Subsection {b)(J)(E).-For p urposes of subsection (b)(l)(E): 

* * * 
(B) "Three or more convictions " means at least three convictions for offenses that (i) ••en 

sepa; a ted by an inie; vening a;; csz , filJ ui"d not vee a; on t{Je sanJe occasion, (iit) •ver e not 
pa1 t uf a single coJn;non sche;ne 01 plan, 01 (iv) tvel e not consolidazed :fo; 11 iul o; 
semencing. are not considered related as de.fined in Applicmion Nott• 3 of §4A 1.2 
(Definitions and lnsrmctiomjiJr Compllling Criminal HisruryJ . 

* * * 
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5. §5G l.3 {Imposition of a Sentence on a Defendant Subject to an Undischarged Term of 
Imprisonment) 

Synopsis of Proposed Amendment: This is a three part proposed amendment !hat addresses a number of 
issues in §5GJ.3 (Imposition of a Sentence on a Defendant Subject to an Undischarged Term of 
Imprisonment). First, the amendmenl amends §5GJ.3(b) 10 allow !he courllo adjust the length ofthe 
sentence for any prior period of imprisonment that "resulted from offenses 1hat have been fully taken into 
account in the determination of the offense level for the instant offense". Currently, this subseclion only 
applies to undischarged terms of imprisonment for any such prior period of imprisonment. As a conforming 
amendment, !he proposed amendment deletes the downward departure provision in Application Note 7 for 
prior discharged terms of imprisonment. 

In addition to adding discharged terms of imprisonment 10 the operation of subsection (b), this 
amendment proposes two options to clarify the rule for application of subsection {b) to a prior term of 
imprisonment. There has been litigation regarding what ''fully taken into account" means. See United 
States v. Garcia-Hernandez, 237 F. 3d 105, 109 (2d Cir. 2000) (determining that a prior offense is "fully taken 
into account" if and only if the Guidelines provide for sentencing as if both the offense of conviction and the 
separate offense had been prosecuted in a single proceeding); United States v. Caraballo, 200 F.. 3d 20, 25 
(1st Cir. 1 999) (holding that the term ''fully" cannot be read as synonymous with the term "relevant conduct" 
because this would be over-inclusive). Compare United States v. Fuentes, 107 F. 3d 1515, 1524 {11th Cir. 
1997) (finding !hat a prior offense has been ''fully laken into account" when the prior offense is pari of the 
same course of conduc/, common scheme, or plan). Option One makes clear thai subsection (b) shall apply 
only to prior offenses thai are relevant conduct to the instanl offense of conviction and that resulled in an 
increase in !he offense level for the ins/an/ offense. Oplion Two makes clear !hat subseclion (b) shall apply 
in cases in which !he conducl of/he prior offense is (1) incorporated in !he base offense !eve/for the ins/ant 
offense, (2) covered by a specific offense charac/erislic in the guideline for I he ins/ani offense, or (3) covered 
by a Chapter Three adjustment applicable to /he instanl offense. Oplion Two does no/ require !hal the 
Chapler Two or Three offense level necessarily be increased by the prior offense. 

This proposed amendment provides two options lo address how !his guideline applies in cases in 
which an ins/ant offense committedwhile the defendant is on federal or state probation, parole, or supervised 
release, and has had such probation, parole, or supervised release revoked. In doing so, this amendment 
resolves a circuit conflict on the issue. The majority of circuits to consider the issue have held that imposition 
of consecutive sentence is required by Application Note 6. See, e.g .. United States v. Smith. 282 F. 3d 1045, 
1048 (8th Cir. 2002) (stating that Application Note 6 requires consecutive sentences); United Stales v. 
Alexander, 100 F.3d 24, 27 (51h Cir. 1996) (same); Uniled States v. Gondek, 65 F.3d 1, 3 (Jst Cir. 1995) 
(same); Uniled Slates v. Bernard, 48 F.3d 427, 431-32 (9/h Cir. 1995) (.r;ame). See also Uniled States v. 
Camnhe/1, No. 01-5661, 2002 U.S. App. LEXJS 23024 (6th Cir. , Nov. 6, 2002) (affirming imposition of 
consecutive sentence as consistent with guideline commentary); Uniled States v. Walker, 98 F.3d 944, 945 
(7th Cir. 1 996) (noting a strongpreswnption in favor of consecutive sen fence). Three circuils, however, have 
disagreed. The second, third, and tenlh circuits held that the word "should" in Application Note 6 renders 
the commen/ary non-binding. See United States v. Maria, 186 F. 3d 65, 70-73 (2d Cir. 1 999); United States 
v. Swan, 275 F.3d 272, 279-83 (3d Cir. 2002); United Slates v. Tisdale, 248 F.3d 964, 977-79 (lOth Cir. 
2001). Under Option One A, the sentence for the ins tan/ offense shall be imposed to run consecutively to the 
undischarged term of imprisonment. Option One B maintains the current language in Application Note 6 
which provides that the sentence for the instant offense should run consecutively to the undischarged term 
of imprisonment. 

Finally, an issue for comment is provided regarding whether the Commission should resolve a circuit 
split with respect to §5G 1. 3(c) and whether the sentencing court may grant "credit"for time served in state 
prison for an undischarged sentence, in addition to running the federal sentence concurrently with the 
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remaining portion oft he defendant 's preexisting state sentence. Compare Ruggiano v. Reish, 307 F. 3d 121 
(3d Cir. 2002) (federal sentencing court may grant such credit), with United States v. Fermin. 252 F. 3d 102 
(2d Cir. 2001) (court may not grant such credit) . 

Proposed Amendment: 

Option One: 

§SG1.3. 

(Opt ion One A: 

Imposition of a Sentence 011 ,, Dcfc11dant S ubject to a11i n Cases lnvol\' ing llll 

Undischa rged or Dischar ged Term of Imprisonment 

(a) If the instant offense was committed while the defendant was ( I) serving a 
term of imprisonment (including work release, furlough, or escape status) 
or after sentencing for, but before commencing service of, such term of 
impdsomnent, imprisonment; or (2) on federal or state probation, parole, 
or supervised release at the time of the instant o ffense. and h!l'> had such 
probation, parole, or supervised rek ase revoked, the sentence for the instant 
offense shall be imposed to run consecutively to the undischarged term of 
imprisonment.) 

(b) Ifsubsectio11 (a) does llOt apply, alld the a11dischm ged tetm ofimpt isomuent 1 esulted 
fwm offense(s) that have been fully taken into account in the deteu nillatioll of the 
offense le vel for t!te illstant offellse, the senteuce fot the illstaut offense shall be 
imposed to tan COIICUIICiltly to the audischru ged tetm of impt isomuent. 

docs not apply. and a term ofjmprisonment resul ted from another 
offense that (I) is relevant conduct to the instant of conviction under the 
provisions of (a)( I), (a)(2), or (a)(3) of§ 113 1.3 (Relevant Conduct): and 
(2) was the basis lor an increase in tile offense level for the instant offe nse under 
Chapter Two (OtTensc Conduct) or Chapter (Adj ustments), the sentence fo r 
the instant offense shall be imposed as fo llows: 

(A) If the term uf imprisonment tor that other offense is undischarged-

(i) the court [may] [shall ] adjust the sentence for any period of 
imprisonment already served on the undischarged term or 
imprisonment i f the court determines that such period or 
imprisonment will not be credited to the federal sentence by the 
Uureau of Prisons; <lnd 

(ii ) the sentence for the instant offense shall be imposed to run 
concurrently to the undischarged term or imprisonment. 

(0) I fthc tem1 or· imprisonment is d ischarged. the court [may ][shall] adjt1St the 
sentence for any period or imprisonment already served. 

* * * 
!Option One A: 

Commentarv 
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* * * 
Application Notes: 

· e · b · / .l L.' • b · • .1. " • 1 . 4Jnsccuta ve .sentence - sa sectzon tal cuse.s . onae1 sa secliOil ru;, tnc cou1 t snun unpose a 
• • .1. ' • 1 1 fjc... • 1 ! ! • ! .1. , c.. , • consecuu ve sentence cvnen tne uzslUJU VJ:linse was COJJZJJHileu tvnue tne Ue:JlHJUant cvas se1 vzng an 

lllldischalged te;;;z ufilnp; isu;unent 01 ujte1 sentencingfoJ, but bt:foi e conunencing se1 vice vf; such 
te1 ;n ujinp1 isonnteni. 

I. Rt?vucations 1111cler .<:uhsectirm (a).-Jn a case in which ii1C' defendant was 011 federal or staJe 
probation. parole. or supervised at the! lime of the instanl offense. and has hud such 
probation. parole. or supen1ised release revoked. the senlei!Ce for the instant shall be 
imposed to run 10 the term the violation parole, or s.upervisl!d 
releast! ill order 10 provide an incrttmental pt!nalty for the? viola/ion of prohation. paro/r:. or 

release. SC'e subsection (f) of§ 7 IJ I. 3 of Prnba1 ion or Supen,ised Release).]. 

2. Adjusted conctlf 1 ent .\entence - sab.section t'bJ cases. fJ'hen a sentence is ilnposed pu; saant rv 
b ,• .! • ! ! fj • I 10 • I r• • • ! y ! t , rne cozll r s1outa az:rzzsr zne senaencer1 any pe1 aoa Vfliii}JI •sonntenr au eacr se; vea 

us a 1 esuh ufthe condaci taken into accoun£ in deteJJnining ihe guideline ; unge fu; the ills tall£ fJe. . c . 1 • r • • r • r r • • f •" b r• t • · ' u_.rnse ij I he COUI i Uelel lllllltS lf1Ul pel IOU VfUIIpi ISOIZIIJ€/h iPIU not e Ci €UllCU IV the 
fe • • . b • fJ rn • ,.. t TJ t IE 1 • • • ' r r r 1 fJe. J ae1 at sentence 4J znea1 eua UJ rt •sons. ;pxanaprc. 4e aernaant zs con v•czeavraJciUCI at 0. nse 

! • 'I ! r '3() r • (:;! , y ! fJ ! -3 {R I ' e I '! ' IE I ' • f ! ! ChQI gang i te san; vr gt DillS vrcocaJJJe. nae;y l . t rete VUih "'IIUUCl I tile ISleta 
b 1 10 ' 1 1 r 1 

I· • 
1 ':5 r . fje 10 f • T '' 1 IE ' ' I 

»JO>JlilS rryaupteJ•vo 0. nse n:: ver VJ 1 T' sun; VJ) g1 U1ns vycocuuae,-n; ve& 1 eazzcuon JOI 
' r 'b.,. fi ' fJe ' ! r 'z e . . ' ,.. ' e ' 'FI 1 UCCeplUIJCC Vfl esp011Sl I lily, fllU1 V) liSe lC VCi o/ i , I 21/JZ/lUl ¥ilS101jU1C801j l .Je COUll 

a'eze1naines thai a sentence vf13 nzonahs JA ocides the app up1 iute Joaal punis}uneni. Because a he 
' fe ' ' f r ry. r . · ' ·' ' . ' t • ' c,/ r c • . nauru 1as au eaa se1 vea szx 7no7nns on tne 1 eaurea s a•e cna1ge as 0 11e aaze VJ sennnaczng on 

f' . f 'C ' ' ffi c . ' . , . . I' 1 I 1ne anstanlJ ae; a a Vl cnse, a senzencc 0 seven IIIOnrns , unposea zo 1 an contUJI enn tvnn r1e l»J ee 
ntonths 1 cnJabdng on t{Jc defena'ana ·s state :sentence, achieves this 1 esalt. Fo1 cfu1 ity, the con; t 
shoahlnote Oil the ;}udgJneni in a C1 intinul Case 0, dc1 that ifze sentence ilnposed i.s not a a'epa1 tale 
fi o;n the guideline ; ange because the defena'anz has been c1 ea'iiea'fui guideline purpwes una'e1 
§56 ' -3 'b} . ! • • , ' • ' ' ' y '! t . " ' b I • . ! ' 'I fe , t 1 t. r 'vun sJx IJJVIUns se1 vea 112 s•are custoa tnu tvzn note c1 eu11eu 10 t1CJ ae1 a se1uence 
zmdeJ 18 us.e. y 3585fb). 

2. Suhse('fion (hJ ( 

fA) In Gcmeral.- Suhsection (b) ctpf'lies in cases in which (i) all ojlhl! prior is rl!ll!wml 
conduct to the instant cdtensc under the pro1·isions C!f'suhsection (ct}(/) . ({1}(1). m· {a}(3) of 
§ I B 1.3 (Relenmt ConducU; a11d (iU such prior o_ll'ensc has n•.wlkd in on increase in the 
Clwpter T11·o or Chapter Thn·e /eve/for the instant oj}imse. Cases inwhic.;h only part 
q/f!?r! prior o.f!'ense is N leva/11 conduct to thl! instant o.f)(mse are CMered under subsection 
M. 

(8) Jnanolicahilifl• of'Subsection thJ.- Subuction rb) docs 1101 in cases in which the prior 
offi•nse increasl!d the Chapter Two or ( '/wpler 111ree o.ffi•nse /e,·e/f(w !he instant hw 
wc1s not relenmt ,·onductlo the offmse under§ I B I. ](a)(/). (a)( 2), or (a){3) .. till! 
prior <?flimse is an aggral'aledfelonyfor ll'hich the! clefimdanl receil·ed an increase under 
§2 L 1.2 (Unlawful(r Enlerin:; or Remaining in the Uniled Slates). or !he prior n_l/imse was 
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a crime t?(viulent'l!fhr which rile dt"jend,ml received an increased hose c?tf'ense !eve/under 
§2K2.1 (UnlaH:.fitl Receipt. Possession, or Trunsportalion qf Firearms or Ammunilion: 
f'rohibill!d Ji'cmsactions Involving Firearms or Ammuni1ion)). 

(C,'j Jmrmsition o(Se/1/f!ncc.-ljsuhset:limz (hJ apj>lies. 1he court should note on lhl! judgment 
orde.·r (i) the amount of'time by which !he Sf!lltence is IJeing adjusted: {ii) the undischarged 
or di;;('harged term which the ctdjusllnent is being g iven; and (iii) that 
rile sellfence imposed is o "senft!nce purs uum to ·'''5G I.Jfb), Application Note 2rC), 
for a fN riod c?!'imprisonmem which will not he credited by the Bureau of Prisons." 

tDJ Examn!ev.-Titefo!lmFing are examples in1r/ridT subsection (h) applies a11d an adjustment 
to the sentence is appropriate: 

(i) 111e defendant is com·icted c!(c1fr!dcral <dfi.msl! charging rile sale of -10 grams 
cocaine. Unda §I B 1.3, the defendant is held accuulllable .for tilt! sole <!I WI 

additional 15 grams cocaine, em o.ffi:nse for which the defendant has heen 
convicled and st?nrenced in s tare court. The dejendall! rt>ceived a nine-month 
sentence ofimprisonmentj(JI' tlzr! stall! and has senwl six months on !hat 
sentence a1 I hr.: time of sentC'ncing on the instant federal <?!Tense. The guideline 
rangl! app!icahle tu the de)imdanl is 12-/8 months (Chapter Two c!f/'ense level oj'/6 
fhr sale grams ofcocaine: 3-leve/ reduction jr>r accepwnce 
final 13; Crimi no/ 1 list01:v Caief!OI)' !). The court determines tlzm 
a sr.:ntence (d. 13 months provides 1he appropriate total punishmem. BecmL,·e the 
defendant already served six months on thl! related state charge as o.ft/Je dati? 
ci{'S<!IIfencillg o1zthe instant.fedeml off'ense. a sentence of seven months. i mpost'd ro 
run concurrent(vwilh tire Lhree months remaining on the dejl!lldcml·s s tale sel1lc11ce, 
uchieFeS this re•.wlt. 

(iiJ Tilt' dej(mdant is convicted c!f'a.fi:cleral the S({le ofUO grams of' 
cocaine. U11der § 1 131.3. the defendant is lwld accmmtahl:> .fi>r the sale of on 
additional 50 grw11s C!( cocaine. an (4trmse j(;r which the dt!jendant has bt?<!ll 
l'OIIvicted and Sr!lltencecl in stc1te court. 7/Je stare term 11·as t!ficr the 
det(mdam served(, months The guideli11e range to 1he 
defendal!f is 2.J-3{) monrlrs (Chapter Two ojfi·nse lel't?f C!/20 for sale (!l20{) ;:;rams 
l?f'cocaine; J -level reduction for accep!,mce fino! l!//i.m.'l! level of 
17: Criminal HistOl)' Coteg01y !J. Tlrt' court detl!l'lllines lh((t u sellft'nce of 2.:1 
momhs provides the appropriate total punishment. Because 1/Jc dtf<!1Jdant already 
has serntd six months on the· d ischargt!d s late term. a senti!I/Ce of I R monrhs on the 
instant f!/l'ense ac/zi<?ves this res ul r. 

(Option One B would maintain current Application Note 6 of the Commentary to §SG J.3 as follows: 

6. Revocation.<;. If the dejendant was on federal or state probation, parole, or supervised release at the 
time of the instant offense, and has had such probation, parole, or supervised release revoked, the 
sentence for the instant offense should be imposed to run consecutively to the term imposed for the 
violation of probation, parole, or supervised release in order to provide an incremental penalty for 
the violation ojprobation, parole, or supervised release. See §7B1.3 (Revocation oj Probation or 
Supervised Release) (setting forth a policy that any imprisonment penalty imposed for violating 
probation or supervised release should be consecutive to any sentence of imprisonment being served 
or subsequently imposed). ] 
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7. DosvJuvaldDepailtoe 1°1ovision. In the case vfa discha7gta1 fe1Jn ufbn)Jiisonntent, a u'onnn>a1d 
I • • l•b" l•r b ,• !fl I• I . r (• • f I aepa1 zto e zs no' pi onz zteu ( svoa&a nac:c appuea ao rnuz JeJnl UJ unp;asonnze;u 1aa 

tlte Je1nz been undischwgea'. Any sacfz depa1 ta1 e should be :fushioned to achieve a 1 easonabfe 
paniJJnnentjoJ the instant uffense. 

Option Two: 

§5Gt.3. 

!Option TwoA: 

Imposition of a Sentence on a Defendant Subject to anin Cn!'cs Involving an 
Undischarged or Oischnrg<'fl Term of Imprisonment 

(a) If the instant offense was committed while the defendant was (I) serving a 
term of imprisonment (including work release, furlough, or escape status) 
or after sentencing for, but before commencing service of, such term of 
impt isonment,imprisonmcnt: or (2) on federa l or stat\! probation, parole. or 

release at the time of the instant offense, and has had such 
probation, parole, or supervised rcll.!ase revoked, the sentence for the instant 
offense shall be imposed to run consecutively to the undischarged term of 
imprisonment.] 

(b) lfsubsectiou (a) does not apply , and the uudischatged tenli ofimpt isonmeut tesulted 
fi om oftelise(s) that ltave bceu fully taken iuto account iu the detenniuation of the 
ofteuse level fm the iustant offcuse, the seutence fut the instant offense shall be 
imposed to 1 mt coucuu ently to the undischru ged tet m of impt isoument. 

(b) If subsection (a} does not apply, and a term ofimprisonmcnt resulted from another 
that is covered by the applicable Clwptt:r Two guideline or em applicable 

Chapter Thrl.!e adjustment for the instant offense or conviction. the sentence for the 
instant offense shall be imposed as foll0ws: 

( 1) If the tetm or imprisonment lor thut other offense is undischarged-

(A) the coun [may][shall] adjust the sentence for any period of 
imprisonment already nn the undischarged term of 
imprisonment if the coun determines that such period of 
imprisonment will not he credited to the federal sentence by the 
Bureau of Prisons; and 

(B) the sentence for the instant offense shall be imposed to run 
concurrently to the undischarged term of imprisonment. 

(2) If the te1m of imprisonment is discharged. the court [may][shall] adjust thl.! 
sentence for aoy period of imprisonml.!nt already served. 

* * * 
!Option Two A: 

Commentarv 

* * * 
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Armlication Notes: 

consecau ve sentence wnen 1 Je znslant UJ nse iYUS COIIliiJJttea ae; naan1 was se1 vazg an 
undischa1ged tel nz ufintpl isonnzcnz 01 zifteJ sentencingfo1 , btu bc:.fo; e conunencing se; vice uf, such 
te; nz ufbnpr i:sonnlent. 

I. Revocations 111uler Suhsection t{n.-In a <.'ase in Jl'ltid1 the defendant was on f"ctderal or stole 
probation, p1lrolc, or superl"ised rdease ot the time ins/emf r?fli'ns,•. ond lias had s11ch 
probation. parole!. or supen·isc!d release revuked. the sentent·e for the instant u[/'ense shall be 
imposed to rt/11 consecutively to the term imposc<(lhr the viol at ion o.fiwohation, pam! e. or supervised 
release in order tu proride w1 inaementol p enalty for the violation probation. parole, or 
supervisl?d rdc!ase. Set' suhsc!ction t]) B !. 3 (Revocation otPruhation or S'upen·ised Rclease).J 

2. Afliusied cone all e1d .se11tence - sub.section fl;J cases. JVhcn a sentence is inposed pzusaarn to 
b ·· '77} ' ' '' fj ' · 10 . ' ,.. · ' y ' sa secuon (, zne coa;z snoata ucrasz zne setnencer; anype;zoa vrunp zsonnzen1 au eacr se1 vea 

us a ; esuU ufthe cona'ucz taken into account in dete1 1nining il1e gaia'el·ine 1 ange fo; the ins ian£ 
(jc o( . r ; f 1 ° 1 1 1 ° { ( 0 0 1 op b f 0 1 { t , • { '2 { J 0. nse Z) UJe coa1 r ueae; nzznes tna1 pe;Joa u; anp1 JsonnzeJH iYtu note c; ea1Jea 10 tne rae; 01 

• b • fJ rp· .L: r XJ rr r ,. • r c c_r 1 fji sen1ence 7 znea; euu or 1 ; zsons. z:;xan1p1e. nze ac;;c;naun1 zs con vzctea UJ a ;eae1 a1. V) ense 
I · •' ' '"-3e s . b' ' !T 'B' -3 ' t e ' I ' li! ' · . ' 'd ClUJ guzg 111e sate or g; anzs u1 cvcanze.naeJ J 11. t ete van 4Jnaacr, z1e aq naa1u zs net 

• b r C... 1 r r r t· • r u:: c · (:(" J 1 • r 1 r C. r r account a te)VJ 1ne sate V)Uil aaaztzonar 1 J g1 anzs VJ cocauze, an UJJ ense1u; wnzcn tne aeJenaant nus 
been convicted and sentenced in szaze coa1 z. The defendant 1 eceivea' a nine-nzonth sentence uf 

nzon1 zs r VJ 11se tbvet u1 1 JUI sate UJ g1anzs VJ cvcazne,-LeveL ;eaz:zclaonJUI 
c "b.,. fi ' (f ' ' ' '.Z e . . ' rr· • e · Pi' 

uernaan1 1as an eaz:r se1 ver.rszx ;no1u1s on 11e 1 eta1ea s are c za1ge as urtrze au e VJ senJenczng on 
' . . , t:. ' ' {:/:.. ' r •f • ' ' 1... . ' ' tne znstalllftUeJ at 0J1Dtse, a se1nence o/Se ven Jnonr zs, unposea 10 1 un cuncai 1 enuy tvnn zne zn; ee 

1 .( tvzzn szx nzonzns se1 vea zn state castocr t•a• n zu nvze c; eallea ro lteracJ ar sen ence 
unde; 18 u.s.e. § -3585{b). 

' Suhsection tnJ Case.,. -

(A} In Creneroi.-Suhseclion (h) applies in cases in which the conduct compris ill}{ all prior 
is cm•eNd the Of1plicable Chapler Tim guide/in(' or an oppli<.·abfl! ( "hapter "llwcc 

a,/j'u.Wllent jiw the iwtanr (?f convidion. Such conduct is coverl?d by the Chapter 
T1m guideline or a Chauter Three udjusnnenl U'the conduct is (ij incorporott•cl in the base 

!:trel for the instn11t of com·h·tio11; (ii) coFaecl hy ct spec{fic 
dlCtracleristic· i11 the r;uiclelinc! for the instant offotllse c>( t·cmvictiull; or c:overt'd by a 
Chdpl!!r T11rf!e adjustment applicable to the instant <?fl"ens(' <?/conviction Cases i11 which 
on(\-' part (){the prior c4/i!nsf! is cm·.•rcd are 11ddres.,·t!d under subseeliun (cJ. 

(BJ huumlicohilitr o(S11hsection (hJ.-···Subsection docs 110t apply in cases in1rhich the base! 
of.fi·nse lev.:/ or the characlcristh: in the! applicable Chaptotr Tl-l'fl 

guidc:line i., an t•nhcrm:ement.fbr c't prior com·iction (e.g .. the prior c?{/(!11se is WI aj!.gra\·ated 
j(donyfur whid1the ch:(endanf recdvr!d <Ill increase 1t11der §·2 L/.2 (Un/cl)ljidly Enll'ring or 
Remuinin,!!. i11 tilt• r...:nited States), or the JWior oj}::nse was a crime! ofviolenceJilr 1rhit·h the 
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receil·ed on increased basi! /e,·t'l under §2 K2.1 (Unlawf ul Receipt. 
f>ossttssion. or hansportalion of Firf!arms or Amnumition; f>rohihi1ed Transactions 
fnmh·ing Fireanns or Ammunilion)). 

(C) lmrmsition o{Sentf!IICt'.-lfsubseclion (bJ applies. tht' court should note on/III! judgment 
order (i) the arnount by wlriclz !he selllence is heing ac{iusted: (ii) the undischarged 
or dischCIIged term ofimprisonmentfor ll'hich !he is heing Riven; and (iii) rhat 
the semence imposed is a "senti! nee reduction pursuant to §5G I. 3th), Application Note 2(C), 
for a INriod c?t'imprisonment which will not he• cn•diled by the Bureau of Prisons." 

(D) f:.xanmles.-The following are exa/llples in 11hid1 subseclion (b) applies and an adjus/ment 
to 1he st!ntence is appropriate: 

(i) The defendant is convicted <?la /t!d!'ml offense! charging the sale of30 grams of 
cocaine. Under §I Bl.J, the defendant is held ch·cowttable fur !Itt! sale c!l an 
additional 15 grams of <:ocaine, un offense for which the defendant has been 
convicted and St!ntenced in stme <:our/. The de.fimdant rect?ived a nine-month 
sentence of imprisonment fin· the! statt' offense and ltas servC'd six months on that 
sentence at !Itt• time of sentencing on the instant ft'deral l?flcmse. 1'l1c? guidC'!ine 
range applicahlct to tlte defendant is I 0-16 months (Chapter Tll'o C!fl'ense levt!l of/4 
for sale c?(-15 grams of cocaintt; .J h•1·d reduction.for accq>tance t?(responsibility; 
final ojj;:nse levt!l of 1 2; Criminal 1 list01:1· Categm:l' IJ. The court de/ermines that 
a of l J months provides rill• appropriate! total punishmen/. Becmtsl! the 
defendant already has sen·ed six months on till! related stare charge as ofrlw date 
o(st!ntenr.:ing on the instant.fi.•deral offense. a sentence ojse1·ennwnths. imposed to 
nm concurrent(l' lritlz the three IIWJiths remaining on the dlf.mdant 's stale se/UI!nce, 
acltieres this ro?sult. 

(ii) Thl' defendant is con\'ictecl jt?deral the sale of 150 grams C?( 
cocaine. Under §J BJ.J. the dctfendcmt is hc!ld accmmtctblo! jor the sale of an 
additioHal 50 grams t?( cocaine, an ,I(Jr which the dtfr:ndant !tas 
convicted and sentenced in state court. 7/w state rcmt lras discharged the 

serwd 6 mont!ts ofimprisonment. '17tc guideline ronge applicable! to the 
defendant is 2-1-30 months (Chapter T11·o le1·l'l t!t'20 for s11/e of200 grams 

3-leve/ reduction for acceptcmcc <?(responsibility; final ld/iJnst! level of 
I i; Criminal Histmy Cuh'J!.Of)' IJ. The court dett!rmines that u sentence of ]-I 
months provides the appropriate tc>I(J/ punishment. Because the d,ft!ndant already 
has setTee/ six mo111hs onlltl' discharged state tf!rm. a sentt!IICl' of 18 months 
instant offense tltis result. 

[Option Two B would maintain current Application Note 6 of the Commentary to §SG1.3 as follows: 

6. Revocations. If the defendant was on federal or state probation, parole, or supervised release at the 
time oftlze instant offense, and has had such probation, parole, or supervised release revoked, the 
sentence for the instant offense should be imposed to run consecutively to the term imposed for the 
violation of probation, parole, or supervised release in order to provide an incremental penalty for 
the violation of probation, parole, or supervised release. See §7BI.3 (Revocation of Probation or 
Supervised Release) (setting forth a policy that any imprisonment penalty imposed for violating 
probation or supervised release should be consecutive to any sentence of imprisonment being served 
or subsequently imposed). ) 
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7. Do•vnwcn a' Depa1 teo e P, uvi.\ion.=ln the case ufu aVscha;gea1 
te1 111 ufinlpl ison;neni, a ato)v;uva; d 

I , • , I 'b'• I •C b ,• 'b) Ill !• t. ,r , , C• • , I I a cpa; Jtll e zs 1101 p; orn neu ij su secuon t n:oznu nave appnea 10 tna, 1e1 nz 0 nnp; zsonnzcn1 tzaa 
ilze ie1 nz been unal"scha; geu'. 2bry such depa1 ta1 e shoala' be fashioned to aclzie ve a 1 easollabfe 

• I , t • (f ptilllSiliiJ€1liTI Jf1C lllSIUIIl U£ 

Issue for Comment: The Commission requests comment on whether it should resolve a circuit split with 
respect to §SG 1. 3 (c) and whether the sentencing court may grant "credit"for time served in state prison for 
an undischarged sentence, in addition to running the federal sentence concurrently with the remaining 
portion of the defendant's preexisting state sentence. Compare Ruggiano v. Reish, 307 F.3d 121 (3d Cir. 
2002) (federal sentencing court may grant such credit), with United States v. Fermin, 252 F. 3d 102 (2d Cir. 
2001) (court may not grant such credit). If so, how should this apparent conflict be resolved? 
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6. Miscellaneous Amendments 

Synopsis of Proposed Amendment: This proposed amendment makes technical and conforming changes 
to various guideline provisions. The proposed amendment accomplishes the following: 

(1) Amends §1 B1.1 {Application Instructions) to {A) provide an instruction that makes clear that 
the application instructions are to be applied in the order presented in the guideline; (B) 
amend Application Note 4 to make clear that, absent an instruction to the contrary, multiple 
specific offense characteristics (or a Chapter Two specific offense characteristic and a 
Chapter Three adjustment) that are triggered by the same conduct are to be applied 
cumulatively; and (C) provide an application note concerning the use of abbreviated 
guideline titles to ease reference to guidelines that have exceptionally long titles. 

(2) Restructures the definitions of ''prohibited sexual conduct" in §§2A3.1 (Criminal Sexual 
Abuse) and 4B1.5 (Repeat and Dangerous Sex Offender Against Minors) to eliminate 
possible ambiguity regarding the interaction of"means" and "includes''. 

(3) Amends the definition of"child pornography" in §§2A3.1 and 4B1.5, and the definition of 
"visual depiction" in §2G2. 4 (Possession of Materials Depicting Minor Engaged in Sexually 
Explicit Conduct), in light of Ashcroft v. The Free Speech Coalition. eta/., 122 S.Ct. 1389 
(2002). 

(4) (A) Amends §2D 1.11 (Unlawfully Distributing, Importing, Exporting or Possessing a Listed 
Chemical) by: (i) providing a maximum base offense level of 30 if the defendant receives an 
adjustment under §3Bl.2 (Mitigating Role) and providing a two level reduction if the 
defendant meets the criteria of subdivisions (1) through (5) of subsection (a) of §5CJ.2 
(Limitation on Applicability of Statutory Minimum Sentences in Certain Cases) to conform 
this guideline to §2Dl.l (Drug Trafficking), which was amended last amendment cycle; (ii) 
adding red phosphorus to the Chemical Quantity Table in response to a recent classification 
of red phosphorus as a List I chemical; and (B) provides an issue for comment regarding the 
penalties for oxycodone generally and a brand named pill containing oxycodone known as 
Oxycontin. 

(5) Amends the departure provision in Application Note 6 of §2G2.1 (Sexually Exploiting a 
Minor by Production of Sexually Explicit Visual or Printed Material; Custodian Permitting 
Minor to Engage in Sexually Explicit Conduct; Advertisement for Minors to Engage in 
Production) to conform to Application Note 12 of §2GJ.J (Promoting Prostitution or 
Prohibited Sexual Conduct). 

(6) Amends subsection {b){5) of §2G2.2 (Trafficking in Material Involving the Sexual 
Exploitation of a Minor; Receiving, Transporting, Shipping, or Advertising Material 
Involving the Sexual Exploitation of a Minor; Possessing Material Involving the Sexual 
Exploitation of a Minor with Intent to Traffic) to include receipt and distribution in the 
enhancement for use of a computer. Currently the enhancement only applies to offenses in 
which a computer was used for the transmission of child pornography. 

(7) Responds to new legislation and makes other technical amendments as follows: 

(a) Amends Appendix A (Statutory Index) and §2N2.I (Violations of Statutes and 
Regulations Dealing with any Food, Drug, Biological Product, Device, Cosmetic, 
or Agricultural Product) in response to new offenses created by the Farm Security 
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and Rural Investment Act of2002 (the "Aci'J, Pub. L. 107-171. The first new 
offense provides a statutory maximum of one year for violating the Animal Health 
Protection Act (Subtitle E of the Act), or for counterfeiting or destroying certain 
documents specified in the Animal Health Protection Act. The second new offense 
provides a statutory maximum term of imprisonment of five years for importing, 
entering, exporting, or moving any animal or article for distribution or sale. The 
Act also provides a statutory maximum of 10 years for a subsequent violation of 
either offense. 

(b) Amends Appendix A (Statutory Index) and §2BI.l in response to a new offense (19 
US. C. § 240lf) created by the Trade Act of 2002, Pub. L. 107- 210. The new 
offense provides a statutory maximum term of imprisonment of one year for 
knowingly making a false statement of materia/fact for the purpose of obtaining or 
increasing a payment of federal adjustment assistance to qualifying agricultural 
commodity producers. 

(c) Amends Appendix A (Statutory Index) and §§2CI. 3 (Conflict of Interest,· Payment 
or Receipt of Unauthorized Compensation) and 2K2.5 (Possession of Firearm or 
Dangerous Weapon in Federal Facility; Possession or Discharge of Firearm in 
School Zone) in response to the codification of title 40, United States Code, by Pub. 
L. 107-217. Section 5104(e)(1) of title 40, United States Code, prohibits anyone 
(except as authorized by the Capitol Police Board) from carrying or having readily 
accessible a firearm, dangerous weapon, explosive, or an incendiary device on the 
Capitol Grounds or in any of the Capitol Buildings. The statutory maximum term 
of imprisonment is five years. The proposed amendment references 40 US. C. § 
5104(e)(1) to §2K2.5. Section 14309(a) of title 40, United States Code, prohibits 
certain conflicts of interests of members of the Appalachian Regional Commission 
and provides a statutory maximum term of imprisonment penalty of two years. 
Section 14309(b) prohibits certain additional sources of salary and provides a 
statutory maximum term ofimprisomnent of not more than one year. The proposed 
amendment references 40 US. C.§ 14309(a) and (b) to §2C1.3. 

(d) Amends Appendix A (Statutory Index) and §2H2.1 (Obstructing an Election or 
Registration) to provide a guideline reference for offenses under 18 US.C. 
§ 1015(j). Currently, 18 US. C.§ 1015 generally is referenced to §§281.1 (Larceny, 
Embezzlement, and Other Forms of Theft; Offenses Involving Stolen Property; 
Property Damage or Destruction; Fraud and Deceit; Forgery; Offenses Involving 
Altered or Counterfeit Instruments Other than Counterfeit Bearer Obligations oft he 
United States). 2JI.3 (Perjury or Subornation of Perjury; BriberyofWitness), 2L2.1 
(Frafficking in a Document Relating to Naturalization, Citizenship, or Legal 
Resident Status), and 2L2.2 (Fraudulently Acquiring Documents Relating to 
Naturalization, Citizenship, or Legal Resident Status for Own Use). However, 18 
U.S. C. 1 OI5(f) specifically relates to knowingly makingfalse statements in order to 
register to vote, or to vote, in a Federal, State, or local election. The proposed 
amendment references 18 US.C. § 1015(j) to §2H2.1 (Obstructing an Election or 
Registration). 

Proposed Amendment: 

(1) Provides an Instruction in §1Bl.l (Application Instructions) That Makes Clear That the 
Application Instructions Are to Be Applied in the Order Presented in the Guideline; Amends 
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§lBl.l. 

Application Note 4 to Make Clear That Multiple Specific Offense Characteristics (or a Chapter 
Two Specific Offense Characteristic and a Chapter Three Adjustment) Which Are Triggered 
by the Same Conduct Are to Be Applied C umulatively; Provides New Application Note 
Regarding Use of Short Titles in Guidelines 

Application lnstructions.-Exc<:pt as Spl!cifically the provisions of this manual 
an! to be applied in the following order: 

* * * 
Commentary 

A pplication Notes: 
* * * 

:; r-: ffo I I ij · 7 ·; (f 1 · · ·1 · ffo . ile V£ /lS C lC VCl UVZZSllllCill:SJ 01/llllUJ e 11UIJ one spe Cl) C Vl c!llSC CI UIUClCilSlJC JVJL Jlll Ull U) liSe 

./. 

• r r • 1 • r 1 1 r , r '} r •J • r r • ' fi r , fy •J < 

0 ' 'fy. . • r r fJ 1[, ''(fo ' 7 rb ''fy. . < 0 I• • • 71 ' 'E}j van IIIJUIY IS zzseu, tne au zzsunenzsr1 an Jenl aeg1ees vroannynJy (Jli azvzszons t ; -r a1 e 
not added togc£heJ. 

(A} Snt>cific Offense (harat'leristk·s.-711e offense !l!wl cu(ju.5tmentsfrom more than one spec (tic 
c?/)imse characteristic ll'ithin an o/fttnse are applied cumulutil't!ZI' (added tc>f!.t'ther) 

the guidtdine spt!c[/ies that only the grt!ater (Or greatest) is to be usl?d. Within each 
spec[lic t?trense characteristic .whsectinn. howevr!r. tlw le1·e/ are 
oltemathe: the one that best descrihes the conduct is to he used. For example, in 

pataining to d<!gree ofbodif.l· the subdh•ision that best describes the 
leml of bodily injlll}' is used: tin.> adjustments jiJr d(flerent d<!grees <?f' bodily il?iwy 
(subdivisions (A}-(£}) are not addccltogethr!r. 

(JJ) Adiustments ti·om Dif(en.>nt Guidt'line S('ction.<>. - Absent cu1 instruction to the contrnl}'. the 
adjustmt!ntsji-om dijfi:rem guide/in!? St'Ctions ore applied Cllmulatively (added togt>ther). In 
some cast!s, such adjustments (.e. 11 .• a Chapter 7'11-o spec(/lc (!/Jense characteristic and a 
Chupter Three [or Chapter Fowj adjustment) may he triggered hy the same conduct, hut 
ore meant to take into account cliffrtrenl of tlwt conducl. For examp/1?. shoOting a 
police officer during the commission robhei:J' IIIay WC/r/'(1/1/ tm injm:J' enhancement under 
f:! B3.1 (b){JJ and an ,·ictim en/umceme/11 unclt'r ·''3A 1.2, eren though both 
enhancements are triggered by thtt shooting c?(tlit! c?/)icer. Section 283.1 (b){JJ accounts for 
tilt> injury to the police officer. whiff? §3A 1.2(a} acnnmtsfor the c?f.licial status ofrhe viclim. 

* * * 
(7) Wlwnentr a guideline mukes reference 10 uno/Iter J!llideline. a parenlhctic:a/ 

restatemenlvf that other g11ideline ·sheading accompanies the initial reference to 
thai other guideline. This parenthetical is {J/'O\'ided the convenience l?lthe 
reader and is not intended to haw! s11bslantive cflect. fni!Je case oflengthy guideline 
headings, s11ch a pnrenthetic:al restatement of the guideline heading may be 
abbre1·iated for ease o.l reference. For example, references to §2Bl. l (Larceny. 
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Embez:::lement. and Other Forms of Tlze.fi; O.flenses Involving Stolen Property: 
Properz1· Damage m· Destruction: Fmud and Deceit: Forgery; O.f.1enscs Involving 
Altered or Counlelfeitlnstruments Other than Counle1j'eit Bc-arer Ohligat ions (?/'the 
United States) may be abhreviated as.follows: §2B 1.1 (The.fl, Fmud, (//1d Property 
Dt.!struct ion). 

* * * 
(2) Restructures the Definitions of "Prohibited Sexual Conduct" in §2A3.1 (Criminal Sexual 

Abuse) and §4Bl.S (Repeat and Dangerous Sex Offender Against Minors) 

§2A3.1. Criminal Sexual Abuse; Attempt to Commit Criminal Sexual Abuse 

* * * 
Commentarv 

* * * 
Application Notes: 

1. For purposes of this guideline-

§4Bl.S. 

* * * 
110 1 'b' r / r rr ?f) r • • • r 1 • 1 b r 1 • 1 1 1 o 21 ztea sexaa cona11ct t nzeans any sexuat acnvzty]OJ wntcfl a pe1son cane cna1gea wzi z 

• • r fJ /tJ} · r 1 • r r • r I ·1 1 I 1 /ej 1 • 1 1 a c; znzllzaz vrense, r znc1aaes rne p 1 oauctzon o.rc llta p01 nog1 ap1y, ana t uoe3 not uzctaae 
ffi it. . . r I ., ' I "J> I ·1. d I I " I 11 uy c mg m, 01 possesszon UJ; C1llUpmnog' up ry. ro11 Jtfe cone, ucr meons any sexua 

acliviry for which a persOill'cln be cl!arp,ed ll'ith a criminal "Prohibited st?xuall·ondu(..'t" 
includes production but dot?s 1101 indudl! trc!{iicking in. or poss<!ssion 
child pornography. "Child pornography" has the meaning given that term in 18 U.S. C.§ 2256(8). 

* * * 

Repeat and Dangerous Sex Offender Against Minors 

* * * 

Commentary 

Application Notes: 

4. Application o(Subsection (b).-

(A) Definition-For purposes of subsection (b), ''prohibited sexual conduct" means any ofrl!e 
_tf.J/lmring:(i) offense described in 18 U.S. C. § 2426(b)(1)(A) or (B); (ii) includes 
the production of child pornography; or (iii) includes trafficking in child pornography only 
if, prior to the commission of the instant offense of conviction, the defendant sustained a 
felony conviction for that trafficking in child pomography, and {iv) . It does not include 
receipt or possession of child pornography. "Child pornography" has the meaning given 
that term in 18 U.S.C. § 2256(8). 
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* * * 
(3) Amends the Definition of "Child Pornography" in §§2A3.1 and 48 1.5 and the Definition of 

"Visual Depiction" in §2G2.4 (Possession of Materials Depicting Minor Engaged in Sexually 
Explicit Conduct), 

§2A3.1. C riminal Sexua l Abuse; Attempt to Commit C riminal Sexua l Abuse 

* * * 

Commentary 

* * * 

A pplication Notes: 

1. For p urposes of this g uideline-

* * * 
"Prohibited sexual conduct " (A) means any sexual activity for which a person can be charged with 
a criminal offense; (B) includes the p roduction of child p ornography; and (C) does not include 
trafficking in, or possession of, child pornography. ''CidfdpOJ 11og1 aplry" has rhe meaning given thai 
i e1 m i11 18 U S. C. § 2256(8}. "Child pornography" any \'isual dt?piction, including any 
plwtograph.film. 1·ideo. piclure, orcvmpltler or compuler-gt!uerated image mpic/ure, 11·hether madt! 
or produced by eleclronic. mechanical. or o1her means. explicil conducl, in which-

§2G2.4. 

(A) llrf! produclion c?lsuch visual clepiclicm in\'0/vecl!he use of a minor l!ngaging in 
explicil conduct; 

(B) such visual depiction is a minor c>ngagin;.: in cxplicil conducl: or 

(C) such visual depiction has been cn!aled. adaph·cl. or modified to appear /hat an identifiable 
miuor is eugaging in e.\plicit t'oncluct. 

* * * 
Possession of Materials a Minor in Sexua lly Explicit Condu ct 

* * * 
Commentary 

* * * 
Application Notes: 

1. For p urposes of this guideline-

* * * 
"Vi 1 1 

• •' 
11 

• 
1 1 

• • ' 
1 'b 1 

• 'B &'5 e § 2r6'5j 1 '8} J LiUt aepJc,,on nzeuns any v1saat aepit1zon aesc1z ea zrz l ... ;)( ana (. 
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''Visual depiction" mr.:am- any visual depiction dt!saihcd in 18 U.S. C. § 2156(5) or any plrotogroph. 
film, video. [liCture, or computc.:r or complller-generutcd image or picture. whether made or produced 

electronic, mecltallical. or other means. (!!'sexually cxplicil conduct, in which·····-

§481.5. 

(.-1) !he f1roc/uction 1!/.wch 1·isual depiction involreclthe use (?fa minor e11gagi11g in sexually 
e.\f>licit cundud; 

(BJ .wr.:IJ visual depicthm is u minor t!llgaging in SC'Xllal!y t!Xplic il col/duct; or 

r(J such visual depiction has been created. adapted. or mod[jied 10 appear that an ident[jiahl<! 
m inor is engag ing in explicit conduct. 

* * * 
Repeat and Da ngerous Sex Offender Against Minors 

* * * 
Commentary 

Application Notes: 
* * * 

3. Application o[Subsection (a).-

(A) Definitions.-For purposes of subsection (a): 

* * * 

(ii) "Sex vffeme conviction" {I) means any offense desCJibedin 18 U.S.C. §2426(b)(l')(A) 01 
/-Bj • C r (f , , r • • I r • I I (fi * • • 1 , 0 tne 0. was pe1pe11 mea agamst a mmo1 , ana rn aves not mcwae t141. c mg m, 

1 eceipt uf; 01 possession uf; chila'po1 nog1 aphy. "Childpo1 nog1 aphy" has i{Je nzeaning given 
zhw tenn in 18 U.S. C.§ 2256(8). 

(ii) "Sex offense conviction" 111eans any dcsaihed in / 8 USC.§ 2-12n(/')( JJ(A) ur (iJ}, 
if the l!{knse 11-'0-" [lt'rp!!lretled against a lllinor. and does 1101 indudt! mrtlickillg in. receipt 
(d: vr possession nt: child pornography. "Child pnmogratJiiy" hcts the meaning gi1·ell that 
term in Application 1\'ote I of§2AJ.I (Criminal St!xuaf Abttst!; Allempt lo Commit ( 'riminal 
Sc!xual Ahuse). 

4. Application o[Subsection {b).-

(A) Definition.-For purposes of subsection (b), "prohibited sexual conduct" (i) means any 
offense described in 18 U.S. C.§ 2426(b){l){A) or (B); (ii) includes the production of child 
pornography; (iii) includes trafficking in child pornography only if. prior to the commission 
of the instant offense of conviction, the defendant sustained a felony conviction for that 
trafficking in child pornography; and {iv) does not include receipt or possession of child 
pornography. "Child pornography" has the meaning given that term in 18 U.S. C. §2256(8) 
A[!plicution I J.l (Crimincrl.'iexuo! Abuse: Aflemp! to Commit Criminal Sexual 
Al>useJ . 
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* * * 
(4) (A) §2Dl.ll (Unlawfully Distributing, Importing, Exporting or Possessing a Listed 

Chemical) to (l) Provide a Maximum Base Offense Level of30 if the Defendant Receives an 
Adjustment under §3B1.2 (Mitigating Role) and a Two Level Reduction if Defendant Meets 
Criteria of §5Cl.2 (1)-(5); and (2) Adds Red Phosphorus to the Chemical Quantity Table 

§2Dl.ll. Unlawfully Distributin2, Importing, Exportin2 or Possessing a Listed Chemical; 
Attempt or Conspiracy 

(I) 

(a) Base Offense Level: The offense level from the Chemical Quantity Table set forth 
in subsection (d) or (e), as appropriate. except that il' thc defendant receives an 
adj ustlllent under §3B 1.2 (Mitigating Rok), the base offense level shall be not more 
than level 30. 

* * * 
(b) Specific Offense Characteristics 

* * * 
( 4 l If the defendant meets thl! criteria set for1h in subdivisions (I )-(5) of 

subsection (a) of §SC 1.2 (Limitat ion on Applicabi lity of Statutory 
Minim um Sentences in Cenain Cases). decrease by 2 levels. 

* * • 

(e) CHEMICAL QUANTITY TABLE* 
(All Other Precursor Chemicals) 

Listed Chemicals and Quantity 

List I Chemicals 
890 G or more of Benzaldehyde; 
20 KG or more of Benzyl Cyanide; 
200 G or more of Ergonovine; 
400 G or more of Ergotamine; 
20 KG or more of Ethylamine; 
2.2 KG or more ofHydriodic Acid; 
320 KG or more of Isosafrole; 
200 G or more of Methylamine; 
500 KG or more ofN-Methylephedrine; 

• * • 

500 KG or more ofN-Methylpseudoephedrine; 
625 G or more ofNitroethane; 
10 KG or more ofNorpseudoephedrine; 
20 KG or more of Phenylacetic Acid; 
10 KG or more of Piperidine; 
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320 KG or more of Piperonal; 
1.6 KG or more of Propionic Anhydride; 
320 KG or more of Safrole; 
400 KG or more of3, 4-Methylenedioxyphenyl-2-propanone; 
10,000 KG or more ofGamma-butyrolactone:; 
7 14 G or more of Red Phosphorus. 

(2) List l Chern icals Level 28 
At least 267 G but less than 890 G of Benzaldehyde; 

(3) 

At least 6 KG but less than 20 KG of Benzyl Cyanide; 
At least 60 G but less than 200 G of Ergonovine; 
At least 120 G but less than 400 G of Ergotamine; 
At least 6 KG but less than 20 KG ofEthylamine; 
At least 660 G but less than 2.2 KG ofHydriodic Acid; 
At least 96 KG but less than 320 KG oflsosafrole; 
At least 60 G but less than 200 G of Methylamine; 
At least 150 KG but less than 500 KG ofN-Methylephedrine; 
At least 150 KG but less than 500 KG ofN-Methylpseudoephedrine; 
At least 187.5 G but less than 625 G ofNitroethane; 
At least 3 KG but less than I 0 KG ofNorpseudoephedrine; 
At least 6 KG but less than 20 KG of Phenylacetic Acid; 
At least 3 KG but less than 10 KG ofPiperidine; 
At least 96 KG but less than 320 KG of Piperonal; 
At least 480 G but less than 1.6 KG of Propionic Anhydride; 
At least 96 KG but less than 320 KG of Safrole; 
At least 120 KG but less than 400 KG of3, 4-Methylenedioxyphenyl-2-propanone; 
At least 3,000 KG but less than 10.000 KG of Gamma-butyrolactone; 
At least 2 1 ..t G but less than 7 1 .J. G or Red Phosphorus; 

* * * 

List T Chemicals 
At least 89 G but less than 267 G of Benzaldehyde; 
At least 2 KG but Jess than 6 KG of Benzyl Cyanide; 
At least 20 G but less than 60 G of Ergonovine; 
At least 40 G but less than 120 G of Ergotamine; 
At least 2 KG but less than 6 KG ofEthylamine; 
At least 220 G but less than 660 G ofHydriodic Acid; 
At least 32 KG but less than 96 KG of lsosafrole; 
At least 20 G but less than 60 G of Methylamine; 
At least 50 KG but less than 150 KG ofN-Methylephedrine; 
At least 50 KG but less than 150 KG ofN-Methylpseudoephedrine; 
At least 62.5 G but less than 187.5 G ofNitroethane; 
At least I KG but less than 3 KG ofNorpseudoephedrine; 
At least 2 KG but less than 6 KG of Phenylacetic Acid; 
At least I KG but less than 3 KG of Piperidine; 
At least 32 KG but less than 96 KG ofPiperonal; 
At least 160 G but less than 480 G of Propionic Anhydride; 
At least 32 KG but less than 96 KG ofSafrole; 
At least 40 KG but less than 120 KG of3, 4-Methylenedioxyphenyl-2-propanone; 
At least 1,000 KG but less than 3,000 KG ofGamma-butyrolactone; 
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(4) 

(5) 

At least 71 G but Jess than 2 14 G of Red Phosphorus: 

List I Chemicals 
At least 62.3 G but Jess than 89 G of Benzaldehyde; 
At least 1.4 KG but Jess than 2 KG of Benzyl Cyanide; 
At least 14 G but Jess than 20 G of Ergonovine; 
At least 28 G but less than 40 G of Ergotamine; 
At least 1.4 KG but Jess than 2 KG ofEthylamine; 
At least 154 G but less than 220 G ofHydriodic Acid; 
At least 22.4 KG but less than 32 KG of Isosafrole; 
At least 14 G but Jess than 20 G of Methylamine; 
At least 35 KG but Jess than 50 KG ofN-Methylephedrine; 
At least 35 KG but less than 50 KG ofN-Methylpseudoephedrine; 
At least 43.8 G but less than 62.5 G ofNitroethane; 
At least 700 G but less than 1 KG ofNorpseudoephedrine; 
At least 1.4 KG but Jess than 2 KG of Phenylacetic Acid; 
At least 700 G but less than I KG of Piperidine; 
At least 22.4 KG but less than 32 KG of Piperonal; 
At least 112 G but less than 160 G of Propionic Anhydride; 
At least 22.4 KG but less than 32 KG ofSafrole; 
At least 28 KG but less than 40 KG of3, 4-Methylenedioxyphenyl-2-propanone; 
At least 700 KG but Jess than 1,000 KG of Gamma-butyrolactone; 
At least 50 G but less than 71 G of' Red Ph0sphorus; 

* * * 

List I Chemicals 
At least 35.6 G but less than 62.3 G of Benzaldehyde; 
At least 800 G but less than 1.4 KG of Benzyl Cyanide; 
At least 8 G but less than 14 G of Ergonovine; 
At least 16 G but less than 28 G ofErgotamine; 
At least 800 G but Jess than 1.4 KG ofEthylamine; 
At least 88 G but Jess than 154 G ofHydriodic Acid; 
At least 12.8 KG but less than 22.4 KG oflsosafrole; 
At least 8 G but Jess than 14 G of Methylamine; 
At least 20 KG but less than 35 KG ofN-Methylephedrine; 
At least 20 KG but less than 35 KG ofN-Methylpseudoephedrine; 
At least 25 G but less than 43.8 G ofNitroethane; 
At least 400 G but less than 700 G ofNorpseudoephedrine; 
At least 800 G but less than 1.4 KG of Pheny !acetic Acid; 
At least 400 G but less than 700 G of Piperidine; 
At least 12.8 KG but less than 22.4 KG of Piperonal; 
At least 64 G but less than 112 G of Propionic Anhydride; 
At least 12.8 KG but less than 22.4 KG ofSafrole; 
At least 16 KG but less than 28 KG of3 , 4-Methylenedioxyphenyl-2-propanone; 
At least 400 KG but less than 700 KG ofGamma-butyrolactone; 
At least 29 G but le.ss than 50 G of Red Ph('Sphorus; 
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(6) 

(7) 

* * * 

List I Chemicals 
At least 8.9 G but less than 35.6 G of Benzaldehyde; 
At least 200 G but less than 800 G of Benzyl Cyanide; 
At least 2 G but less than 8 G of Ergonovine; 
At least 4 G but less than 16 G of Ergotamine; 
At least 200 G but less than 800 G ofEthylamine; 
At least 22 G but less than 88 G ofHydriodic Acid; 
At least 3.2 KG but less than 12.8 KG oflsosafrole; 
At least 2 G but less than 8 G of Methylamine; 
At least 5 KG but less than 20 KG ofN-Methylephedrine; 
At least S KG but less than 20 KG ofN-Methylpseudoephedrine; 
At least 6.3 G but less than 25 G ofNitroethane; 
At least 100 G but less than 400 ofNorpseudoephedrine; 
At least 200 G but less than 800 G of Phenylacetic Acid; 
At least 100 G but less than 400 G ofPiperidine; 
At least 3.2 KG but less than 12.8 KG of Piperonal; 
At least 16 G but less than 64 G of Propionic Anhydride; 
At least 3.2 KG but less than 12.8 KG ofSafrole; 
At least 4 KG but less than 16 KG of3, 4-Methylenedioxyphenyl-2-propanone; 
At least I 00 KG but less than 400 KG of Gamma-butyrolactone; 
At least 7 G but less than G of Phosphorus: 

* * * 
List I Chemicals 
At least 7.1 G but less than 8.9 G of Benzaldehyde; 
At least 160 G but less than 200 G ofBenzyl Cyanide; 
At least 1.6 G but less than 2 G of Ergonovine; 
At least 3.2 G but less than 4 G of Ergotamine; 
At least 160 G but less than 200 G ofEthylamine; 
At least 17.6 G but less than 22 G of Hydriodic Acid; 
At least 2.56 KG but less than 3.2 KG oflsosafrole; 
At least 1.6 G but less than 2 G of Methylamine; 
At least 4 KG but less than 5 KG ofN-Methylephedrine; 
At least 4 KG but less than 5 KG ofN-Methylpscudoephedrine; 
At least S G but less than 6.3 G ofNitroethane; 
At least 80 G but less than 100 G ofNorpseudoephedrine; 
At least 160 G but less than 200 G ofPhenylacetic Acid; 
At least 80 G but less than 100 G of Piperidine; 
At least 2.56 KG but less than 3.2 KG of Piperonal; 
At least 12.8 G but less than 16 G of Propionic Anhydride; 
At least 2.56 KG but less than 3.2 KG ofSafrole; 
At least 3.2 KG but less than 4 KG of3, 4-Methylenedioxyphenyl-2-propanone; 
At least 80 KG but less than I 00 KG of Gamma-butyrolactone; 
Al least() G hut than 7 G 0f Rcc.J Phosphoru!-: 

* * * 
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(8) 

(9) 

List I Chemicals 
3.6 KG or more of Anthranilic Acid; 
At least 5.3 G but less than 7. I G of Benzaldehyde; 
At least 120 G but less than 160 G of Benzyl Cyanide; 
At least 1.2 G but less than 1.6 G of Ergonovine; 
At least 2.4 G but less than 3.2 G of Ergotamine; 
At least 120 G but less than 160 G ofEthylamine; 
At least 13.2 G but less than 17.6 G ofHydriodic Acid; 
At least 1.92 KG but Jess than 2.56 KG oflsosafrole; 
At least 1.2 G but Jess than 1.6 G of Methylamine; 
4.8 KG or more ofN-Acetylanthranilic Acid; 
At least 3 KG but less than 4 KG ofN-Methylephedrine; 
At least 3 KG but Jess than 4 KG ofN-Methylpseudoephedrine; 
At least 3.8 G but less than 5 G ofNitroethane; 
At least 60 G but less than 80 G ofNorpseudoephedrine; 
At least 120 G but less than 160 G ofPhenylacetic Acid; 
At least 60 G but less than 80 G of Piperidine; 
At least 1.92 KG but less than 2.56 KG of Piperonal; 
At least 9.6 G but less than 12.8 G of Propionic Anhydride; 
At least 1.92 KG but less than 2.56 KG of Safrole; 
At least 2.4 KG but less than 3.2 KG of3, 4-Methylenedioxyphenyl-2-propanone; 
At least 60 KG but less than 80 KG ofGamma-butyrolactone; 
At least 4 G but less than 6 G of Red Phosphorus; 

* * * 
List 1 Chemicals 
At least 2.7 KG but less than 3.6 KG of Anthranilic Acid; 
At least 3.6 G but Jess than 5.3 G of Benzaldehyde; 
At least 80 G but less than 120 G of Benzyl Cyanide; 
At least 800 MG but less than 1.2 G of Ergonovine; 
At least 1.6 G but less than 2.4 G of Ergotamine; 
At least 80 G but less than 120 G ofEthylamine; 
At least 8.8 G but less than 13.2 G ofHydriodic Acid; 
At least 1.44 KG but less than 1.92 KG of Isosafrole; 
At least 800 MG but less than 1.2 G of Methylamine; 
At least 3.6 KG but less than 4.8 KG ofN-Acetylanthranilic Acid; 
At least 2.25 KG but less than 3 KG ofN-Methylephedrine; 
At least 2.25 KG but less than 3 KG ofN-Methylpseudoephedrine; 
At least 2.5 G but less than 3.8 G ofNitroethane; 
At least 40 G but less than 60 G ofNorpseudoephedrine; 
At least 80 G but less than 120 G of Phenylacetic Acid; 
At least 40 G but less than 60 G of Piperidine; 
At least 1.44 KG but less than 1.92 KG ofPiperonal; 
At least 7.2 G but less than 9.6 G of Propionic Anhydride; 
At least 1.44 KG but less than 1.92 KG of Safrole; 
At least 1.8 KG but less than 2.4 KG of 3, 4-Methylenedioxyphenyl-2-propanone; 
At least 40 KG but less than 60 KG ofGamma-butyrolactone; 
At least 3 G but less than 4 G of Red Phosphorus; 

* * * 
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(10) List I Chemicals 
Less than 2.7 KG of Anthranilic Acid; 
Less than 3.6 G of Benzaldehyde; 
Less than 80 G of Benzyl Cyanide; 
Less than 800 MG of Ergonovine; 
Less than 1.6 G of Ergotamine; 
Less than 80 G of Ethy1amine; 
Less than 8.8 G of Hydriodic Acid; 
Less than 1.44 KG of Isosafrole; 
Less than 800 MG of Methylamine; 
Less than 3.6 KG ofN-Acety1anthranilic Acid; 
Less than 2.25 KG ofN-Methy1ephedrine; 
Less than 2.25 KG ofN-Methylpseudoephedrine; 
Less than 2.5 G ofNitroethane; 
Less than 40 G ofNorpseudoephedrine; 
Less than 80 G of Phenylacetic Acid; 
Less than 40 G of Piperidine; 
Less than 1.44 KG ofPiperonal; 
Less than 7.2 G of Propionic Anhydride; 
Less than 1.44 KG of Safro1e; 
Less than 1.8 KG of3, 4-Methylenedioxyphenyl-2-propanone; 
Less than 40 KG ofGamma-butyrolactone; 
Less than 3 G of Red Phosphorus 

* * * 
Commentarv 

* * * 
Application Notes: 

* * * 

Level12 
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* * * 
(4)(B) Issue for Comment on Oxycodone 

Issue for Comment: The Commission requests comment regarding the penalties for oxycodone generally 
and a brand named prescription drug containing oxycodone known as Oxycontin. Currently, the Drug 
Equivalency Tables in §2Dl.l (Unlawful Manufacturing, Importing, Exporting, or Trafficking (including 
Possession with Intent to Commit These Offenses); Attempt or Conspiracy) provide a marihuana equivalency 
of 500 grams for one gram of a mixture of substance containing oxycodone. Recently, however, drug 
enforcement has reported an increase in trafficking oft he prescription drug Oxycontin, which contains higher 
than historical amounts of oxycodone but weighs substantially less than other prescription drugs containing 
oxycodone. Consequently, a de fondant convicred of trafficking in certain prescription drugs conraining 
smaller amounrs of oxycodone relative to the total weight of the pill may receive a higher sentence than a 
defendant convicred of trafficking in larger amounts ofOxycontin. 
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How should the Commission address the weight differential and the resulting sentencing disparity? 
Should the equivalency for oxycodone be reevaluated? Should the Commission amend the Drug Equivalency 
Tables in §2Dl.l to provide a separate marihuana equivalency for Oxycontin, notwithstanding that the 
guidelines do not othenvise provide specific penalties for brand name drugs? If so, what should that 
marihuana equivalency be? 

Alternatively, should the Commission sentence oxycodone defendants based on the purity of the 
prescription drug involved (an approach currently used in sentencing methamphetamine and amphetamine 
defendants)? This approach may require amending the Drug Quantity Tables in §2Dl.J to provide separate 
penaltiesforoxycodone (actual) and oxycodone (mixture). Oxycontin additionally has a time release element 
that can be eliminated simply by crushing or breaking the pill, increasing the immediate effect for the user. 
Should the Commission provide an enhancement for trafficking in pills that have a lime release element? 

* * * 

(5) Conforms Departure Provision in Application Note 6 of §2G2.1 (Sexually Exploiting a Minor 
by Production of Sexually Explicit Visual or Printed Material; Custodian Permitting Minor 
to Engage in Sexually Explicit Conduct; Advertisement for Minors to Engage in Production) 

§2G2.1. Sexually Exploiting a Minor by Production of Sexually Explicit Visual or Printed 
Material; Custodian Permitting Minor to Engage in Sexuallv Explicit Conduct; 
Advertisement for Minors to Engage in Production 

* * * 
Commentary 

* * * 

Application Notes: 
* * * 

6. Uuwara' Depai itae P1 ovision.\. An upss;u; a'a'epcuitil c nnry be evaJ; a;ztedin eitlse1 ufthefvlltoning 
cil cun1stances . 
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• 

6. llmmrd Prm·isions. -An upwarJ depurtwv may he 1rarrantecl ({t!te offense involn•d morl? 
!han I 0 viclims. 

* • * 

(6) Amends §2C2.2(b)(5) to Include Receipt and Distribution in the Enhancement for Use of a 
Computer 
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§2G2.2. Trafficking in Material Involving the Sexual Exploitation of a Minor; Receiving, 
Transpo rting, Shipping, or Advertising Material Involving the Sexual Exploitation of 
a Minor; Possessing Material Involving the Sexual Exploitation of a Minor with Intent 
to Traffic 

(b) Specific Offense Characteristics 

* * * 
(5) If a computer was used for the transmission. receipt, o r distribution ofthe 

material or a notice or advertisement of the material, increase by 2 levels. 

* * * 
(7) Amendments to Appendix A (Statutory Index) and Statutory Provisions 

§2Bl.l. La rceny, Embezzlement, and Other Forms of Theft; Offenses Involving Stolen 
Propertv; Property Damage or Destruction; Fraud and Deceit; Forgery: Offenses 
Involving Altered or Counterfeit Instruments Other than Counterfeit Bearer 
Obligations of the United States 

* * * 
Comment my 

Statutory Provisions: 7 U.S. C.§§ 6, 6b, 6c, 6h, 6o, 13, 23; 15 U.S. C.§§ 50, 77e, 77q, 77x, 78j, 78ff, 80b-6, 
1644, 6821; 18 U.S.C. §§ 38, 225, 285-289, 471-473, 500, 510, 553(a)(l), 641, 656, 657, 659, 662, 664, 
1001-1008, 1010-1014,1016-1022,1025, 1026,1028, 1029, 1030(a)(4)-(5), 1031, 1341-1344,1361, 1363, 
1702, 1703 (if vandalism or malicious mischief, including destruction of mail, is involved), 1708, 1831, 1832, 
1992, 1993(a)(1), (a)(4), 2113{b), 2312-2317, 2332b(a)(1); 19 U.S. C. § ]40/f; 29 U.S. C.§ 501 (c); 42 U.S C. 
§ 1011; 49 U.S. C. §§ 30170, 46317(a), 60123(b). For additional statutory provision(s), see Appendix A 
(Statut01y Index). 

* * * 
§2C1.3. Conflict of Interest; Payment or Receipt of Unauthorized Compensation 

* * * 

Commentary 

Statutorv Provisions: I 8 U.S C. §§ 203, 205, 207, 208, 209, 1909; .fO U.S. C. § I n09f'{), (bj. For additional 
statutory provision(s), see Appendix A (Statutory Index). 

* * * 
§2H2.1. Obstructing an Election or Registration 

* * * 
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Commentary 

Statutory Provisions: 18 U.S. C.§§ 241, 242, 245{b)(1)(A), 592, 593, 594,597. 1015(!); 42 U.S.C. §§ 1973i, 
1973j{a), {b). For additional statutory provision(s), see Appendix A (Statutory Index). 

* * * 
§21<2.5. Possession of Firearm or Dangerous Weapon in Federal Facility; Possession or 

Discharge of Firearm in School Zone 

* * * 

Commentary 

Statutory Provisions: 18 U.S.C. §§ 922(q), 930; -10 U.S.C. § 5104(e){/J. 

* * * 
§2N2.1. Violations of Statutes and Regulations Dea ling With Any Food, Drug, Biological 

Product, Device., Cosmetic, or Agricultural Product 

* * * 
Commentary 

StatutorvProvisions: 7 U.S.C. §§ 150bb, 150gg, 6810, 7734, 8313; 21 U.S.C. §§ 115,117,122, 134-134e, 
151-158, 331, 333(a)(J), (a)(2), (b). 458-461, 463, 466, 610, 611, 614, 617, 619, 620, 642-644, 676; 
42 U.S. C.§ 262. For additional statutory provision{s). see Appendix A (Statutory Index). 

APPENDIX A- STATUTORY INDEX 

* * * 

7 u.s.c. § 7734 2N2.1 
7 u.s.c. § 83 13 2N2.1 

* * * 
18 U.S.C. § 1015(a)-(c) 28 1.1, 2J 1.3, 2L2. 1, 

2L2.2 
18 u.s.c. § 1015(1) 2H2.1 

• * * 
19 u.s.c. § 2316 28 1.1 
19 u.s.c. 9 2401 f 281.1 

* • * 
38 u.s.c. § 3502 281.1 
40 U.S.C. 5104(c)(l l 2K2.5 
40 U.S.C. §14309(a), (b) 2CI.3 

* * * 
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7. Involuntary Manslaughte r 

Synopsis of Proposed Amendment: This proposed amendment is a continuation of the Commission's work 
over the past several years to ensure that the guidelines provide appropriate guideline penalties for offenses 
involving involuntary manslaughter. In 1994, Congress increased the statutory maximum penalty for 
involuntary manslaughter offenses from three years 'to six years' imprisonment after receiving a Commission 
report analyzing federal criminal penalties and recommending that the statutory maximum penalty for 
involuntary manslaughter be increased to six years. Studies have shown that the heartland of involuntary 
manslaughter offenses involves vehicular homicide and that these offenses are punished more severely by 
many of the States. The Commission further examined both voluntary and involuntary manslaughter offenses 
in 1997, and in 1998 sent a report and feller to Congress recommending that the statutory maximum penalty 
for voluntary manslaughter offenses be increased to permit the Commission to make changes that would 
maintain proportionality based on offense severity. Although no action has been taken on that 
recommendation, the Commission has received recommendations from Congress and the Department of 
Justice that it proceed to amend the guidelines for involuntary manslaughter to increase the base offense 
levels. Accordingly, this proposed amendment increases the base offense levels for involuntary manslaughter 
by [2} [4] [6} levels. An issue for comment follows that generally seeks the public's input regarding the 
appropriate offense levels for involuntary manslaughter offenses, including (with a view toward 
proportionate sentencing) the appropriate offense levels for involuntary manslaughter offenses compared to 
offense levels for aggravated assault. 

Proposed Amendment: 

§2A1.4. Involunta ry M anslaughter 

(a) Base Offense Level: 

(I) -fflll 21f1411 161, if the conduct was criminally negligent; or 

(2) t-4[1 61[18][201, ifthe conduct was reckless. 

* * * 

Issue for Comment: The Commission requests comment generally on the appropriate offense levels for 
offenses involving involuntary manslaughter. In addition, the Commission requests comment regarding the 
appropriate and proportionate offense levels for involuntary manslaughter compared to offense levels for 
aggravated assault under §2A2.2 (Aggravated Assault). Currently, the base offense /eve/for aggravated 
assault is level 15, and the guideline contains several enhancements, such as enhancements for bodily injury. 
As a consequence, the guideline penalties for aggravated assault currently are more serious than those for 
involuntary manslaughter. 
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8. Cybersecurity 

Issue for Comment: Section 225 of the Homeland Security Act of2002 (the Cyber Security Enhancement 
Act of2002), Pub. L. 107- 296, directs the Commission to review and amend, if appropriate, the sentencing 
guidelines and policy statements applicable to persons convicted of an offense under section 1030 of title 18, 
United States Code, to ensure that the sentencing guidelines and policy statements reflect the serious nature 
of such offenses, the growing incidence of such offenses, and the need for an effective deterrent and 
appropriate punishment to prevent such offenses. 

The directive also includes a number of factors for the Commission to consider, including the 
potential and actual loss resulting from the offense, the level of sophistication and planning involved in the 
offense, whether the offense was committed for purposes of commercial advantage or private financial 
benefit, whether the defendant acted with malicious intent to cause harm in committing the offense, the extent 
to which the offense violated the privacy rights of individuals harmed, whether the offense involved a 
computer used by the government in furtherance of national defense, national security, or the administration 
of justice, whether the violation was intended to, or had the effect of, significantly interfering with or 
disrupting critical infrastructure, and whether the violation was intended to, or had the effect of, creating a 
threat to public health or safety, or injury to any person. 

The Commission requests comment regarding how it should respond to this directive. 
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9. Offenses Involving Body Armor and Assault Against a Federal Judge 

Issues for Comment: 

1. Section 11009 of the 21s' Century Department of Justice Appropriations Authorization Act (the 
"Act''), Pub. L. 107-273, directs the Sentencing Commission to review and amend the sentencing 
guidelines, as appropriate, to provide an appropriate sentencing enhancement for any crime of 
violence (as defined in 18 U.S. C.§ 16) or drug trafficking crime (as defined in 18 U.S. C.§ 924(c) 
(including a crime of violence or drug trafficking crime that provides for an enhanced punishment 
if committed by the use of a deadly or dangerous weapon or device) in which the defendant used body 
armor. The Act further states that it is the sense of Congress that any such enhancement should be 
at least two levels. The Commission requests comment regarding how it should respond to this 
directive. For example, should the Commission provide a Chapter Three adjustment for the use of 
body armor in any crime of violence or drug trafficking crime? Alternatively, should the Commission 
provide a specific offense characteristic in all relevant Chapter Two guidelines (e.g., §2Dl.J 
(Unlawful Manufacturing. Importing. Exporting. or Trafficking (Including Possession with Intent 
to Commit These Offenses); Attempt or Conspiracy)) that would apply if the defendant used body 
armor in the course of the offense? 

What would be an appropriate increase for the use of body armor if the Commission provides a 
Chapter Three adjustment or a specific offense characteristic in the relevant Chapter Two 
guidelines? 

2. Section 11008 oft he Act directs the Commission to review and amend, if appropriate, the guidelines 
or policy statements to provide an appropriate enhancement for offenses involving influencing, 
assaulting, resisting, impeding, retaliating against, or threatening a Federal judge, magistrate judge, 
or any other official described in 18 U.S. C. § Ill or§ 115. The directive also contains a number 
offactorsfor the Commission to consider, including the range of conduct covered by the offenses, 
the existing sentence for the offense, the extent to which the guidelines for these offenses have been 
constrained by statutory maximum penalties, and the adequacy of the guidelines 10 ensure 
punishment at or near the maximum penalty for the most egregious conduct covered by the offense. 
The Act also increases the statutory maximum terms of imprisonment for the following offenses: for 
threatened assaults under 18 US. C. § 115 (Influencing, impeding, or retaliating against a Federal 
official by threatening or injuring a family member), from three years to six years; for all other 
threats made in violation of18 US. C.§ 115,fromfiveyears to ten years ;fora violation ofl8 US. C. 
§Il l (Assaulting, resisting, or impeding certain officers or employees), from three years to eight 
years; and for the use of a dangerous weapon or inflicting bodily injwy in the commission of an 
offense under 18 US. C. § Ill, from ten to 20 years. 

Appendix A (Statutory Index) references 18 U.S. C.§ lllto §§2A2.2 (Aggravated Assault) and 2A2. 4 
(Obstructing or Impeding Officers). These guidelines have base offense levels of 15 and 6, 
respectively. Section 115 of title 18, United States Code, is referenced to, among other guidelines, 
§§2A2.1 (Assault with Intent to Commit Murder; Attempted Murder), 2A2.2, and 2A2.3 (Minor 
Assault). The base offense level for §2A2.1 is level 28 (if the object of the offense would have 
constituted first degree murder) or level 22. The base offense level for §2A2.3 is level 6 (if the 
conduct involved physical contact, or if a dangerous weapon was possessed or its use was 
threatened) or level 3. 

Given the directive, the factors to consider, and the increases in the statutory maximum penalties, 
the Commission requests comment regarding the following: 
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(A) Should the Commission provide an enhancement in the assault guidelines for offenses 
involving influencing, assaulting, resisting, impeding. retaliating against, or threatening a 
Federal judge, magistrate judge, oranyotherofficialdescribedin 18 US. C.§ 111 or§ 115? 
If so, what would be an appropriate increase for such enhancement? Are there additional, 
related enhancements that the Commission should provide in the assault guidelines, 
particularly given the directive to consider providing sentences at or near the statutory 
maximum for the most egregious cases? 

{B) Do the current base offense levels in each of the assault guidelines provide adequate 
punishment for the covered conduct? If not, what would be appropriate base offense levels 
for §§2A2.2, 2A2.3, and 2A2.4? 

{C) Should the Commission consider more comprehensive amendments to the assault guidelines 
as part of. or in addition to, its response to the directives? For example, should the 
Commission consolidate §§2A2.3 and 2A2.4? Should the Commission amend §2A2.3(b)(J) 
to provide a two level enhancement for bodily injury? Some commentators have argued that 
such an amendment would bring the minor and aggravated assault guidelines more in line 
with one another because there may be cases in which an assault that does not qualify as 
an aggravated assault under §2A2.2 nevertheless involves bodily injury. Are there any other 
application issues pertaining to the assault guidelines that the Commission should address? 
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RE: 
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UNITED STATES SENTENCING'CQMMISSION 
ONE COLUMBUS·CIRCLE, N.E. 

Chair Murphy 
Commissioners 

Karen Hickey 

Public Comment 

February 24, 2002 

SUITE 2-500, SOUTH LC>BBY 
WASH INGTON, D.C. 20002- 8002 

(202) 502-4500 . :· 
FAX (202) 502·4699 . 

··. 

MEMORANDUM 

Attached are late-arriving letters of public comment from the Practitioners' Advisory 
Group and from The Honorable George P. Kazen. These letters are hole-punched for insertion 
into the February 18, 2003 Public Comment notebook . 
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PRACTITIONERS' ADVISORY GROUP 
CO-CHAIRS BARRY BOSS & JIM FELMAN 

C/0 ASBILL MOFFITT & BOSS, CHARTERED 
1615 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, N.W. 

WASHINGTON, DC 20009 
(202) 234-9000- BARRY BOSS 
(813) 229-1118- JIM FELMAN 
(202) 332-6480- FACSIMILE 

Honorable Diana E. Murphy, Chair 
United States Sentencing Commission 
One Columbus Circle, N.E. 
Suite 2-500, South Lobby 
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002 

February 24, 2003 

Re: Amendments Published for Comment on November 22, 2002 

Dear Judge Murphy: 

We are writing to provide the Commission with the Practitioners' Advisory Group's comments 
on the amendments published for comment on November 22, 2002. 

1. Terrorism Enhancement in Money Launderine Guideline 

The P.A.G. supports Option One of this proposed amendment. Having been heavily involved 
in the drafting of the revised money laundering guideline, we do not believe there was any consideration 
given in the course of that possibility of a cumulative "double counting" adjustment for terrorism 
beyond that set forth in the money laundering guideline. the more recent Chapter 3 adjustment, 
deletion of this adjustment within the 2S 1.1 guideline is appropriate. 

2. Reference of 18 U.S.C. § 1960 to Money Launderine Guideline 

The P.A.G. does not support either of the two options with respect to this proposed amendment 
because they will potentially dissolve the significant statutory differences between Sections l956 and 
1957, on the one hand, and§ 1960 on the other. It is important to note that considerable thought and 
effort went into the drafting of the new guidelines for Sections 1956 and 1957. Section 1956 carries 
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a statutory maximum penalty of 20 years, while § 1957 canies a statutory maximum of ten years. In 
contrast,§ 1960 covers a statutory maximum of only five years. It has been well documented that § 
1957 is an extraordinary broad statute which encompasses a variety of conduct. The most significant 
limitation on the application of§ 1957 is the requirement that the monetary transaction in question have 
a value of greater than $10,000. This dollar value threshold was of critical importance in the enactment 
of the legislation and to prevent its application in an overbroad fashion. Section 1960 does not contain 
this limitation. In other words, it applies to any transaction involving the proceeds of a criminal offense 
regardless of amount, circumstance, or intent. By applying the guideline applicable to § 1957 offenses 
to § 1960 offenses, the effect will be to eliminate the $10,000 threshold which has been so important 
eliminating the overbreath of§ 1957. 

The use of§ 2S 1.1 in§ 1960(b )(1 )(C) offenses will also collapse the distinction between§ 1956 
and § 1960. Section 1956 requires proofthat the defendant conducted the transaction "with the intent 
to promote the carrying on of specified unlawful activity." Section 1960, in contrast, requires only a 
knowledge on the part of the defendant that the funds are intended to be used by someone else to 
promote or support unlawful activity. This is a significant difference in mental state which will be 
erased by the use of§ 2S 1.1 for§ 1960(b)(l)(C) offenses. In short, the P.A.G. believes that in light of 
the significant effort expended in the drafting of§ 2S 1.1 and its application to Sections 1956 and 1957, 
that guideline should not be applied to§ 1960 offenses. Section 1960 has a significantly lower statutory 
maximum, and significantly less restrictive elements. 

3. Enhancement in Accessory After the Fact Guideline for Harborin2 Terrorists. 

The P .A.G. does not oppose the elimination of the offense level "cap" of level 20 where the 
conduct involves harboring a person who the defendant knows or has reasonable grounds to believe has 
committed any offense listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2339 or§ 2339(a), or has committed any offense involving 
or intending to promote a federal crime of terrorism as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 2332(b)(g)(5). The 
P.A.G. is concerned, however, that the proposed language in the amendment to§ 2X3.1(a)(3)(C) 
appears to be broad enough to apply to those who harbor persons who have committed such offenses 
without either knowledge or reason to believe that the nature of the offense committed by the fugitive 
was one of terrorism. Although crimes of terrorism are obviously very serious, there appears to be no 
reason to apply the higher base offense level where the defendant has neither knowledge or reason to 
believe that the fugitive being harbored has committed such an offense . 
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4. The Amendments Reeardine Bioloeical Aecnts and Toxins 

The P.A.G. has no comment on the proposed amendments regarding biological agents and 
toxins, and believes the proposed amendments regarding the safe drinking water provisions are 
appropriate, with the limited proviso that a base offense level of22 rather than 25 should be utilized. 
The proposed seven-level increase from 18 to 25 will more than double the current sentencing levels. 
While the P .A. G. recognizes that the existing guidelines for these offenses may need modification, such 
a drastic change to existing sentencing policy should rarely, if ever, occur at one time. The P.A.G. 
believes that a four-level upward adjustment to the guideline reflects a more measured approach which 
could then receive further study and analysis in application. The P.A.G. also believes that the current 
distinction between actual tampering and mere threatened tampering should remain. Actual tampering 
with a water supply or a consumer product in any instance reflects a very different mental state than a 
threat to do so. Accordingly, the current distinction between the two should be recognized through the 
use of separate guidelines. 

5. 

The P.A.G. supports the proposed upward departure regarding animal enterprise terrorism . 

Amendments Required by the Terrorists Bombine Convention 
Implementation Act of 2002 

The P.A.G. believes it would be overbroad to amend§ 2K1.4(a){l) to expand the use ofthe 
higher base offense level for offenses involving the attempted destruction of "a place of public use." 
The current distinction in the guideline between offense leve124 and 20 reflects the significantly greater ·· 
culpability of those who attempt to destroy dwellings, airports, aircraft, mass transportation facilities, 
and mass transportation vehicles. The proposed amendment would apply this higher base offense level 
to attempts to destroy or cause property damage to any "place of public use" as defined in 18 U.S.C. 
§ 2332f(e)(6). This definition includes any "location" that is "accessible" to "members of the public, 
whether continuously, periodically, or occasionally." This would appear to encompass any location that 
is not private. The P .A. G. believes this to be detrimental to the proportionality previously achieved in 
the guide1ine through the differentiation of those with higher culpable states who seek to destroy 
implements of mass transportation compared to those who seek to destroy remote locations on public 
land which are technically open to members ofthe public although used only occasionally. The P.A.G. 
would recommend the deletion of"place of public use" from the base offense level24 portion ofthe 
guideline . 
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6. Immigration 

The P.A.G. supports Option Two ofthe amendment to§ 2Ll.2(b)(l) inasmuch as that option 
recognizes the distinction between prior offenses which resulted in a term of imprisonment and those 
which did not. In light of the volume of state offenses which do not result in periods of incarceration, 
the P.A.G. believes this distinction is important and should be preserved in the guidelines. 

7. Proposed Amendments to§ 5G1.3 

With regard to the series of proposals regarding § 5G1.3, the P.A.G. recommends that the 
Commission select for passage those amendments which provide the sentencing judge with maximum 
discretion. Such discretion is necessary in this area because of the often complex and case-specific 
issues that arise where a defendant is facing (or has faced) imprisonment on a related charge in another 
jurisdiction. The sentencing judge is in the best position to determine whether, or to what extent, the 
defendant should receive credit for the prior sentence. With this over-arching principle in mind, the 
P.A.G. recommends the following . 

At the outset, the P .A. G. recommends amending § 5G 1.3 to cover cases in which the defendant 
is facing an undischarged terms of imprisonment or has already completed his or her term of 
imprisonment. There is no principled basis to credit or not to credit a defendant for a prior sentence 
based on the fortuity of whether the defendant has completed the prior sentence at the time of 
sentencing. With regard to amending§ 5G1.3(b), the P.A.G. supports Option Two because it provides 
maximum discretion to the sentencing judge in determining whether, or to what extent, to credit the 
prior sentence. 

With regard to application note 6, the P.A.G. supports Option One (B), which again, provides 
maximum discretion to the sentencing judge to determine whether or not the sentence for the instant 
offense should run consecutively or concurrently or partially concurrently with the prior offense on 
which supervision is being revoked. We submit that Option One (A), which would require that the 
sentence for the instant offense shall be imposed to run consecutively, essentially adopts a mandatory 
minimum sentencing scheme which is at odds with the purpose of the guidelines and with this 
Commission's long-held position on mandatory minimum sentencing. The requirement of consecutive 
time also risks at least some double counting because a defendant who has committed other offenses 
typically has a higher criminal history score. In addition, that defendant will receive a two point upward 
adjustment, pursuant to § 4A 1.1 (d), for having committed the new offense while under supervision. 

Finally, with regard to the issue for comment, the P.A.G. urges the Commission to resolve the 
current circuit split and to clarify that a sentencing judge has the authority to grant credit for an 
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undischarged state sentence even where the federal sentence is imposed concurrently. Bureaucratic 
quirks in the criminal justice system, particularly involving the interplay between the state and federal 
prison systems, have served to defeat the recommendations, and even the rulings, of federal sentencing 
judges regarding concurrent sentences. Unless a federal judge is authorized to grant "credit" for time 
served in state prison, the imposition of a concurrent sentence in many instances will not achieve the 
desired result. 

The timing ofthe interplay between a defendant who starts in federal custody and one who does 
not can lead to incredible disparity in sentences among defendants otherwise similarly situated. This 
is because the Bureau of Prisons generally gives a defendant no credit for time spent in state custody, 
whereas state systems typically give full credit for time spent in federal custody. 

Accordingly, if Defendant A starts in the federal system, he or she typically faces no problem. 
The federal system gives Defendant A full credit for any time spent in pretrial detention and any judges 
who sentence Defendant A retain their full historical power to declare that subsequent sentences may 
be imposed either concurrently or consecutively to any prior sentence . 

lfDefendant B begins in state custody, however, he or she may get bureaucratically hammered. 
A new federal case may cause Defendant B to get sent via a writ into the federal system, where 
Defendant B might be in pretrial detention in the same cell as Defendant A; yet the Bureau of Prisons 
will give Defendant B no credit for this time based on the fiction that Defendant B actually remains in 
"state" custody and is only "borrowed" by the federal facility on a federal writ. This situation is not 
changed even if the federal sentencing judge orders the imposition of a concurrent or partially 
concurrent sentence. The Bureau of Prisons will decline to credit the judge's order, ruling that the 
federal sentence cannot even "begin" until the defendant finishes his state sentence and "enters" federal 
custody. By providing the sentencing judge with the authority to grant "credit" for time served in state 
prison, the Commission can help overcome this extremely frustrating, illogical and inequitable situation. 

As always, we appreciate the opportunity to assist the Commission in understanding the 
perspective of practitioners with respect to the difficult and important matters before the Commission. 

Sincerely, 

James E. Felman 
Barry Boss 
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cc: All Commissioners 
Charles Tetzlaff, Esq. 
Tim McGrath, Esq . 
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Honorable Diana E. Murphy, Chair 
United States Sentencing Commission 
One Columbus Circle, N.E., Suite 2-500 
Washington, D. C. 20002-8002 

Dear Judge Murphy: 

January 21, 2003 

I write in response to a proposed amendment, issued December 20, 2002, to Section 
2Ll .2 ofthe Guidelines. Proposed Application Note 2(A) would now exclude from the 
definition of"aggravated felony" any controlled substance offense "without an intent to 
distribute that contro lied substance." 

In my opinion, this proposal would aggravate an already unfortunate disparity created by 
the previous amendment to that guideline concerning the definition of a "drug trafficking 
offense." 

The Commission apparently wishes to make a distinction between a controlled substance 
crime of "simple possession," as distinguished from a crime of possession with intent to 
distribute or manufacture, the actual distribution or manufacturing of controlled substances. I 
would have no quarrel with such a distinction if it truly separated cases involving small amounts 
of narcotics for personal use. Unfortunately, however, that is not the case, at least in Texas. 

My research of Texas law indicates that, with respect to marihuana, there are only two 
offenses. These are found in the Health and Safety Code at §§481.120 and 121. One offense is 
delivery of marihuana and the other is possession of marihuana. Copies of these statutes are 
attached for your convenience. As you can see, the possession statute describes offenses ranging 
from a Class B Misdemeanor up to one punishable by life in prison, depending upon the amount 
of the marihuana. 
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The other narcotics with which we typically deal, including cocaine and heroin, are 
treated in different sections of the same Texas code, also attached. For. those substances, there is 
an offense of manufacturing, delivering or possession with intent to deliver. Section 481.112. 
There is also, however, the offense of "simple" possession at §481.115. Once again, the latter 
provision describes offenses ranging from a state jail felony up to life in prison. Thus, under 
§481.1 15(f), an offense involving at least 400 grams of the controlled substance is punishable 
by a minimum sentence of I 0 years and a maximum sentence of 99 years or life. Because of the 
very high sentences allowed under §481.115, my experience is that Texas prosecutors almost 
never bother to charge under §481.112. Instead, they inevitably use §481.115, since it is much 
simpler to prove. Similarly, as to marihuana, they invariably use only §481.121. 

The result is that after November 1, 2002, when I am sentencing two defendants for 
illegal reentry under the current §2L1 .2, a defendant with a prior federal conviction of possession 
with intent to distribute 50 pounds of marihuana could receive an upward adjustment of 16 levels 
under (b)(1)(A), while a defendant with a conviction only of"possession" of 1,000 pounds of 
marihuana or 100 pounds of cocaine in a Texas state court would receive an adjustment of 8 
levels. The proposed new amendment, as I understand it, would now lower the latter defendant's 
adjustment to 4 levels. This is not an academic issue. I have dealt with similar disparities 
already, and it is most unfortunate. 

I have not tried to determine whether other states have a statutory scheme similar to that 
of Texas. I do know that I have encountered cases where defendants were convicted in other 
states and the charging documents only refer to "possession," despite an offense report which 
clearly described a case of possession with intent to distribute and/or actual distribution. In any 
event, Texas probably accounts for a very large number of illegal entry prosecutions, and 
significant numbers of the affected defendants have been convicted of drug offenses in Texas 
courts, so that the problem I describe is not an insignificant one. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter, and your efforts in this very difficult 
area of criminal sentencing. 

GPK/gs 
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TX PENAL §§ 12.31. Capital Felony 

(a) An individual adjudged guilty of a capital felony in a case in which the state seeks the death 
penalty shall be punished by imprisonment in the institutional division for life or by death. An 
individual adjudged guilty of a capital felony in a case in which the state does not seek the death 
penalty shall be punished by imprisonment in the institutional division for life. 
(b) In a capital felony trial in which the state seeks the death penalty, prospective jurors shall be 
informed that a sentence of life imprisonment or death is mandatory on conviction of a capital 
felony. In a capital felony trial in which the state does not seek the death penalty, prospective jurors 
shall be informed that the state is not seeking the death penalty and that a sentence of life 
imprisonment is mandatory on conviction of the capital felony. 

TX PENAL§§ 12.32. First Degree Felony Punishment 

(a) An individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the first degree shall be punished by imprisonment 
in the institutional division for life or for any term of not more than 99 years or less than 5 years. 
(b) In addition to imprisonment, an individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the first degree maybe 
punished by a fine not to exceed $10,000. 

TX PENAL§§ 12.33. Second Degree Felony Punishment 

(a) An individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the second degree shall be punished by 
imprisonment in the institutional division for any term of not more than 20 years or less than 2 years. 
(b) In addition to imprisonment, an individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the second degree may 
be punished by a fine not to exceed $10,000. 

TX PENAL§§ 12.34. Third Degree Felony Punishment 

(a) An individual adjudged guilty of a felony ofthe third degree shall be punished by imprisonment 
in the institutional division for any term of not more than 10 years or less than 2 years. 
(b) In addition to imprisonment, an individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the third degree may 
be punished by a fine not to exceed $10,000. 

TX PENAL§§ 12.35. State Jail Felony Punishment 

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (c), an individual adjudged guilty of a state jail felony shall be 
punished by confinement in a state jail for any term of not more than two years or less than 180 days. 
(b) In addition to confinement, an individual adjudged guilty of a state jail felony may be punished 
by a fine not to exceed $1 0,000. 
(c) An individual adjudged guilty of a state jail felony shall be punished for a third degree felony if 
it is shown on the trial of the offense that: 
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(I) a deadly weapon as defmed by Section 1.07 was used or exhibited during the commission of the 
offense or during immediate flight following the commission ofthe offense, and that the individual 
used or exhibited the deadly weapon or was a party to the offense and knew that a deadly weapon 
would be used or exhibited; or 
(2) the individual has previously been finally convicted of any felony: 
(A) listed in Section 3g(a)(l), Article 42.12, Code of Criminal Procedure; or 
(B) for which the judgment contains an affirmative finding under Section 3g(a)(2), Article 42.12, 
Code of Criminal Procedure . 
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TX HEALTH & S §§ 481.112. Offense: Manufacture or Delivery of Substance in Penalty Group 1 

(a) Except as authorized by this chapter, a person commits an offense if the person knowingly 
manufactures, delivers, or possesses with intent to deliver a controlled substance listed in Penalty 
Group 1. 
(b) An offense under Subsection (a) is a state jail felony if the amount of the controlled substance 
to which the offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, less than one 
gram. 
(c) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony of the second degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance to which the offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, one 
gram or more but less than four grams. 
(d) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony of the first degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance to which the offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 
four grams or more but less than 200 grams. 
(e) An offense under Subsection (a) is punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division of 
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 
10 years, and a fine not to exceed $100,000, if the amount ofthe controlled substance to which the 
offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 200 grams or more but less 
than 400 grams. 
(f) An offense under Subsection (a) is punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division of 
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 
15 years, and a fine not to exceed $250,000, if the amount of the controlled substance to which the 
offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 400 grams or more. 

TX HEALTH & S §§ 481.115. Offense: Possession of Substance in Penalty Group 1 

(a) Except as authorized by this chapter, a person commits an offense if the person knowingly or 
intentionally possesses a controlled substance listed in Penalty Group 1, unless the person obtained 
the substance directly from or under a valid prescription or order of a practitioner acting in the course 
of professional practice. 
(b) An offense under Subsection (a) is a state jail felony if the amount of the controlled substance 
possessed is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, less than one gram. 
(c) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony of the third degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance possessed is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, one gram or more 
but less than four grams. 
(d) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony of the second degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance possessed is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, four grams or more 
but less than 200 grams. 
(e) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony of the first degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance possessed is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 200 grams or more 
but less than 400 grams. 
(f) An offense under Subsection (a) is punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division of 
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 
10 years, and a fme not to exceed $100,000, if the amount of the controlled substance possessed is, 
by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 400 grams or more. 
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TX HEALTH & S §§ 481.120. Offense: Delivery ofMarihuana 

(a) Except as authorized by this chapter, a person commits an offense if the person knowingly or 
intentionally delivers marihuana 
(b) An offense under Subsection (a) is: 
( 1) a Class B misdemeanor if the amount of marihuana delivered is one-fourth ounce or less and the 
person committing the offense does not receive remuneration for the marihuana; 
(2) a Class A misdemeanor if the amount of marihuana delivered is one-fourth ounce or less and the 
person committing the offense receives remuneration for the marihuana; 
(3) a state jail felony ifthe amount of marihuana delivered is five pounds or less but more than one-
fourth ounce; 
( 4) a felony oft he second degree ifthe amount of marihuana delivered is 50 pounds or less but more 
than five pounds; 
(5) a felony ofthe first degree if the amount of marihuana delivered is 2,000 pounds or less but more 
than 50 pounds; and 
(6) punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division of the Texas Department of Criminal 
Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 10 years, and a fine not to exceed 
$100,000, if the amount of marihuana delivered is more than 2,000 pounds. 

TX HEALTH & S §§ 481.121. Offense: Possession ofMarihuana 

(a) Except as authorized by this chapter, a person commits an offense if the person knowingly or 
intentionally possesses a usable quantity of marihuana. 
(b) An offense under Subsection (a) is: 
(1) a Class B misdemeanor ifthe amount of marihuana possessed is two ounces or less; 
(2) a Class A misdemeanor if the amount of marihuana possessed is four ounces or less but more 
than two ounces; 
(3) a state jail felony ifthe amount of marihuana possessed is five pounds or less but more than four 
ounces; 
(4) a felony of the third degree if the amount of marihuana possessed is 50 pounds or less but more 
than 5 pounds; 
(5) a felony of the second degree if the amount of marihuana possessed is 2,000 pounds or less but 
more than 50 pounds; and 
(6) punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division of the Texas Department of Criminal 
Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 5 years, and a fine not to exceed 
$50,000, if the amount of marihuana possessed is more than 2,000 pounds . 
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To: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION 
ONE COLUMBUS CIRCLE, N .E. 

Chair Murphy 
Commissioners 

Karen Hickey 

Public Comment 

February 24, 2002 

SUITE 2-500, SOUTH LOBBY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20002-8002 

(202) 502-4500 
FAX (202) 502-4699 

MEMOR ANDUM 

Attached are late-arriving letters ofpublic comment from the Practitioners' Advisory 
Group and from The Honorable George P. Kazen. These letters are hole-punched for insertion 
into the February 18, 2003 Public Comment notebook . 
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PRACTITIONERS' ADVISORY GROUP 
CO-CHAIRS BARRY BOSS & JIM FELMAN 

C/0 ASBILL MOFFITT & BOSS, CHARTERED 
1615 NEW HAMPSHIRE A VENUE, N. W. 

WASHINGTON, DC 20009 
(202) 234-9000- BARRY BOSS 
(813) 229-1118- JIM FELMAN 
(202) 332-6480- FACSIMILE 

Honorable Diana E. Murphy, Chair 
United States Sentencing Commission 
One Columbus Circle, N.E. 
Suite 2-500, South Lobby 
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002 

February 24, 2003 

Re: Amendments Published for Comment on November 22,2002 

Dear Judge Murphy: 

We are writing to provide the Commission with the Practitioners' Advisory Group's comments 
on the amendments published for comment on November 22, 2002. 

1. Terrorism Enhancement in Money Launderine Guideline 

The P.A.G. supports Option One of this proposed amendment. Having been heavily involved 
in the drafting of the revised money laundering guideline, we do not believe there was any consideration 
given in the course of that possibility of a cumulative "double counting" adjustment for terrorism 
beyond that set forth in the money laundering guideline. Given the more recent Chapter 3 adjustment, 
deletion of this adjustment within the 2Sl.l guideline is appropriate. 

2. Reference of 18 U.S.C. § 1960 to Money Launderine Guideline 

The P.A.G. does not support either ofthe two options with respect to this proposed amendment 
because they will potentially dissolve the significant statutory differences between Sections 1956 and 
1957, on the one hand, and § 1960 on the other. It is important to note that considerable thought and 
effort went into the drafting ofthe new guidelines for Sections 1956 and 1957. Section 1956 carries 
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a statutory maximum penalty of 20 years, while § 1957 carries a statutory maximum of ten years. In 
contrast, § 1960 covers a statutory maximum of only five years. It has been well documented that § 
1957 is an extraordinary broad statute which encompasses a variety of conduct. The most significant 
limitation on the application of§ 1957 is the requirement that the monetary transaction in question have 
a value of greater than $10,000. This dollar value threshold was of critical importance in the enactment 
of the legislation and to prevent its application in an overbroad fashion. Section 1960 does not contain 
this limitation. In other words, it applies to any transaction involving the proceeds of a criminal offense 
regardless of amount, circumstance, or intent. By applying the guideline applicable to§ 1957 offenses 
to § 1960 offenses, the effect will be to eliminate the $10,000 threshold which has been so important 
eliminating the overbreath of§ 1957. 

The use of§ 2S 1.1 in§ 1960(b )(I )(C) offenses will also collapse the distinction between§ 1956 
and § 1960. Section 1956 requires proof that the defendant conducted the transaction "with the intent 
to promote the carrying on of specified unlawful activity." Section 1960, in contrast, requires only a 
knowledge on the part of the defendant that the funds are intended to be used by someone else to 
promote or support unlawful activity. This is a significant difference in mental state which will be 
erased by the use of§ 2Sl.1 for§ 1960(b)(1)(C) offenses. In short, the P.A.G. believes that in light of 
the significant effort expended in the drafting of§ 2S 1.1 and its application to Sections 1956 and 1957, 
that guideline should not be applied to§ 1960 offenses. Section 1960 has a significantly lower statutory 
maximum, and significantly less restrictive elements. 

3. Enhancement in Accessory After the Fact Guideline for Harborine Terrorists. 

The P .A.G. does not oppose the elimination of the offense level "cap" of level 20 where the 
conduct involves harboring a person who the defendant knows or has reasonable grounds to believe has 
committed any offense listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2339 or§ 2339(a), or has committed any offense involving 
or intending to promote a federal crime of terrorism as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 2332(b)(g)(5). The 
P.A.G. is concerned, however, that the proposed language in the amendment to § 2X3.1 (a)(3)(C) 
appears to be broad enough to apply to those who harbor persons who have committed such offenses 
without either knowledge or reason to believe that the nature ofthe offense conunitted by the fugitive 
was one of terrorism. Although crimes of terrorism are obviously very serious, there appears to be no 
reason to apply the higher base offense level where the defendant has neither knowledge or reason to 
believe that the fugitive being harbored has committed such an offense . 
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4. The Amendments Reearding Bioloeical Agents and Toxins 

The P.A.G. has no comment on the proposed amendments regarding biological agents and 
toxins, and believes the proposed amendments regarding the safe drinking water provisions are 
appropriate, with the limited proviso that a base offense level of22 rather than 25 should be utilized. 
The proposed seven-level increase from 18 to 25 will more than double the current sentencing levels. 
While the P .A. G. recognizes that the existing guidelines for these offenses may need modification, such 
a drastic change to existing sentencing policy should rarely, if ever, occur at one time. The P.A.G. 
believes that a four-level upward adjustment to the guideline reflects a more measured approach which 
could then receive further study and analysis in application. The P.A.G. also believes that the current 
distinction between actual tampering and mere threatened tampering should remain. Actual tampering 
with a water supply or a consumer product in any instance reflects a very different mental state than a 
threat to do so. Accordingly, the current distinction between the two should be recognized through the 
use of separate guidelines. 

5. 

The P.A.G. supports the proposed upward departure regarding animal enterprise terrorism . 

Amendments Required by the Terrorists Bombing Convention 
Implementation Act of 2002 

The P.A.G. believes it would be overbroad to amend § 2K1.4(a)(1) to expand the use of the 
higher base offense level for offenses involving the attempted destruction of "a place of public use." 
The current distinction in the guideline between offense level24 and 20 reflects the significantly greater ·· 
culpability ofthose who attempt to destroy dwellings, airports, aircraft, mass transportation facilities, 
and mass transportation vehicles. The proposed amendment would apply this higher base offense level 
to attempts to destroy or cause property damage to any "place of public use" as defined in 18 U.S.C. 
§ 2332f(e)(6). This definition includes any "location" that is "accessible" to "members of the public, 
whether continuously, periodically, or occasionally." This would appear to encompass any location that 
is not private. The P .A. G. believes this to be detrimental to the proportionality previously achieved in 
the guideline through the differentiation of those with higher culpable states who seek to destroy 
implements of mass transportation compared to those who seek to destroy remote locations on public 
land which are technically open to members of the public although used only occasionally. TheP.A.G. 
would recommend the deletion of "place of public use" from the base offense level 24 portion of the 
guideline . 
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6. Immieration 

The P.A.G. supports Option Two of the amendment to§ 2L1.2(b)(1) inasmuch as that option 
recognizes the distinction between prior offenses which resulted in a term of imprisonment and those 
which did not. In light of the volume of state offenses which do not result in periods of incarceration, 
the P.A.G. believes this distinction is important and should be preserved in the guidelines. 

7. Proposed Amendments to§ 5G1.3 

With regard to the series of proposals regarding § 5Gl.3, the P.A.G. recommends that the 
Commission select for passage those amendments which provide the sentencing judge with maximum 
discretion. Such discretion is necessary in this area because of the often complex and case-specific 
issues that arise where a defendant is facing (or has faced) imprisonment on a related charge in another 
jurisdiction. The sentencing judge is in the best position to determine whether, or to what extent, the 
defendant should receive credit for the prior sentence. With this over-arching principle in mind, the 
P.A.G. recommends the following . 

At the outset, the P.A.G. recommends amending§ 5G 1.3 to cover cases in which the defendant 
is facing an undischarged terms of imprisonment or has already completed his or her term of 
imprisonment. There is no principled basis to credit or not to credit a defendant for a prior sentence 
based on the fortuity of whether the defendant has completed the prior sentence at the time of 
sentencing. With regard to amending § 5G 1.3(b ), the P .A. G. supports Option Two because it provides 
maximum discretion to the sentencing judge in determining whether, or to what extent, to credit the 
prior sentence. 

With regard to application note 6, the P.A.G. supports Option One (B), which again, provides 
maximum discretion to the sentencing judge to determine whether or not the sentence for the instant 
offense should run consecutively or concurrently or partially concurrently with the prior offense on 
which supervision is being revoked. We submit that Option One (A), which would require that the 
sentence for the instant offense shall be imposed to run consecutively, essentially adopts a mandatory 
minimum sentencing scheme which is at odds with the purpose of the guidelines and with this 
Commission's long-held position on mandatory minimum sentencing. The requirement of consecutive 
time also risks at least some double counting because a defendant who has committed other offenses 
typically has a higher criminal history score. In addition, that defendant will receive a two point upward 
adjustment, pursuant to § 4A 1.1 (d), for having committed the new offense while under supervision. 

Finally, with regard to the issue for comment, the P.A.G. urges the Commission to resolve the 
current circuit split and to cJarify that a sentencing judge has the authority to grant credit for an 
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undischarged state sentence even where the federal sentence is imposed concurrently. Bureaucratic 
quirks in the criminal justice system, particularly involving the interplay between the state and federal 
prison systems, have served to defeat the recommendations, and even the rulings, of federal sentencing 
judges regarding concurrent sentences. Unless a federal judge is authorized to grant "credit" for time 
served in state prison, the imposition of a concurrent sentence in many instances will not achieve the 
desired result. 

The timing of the interplay between a defendant who starts in federal custody and one who does 
not can lead to incredible disparity in sentences among defendants otherwise similarly situated. This 
is because the Bureau ofPrisons generally gives a defendant no credit for time spent in state custody, 
whereas state systems typically give full credit for time spent in federal custody. 

Accordingly, if Defendant A starts in the federal system, he or she typically faces no problem. 
The federal system gives Defendant A full credit for any time spent in pretrial detention and any judges 
who sentence Defendant A retain their full historical power to declare that subsequent sentences may 
be imposed either concurrently or consecutively to any prior sentence . 

If Defendant B begins in state custody, however, he or she may get bureaucratically hammered. 
A new federal case may cause Defendant B to get sent via a writ into the federal system, where 
Defendant B might be in pretrial detention in the same cell as Defendant A; yet the Bureau of Prisons 
will give Defendant B no credit for this time based on the fiction that Defendant B actually remains in 
"state" custody and is only "borrowed" by the federal facility on a federal writ. This situation is not 
changed even if the federal sentencing judge orders the imposition of a concurrent or partially 
concurrent sentence. The Bureau of Prisons will decline to credit the judge's order, ruling that the 
federal sentence cannot even "begin" until the defendant finishes his state sentence and "enters" federal 
custody. By providing the sentencing judge with the authority to grant "credit" for time s·erved in state 
prison, the Commission can help overcome this extremely frustrating, illogical and inequitable situation. 

As always, we appreciate the opportunity to assist the Commission in understanding the 
perspective of practitioners with respect to the difficult and important matters before the Commission. 

Sincerely, 

James E. Felman 
Barry Boss 
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cc: All Commissioners 
Charles Tetzlaff, Esq. 
Tim McGrath, Esq . 
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Honorable Diana E. Murphy, Chair 
United States Sentencing Commission 
One Columbus Circle, N.E., Suite 2-500 
Washington, D. C. 20002-8002 

Dear Judge Murphy: 

January 21, 2003 

I write in response to a proposed amendment, issued December 20, 2002, to Section 
2Ll.2 of the Guidelines. Proposed Application Note 2(A) would now exclude from the 
definition of"aggravated felony" any controlled substance offense "without an intent to 
distribute that controlled substance." 

In my opinion, this proposal would aggravate an already unfortunate disparity created by 
the previous amendment to that guideline concerning the definition of a "drug trafficking 
offense." 

The Commission apparently wishes to make a distinction between a controlled substance 
crime of"simple possession," as distinguished from a crime of possession with intent to 
distribute or manufacture, ot: the actual distribution or manufacturing of controlled substances. I 
would have no quarrel with such a distinction if it truly separated cases involving small amounts 
of narcotics for personal use. Unfortunately, however, that is not the case, at least in Texas. 

My research of Texas law indicates that, with respect to there are on[y two 
offenses. These are found in the Health and Safety Code at §§481.120 and 121. One offense is 
delivery of marihuana and the other is possession of marihuana. Copies of these statutes are 
attached for your convenience. As you can see, the possession statute describes offenses ranging 
from a Class B Misdemeanor up to one punishable by life in prison, depending upon the amount 
of the marihuana. 
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The other narcotics with which we typically deal, including cocaine and heroin, are 
treated in different sections of the same Texas code, also attached. For. those substances, there is 
an offense of manufacturing, delivering or possession with intent to deliver. Section 481.112. 
There is also, however, the offense of "simple" possession at §481.115. Once again, the latter 
provision describes offenses ranging from a state jail felony up to life in prison. Thus, under 
§481.115(f), an offense involving at least 400 grams of the controlled substance is punishable 
by a minimum sentence of 10 years and a maximum sentence of 99 years or life. Because of the 
very high sentences allowed under §481.115, my experience is that Texas prosecutors almost 
never bother to charge under §481.112. Instead, they inevitably use §481.115, since it is much 
simpler to prove. Similarly, as to marihuana, they invariably use only §481.121. 

The result is that after November I, 2002, when I am sentencing two defendants for 
illegal reentry under the current §2Ll.2, a defendant with a prior federal conviction of possession 
with intent to distribute 50 pounds of marihuana could receive an upward adjustment of 16 levels 
under (b)(l)(A), while a defendant with a conviction only of"possession" of 1,000 pounds of 
marihuana or 100 pounds of cocaine in a Texas state court would receive an adjustment of 8 
levels. The proposed new amendment, as I understand it, would now lower the latter defendant's 
adjustment to 4 levels. This is not an academic issue. I have dealt with similar disparities 
already, and it is most unfortunate. 

I have not tried to determine whether other states have a statutory scheme similar to that 
of Texas. I do know that I have encountered ca.ses where defendants were convicted in other 
states and the charging documents only refer to "possession," despite an offense report which 
clearly described a case of possession with intent to distribute and/or actual distribution. In any 
event, Texas probably accounts for a very large number of illegal entry prosecutions, and 
significant numbers of the affected defendants have been convicted of drug offenses in Texas 
courts, so that the problem I describe is not an insignificant one. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter, and your efforts in this very difficult 
area of criminal sentencing. 

GPK/gs 
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TX PENAL§§ 12.31. Capital Felony 

(a) An individual adjudged guilty of a capital felony in a case in which the state seeks the death 
penalty shall be punished by imprisonment in the institutional division for life or by death. An 
individual adjudged guilty of a capital felony in a case in which the state does not seek the death 
penalty shall be punished by imprisonment in the institutional division for life. 
(b) In a capital felony trial in which the state seeks the death penalty, prospective jurors shall be 
informed that a sentence of life imprisonment or death is mandatory on conviction of a capital 
felony. In a capital felony trial in which the state does not seek the death penalty, prospective jurors 
shall be informed that the state is not seeking the death penalty and that a sentence of life 
imprisonment is mandatory on conviction of the capital felony. 

TX PENAL§§ 12.32. First Degree Felony Punishment 

(a) An individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the first degree shall be punished by imprisonment 
in the institutional division for life or for any term of not more than 99 years or less than 5 years. 
(b) In addition to imprisonment, an individual adjudged gui[ty of a felony of the first degree may be 
punished by a fine not to exceed $10,000. 

TX PENAL§§ 12.33. Second Degree Felony Punishment 

(a) An individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the second degree shall be punished by 
imprisonment in the institutional division for any term of not more than 20 years or less than 2 years. 
(b) In addition to imprisonment, an individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the second degree may 
be punished by a fine not to exceed $10,000. 

TX PENAL§§ 12.34. Third Degree Felony Punishment 

(a) An individual adjudged guilty of a felony ofthe third degree shall be punished by imprisonment 
in the institutional division for any term of not more than 10 years or less than 2 years. 
(b) In addition to imprisonment, an individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the third degree may 
be punished by a fine not to exceed $10,000. 

TX PENAL§§ 12.35. State Jail Felony Punishment 

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (c), an individual adjudged guilty of a state jail felony shall be 
punished by confinement in a state jail for any term of not more than two years or less than 180 days. 
(b) In addition to confinement, an individual adjudged guilty of a state jail felony may be punished 
by a fine not to exceed $10,000. 
(c) An individual adjudged guilty of a state jail felony shall be punished for a third degree felony if 
it is shown on the trial of the offense that: 
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(1) a deadly weapon as defined by Section 1.07 was used or exhibited during the commission ofthe 
offense or during immediate flight following the commission ofthe offense, and that the individual 
used or exhibited the deadly weapon or was a party to the offense and knew that a deadly weapon 
would be used or exhibited; or 
(2) the individual has previously been finally convicted of any felony: 
(A) listed in Section 3g(a)(l), Article 42.12, Code of Criminal Procedure; or 
(B) for which the judgment contains an affirmative finding under Section 3g(a)(2), Article 42.12, 
Code of Criminal Procedure . 
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TX HEALTH & S §§ 481.112. Offense: Manufacture or Delivery of Substance in Penalty Group 1 

(a) Except as authorized by this chapter, a person comnrits an offense if the person knowingly 
manufactures, delivers, or possesses with intent to deliver a controlled substance listed in Penalty 
Group 1. 
(b) An offense under Subsection (a) is a state jail felony if the amount of the controlled substance 
to which the offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, less than one 
gram. 
(c) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony ofthe second degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance to which the offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, one 
gram or more but less than four grams. 
(d) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony of the first degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance to which the offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 
four grams or more but less than 200 grams. 
(e) An offense under Subsection (a) is punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division of 
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 
10 years, and a fine not to exceed $100,000, ifthe amount of the controlled substance to which the 
offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 200 grams or more but less 
than 400 grams. 
(f) An offense under Subsection (a) is punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division of 
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 
15 years, and a fine not to exceed $250,000, if the amount of the controlled substance to which the 
offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 400 grams or more. 

TX HEALTH & S §§ 481.115. Offense: Possession of Substance in Penalty Group 1 

(a) Except as authorized by this chapter, a person commits an offense if the person knowingly or 
intentionally possesses a controlled substance listed in Penalty Group 1, unless the person obtained 
the substance directly from or under a valid prescription or order of a practitioner acting in the course 
of professional practice. 
(b) An offense under Subsection (a) is a state jail felony ifthe amount of the controlled substance 
possessed is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, less than one gram. 
(c) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony of the third degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance possessed is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, one gram or more 
but less than four grams. 
(d) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony of the second degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance possessed is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, four grams or more 
but less than 200 grams. 
(e) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony of the first degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance possessed is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 200 grams or more 
but less than 400 grams. 
(f) Ari offense under Subsection (a) is punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division of 
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 
10 years, and a fine not to exceed $100,000, if the amount of the controlled substance possessed is, 
by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 400 grams or more. 
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TX HEALTH & S §§ 481.120. Offense: Delivery of Marihuana 

(a) Except as authorized by this chapter, a person commits an offense if the person knowingly or 
intentionally delivers marihuana. 
(b) An offense under Subsection (a) is: 
( 1) a Class B misdemeanor if the amount of marihuana delivered is one-fourth ounce or less and the 
person committing the offense does not receive remuneration for the marihuana; 
(2) a Class A misdemeanor if the amount of marihuana delivered is one-fourth ounce or less and the 
person committing the offense receives remuneration for the marihuana; 
(3) a state jail felony ifthe amount of marihuana delivered is five pounds or less but more than one-
fourth ounce; 
( 4) a felony of the second degree ifthe amount of marihuana delivered is 50 pounds or less but more 
than five pounds; 
( 5) a felony of the first degree if the amount of marihuana delivered is 2, 000 pounds or less but more 
than 50 pounds; and 
(6) punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division ofthe Texas Department of Criminal 
Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 10 years, and a fine not to exceed 
$100,000, if the amount of marihuana delivered is more than 2,000 pounds. 

TX HEALTH & S § § 481.121. Offense: Possession of Marihuana 

(a) Except as authorized by this chapter, a person commits an offense if the person knowingly or 
intentionally possesses a usable quantity of marihuana. 
(b) An offense under Subsection (a) is: 
(1) a Class B misdemeanor if the amount of marihuana possessed is two ounces or less; 
(2) a Class A misdemeanor if the amount of marihuana possessed is four ounces or less but more 
than two ounces; 
(3) a state jail felony if the amount of marihuana possessed is five pounds or less but more than four 
ounces; 
(4) a felonyofthe third degree ifthe amount of marihuana possessed is 50 pounds or less but more 
than 5 pounds; 
(5) a felony of the second degree ifthe amount of marihuana possessed is 2,000 pounds or less but 
more than 50 pounds; and 
( 6) punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division of the Texas Department of Criminal 
Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 5 years, and a fine not to exceed 
$50,000, if the amount of marihuana possessed is more than 2,000 pounds . 
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To: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION 
ONE COLUMBUS CIRCLE, N.E. 

Chair Murphy 
Commissioners 

Karen Hickey 

Public Comment 

February 24, 2002 

SUITE 2-500, SOUTH LOBBY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20002-8002 

(202) 502-4500 
FAX (202) 502-4699 

MEMORANDUM 

Attached are late-arriving letters of public comment from the Practitioners' Advisory 
Group and from The Honorable George P. Kazen. These letters are hole-punched for insertion 
into the February 18, 2003 Public Comment notebook . 
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PRACTITIONERS' ADVISORY GROUP 
CO-CHAIRS BARRY BOSS & JIM FELMAN 

C/0 ASBILL MOFFITT & BOSS, CHARTERED 
1615 NEW HAMPSHIRE A VENUE, N. W. 

WASHINGTON, DC 20009 
(202) 234-9000- BARRY BOSS 
(813) 229-1118- JIM FELMAN 
(202) 332-6480- FACSIMILE 

Honorable Diana E. Murphy, Chair 
United States Sentencing Commission 
One Columbus Circle, N.E. 
Suite 2-500, South Lobby 
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002 

February 24, 2003 

Re: Amendments Published for Comment on November 22, 2002 

Dear Judge Murphy: 

We are writing to provide the Commission with the Practitioners' Advisory Group's comments 
on the amendments published for comment on November 22, 2002. · 

1. Terrorism Enhancement in Money Launderine Guideline 

The P.A.G. supports Option One of this proposed amendment. Having been heavily involved 
in the drafting of the revised money laundering guideline, we do not believe there was any consideration 
given in the course of that possibility of a cumulative "double counting" adjustment for terrorism 
beyond that set forth in the money laundering guideline. Given the more recent Chapter 3 adjustment, 
deletion of this adjustment within the 2S 1.1 guideline is appropriate. 

2. Reference of 18 U.S.C. § 1960 to Money Launderine Guideline 

The P .A. G. does not support either oft he two options with respect to this proposed amendment 
because they will potentially dissolve the significant statutory differences between Sections 1956 and 
1957, on the one hand, and § 1960 on the other. It is important to note that considerable thought and 
effort went into the drafting of the new guidelines for Sections 1956 and 1957. Section 1956 carries 
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a statutory maximum penalty of20 years, while§ 1957 carries a statutory maximum of ten years. In 
contrast, § 1960 covers a statutory maximum of only five years. It has been well documented that § 
195 7 is an extraordinary broad statute which encompasses a variety of conduct. The most significant 
limitation on the application of§ 1957 is the requirement that the monetary transaction in question have 
a value of greater than $10,000. This dollar value threshold was of critical importance in the enactment 
of the legislation and to prevent its application in an overbroad fashion. Section 1960 does not contain 
this limitation. In other words, it applies to any transaction involving the proceeds of a criminal offense 
regardless of amount, circumstance, or intent. By applying the guideline applicable to§ 1957 offenses 
to § 1960 offenses, the effect will be to eliminate the $10,000 threshold which has been so important 
eliminating the overbreath of§ 1957. 

The use of§ 2S 1.1 in§ 1960(b )(1 )(C) offenses will also collapse the distinction between§ 1956 
and § 1960. Section 1956 requires proof that the defendant conducted the transaction "with the intent 
to promote the carrying on of specified unlawful activity." Section 1960, in contrast, requires only a 
knowledge on the part of the defendant that the funds are intended to be used by someone else to 
promote or support unlawful activity. This is a significant difference in mental state which will be 
erased by the use of§ 2Sl.1 for§ 1960(b)(1)(C) offenses. In short, the P.A.G. believes that in light of 
the significant effort expended in the drafting of§ 2S 1.1 and its application to Sections 1956 and 1957, 
that guideline should not be applied to§ 1960 offenses. Section 1960 has a significantly lower statutory 
maximum, and significantly less restrictive elements. 

3. Enhancement in Accessory After the Fact Guideline for Terrorists. 

The P.A.G. does not oppose the elimination of the offense level "cap" oflevel 20 where the 
conduct involves harboring a person who the defendant knows or has reasonable grounds to believe has 
committed any offense listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2339 or§ 2339(a), or has committed any offense involving 
or intending to promote a federal crime of terrorism as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 2332(b)(g)(5). The 
P.A.G. is concerned, however, that the proposed language in the amendment to § 2X3.1 (a)(3)(C) 
appears to be broad enough to apply to those who harbor persons who have committed such offenses 
without either knowledge or reason to believe that the nature ofthe offense committed by the fugitive 
was one of terrorism. Although crimes of terrorism are obviously very serious, there appears to be no 
reason to apply the higher base offense level where the defendant has neither knowledge or reason to 
believe that the fugitive being harbored has committed such an offense . 
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4. The Amendments Reeardine Bioloeical Aeents and Toxins 

The P.A.G. has no comment on the proposed amendments regarding biological agents and 
toxins, and believes the proposed amendments regarding the safe drinking water provisions are 
appropriate, with the limited proviso that a base offense level of 22 rather than 25 should be utilized. 
The proposed seven-level increase from 18 to 25 will more than double the current sentencing levels. 
While the P.A.G. recognizes that the existing guidelines for these offenses may need modification, such 
a drastic change to existing sentencing policy should rarely, if ever, occur at one time. The P.A.G. 
believes that a four-level upward adjustment to the guideline reflects a more measured approach which 
could then receive further study and analysis in application. The P.A.G. also believes that the current 
distinction between actual tampering and mere threatened tampering should remain. Actual tampering 
with a water supply or a consumer product in any instance reflects a very different mental state than a 
threat to do so. Accordingly, the current distinction between the two should be recognized through the 
use of separate guidelines. 

5. 

The P.A.G. supports the proposed upward departure regarding animal enterprise terrorism . 

Amendments Required by the Terrorists Bombine Convention 
Implementation Act of 2002 

The P.A.G. believes it would be overbroad to amend§ 2Kl.4{a){l) to expand the use of the 
higher base offense level for offenses involving the attempted destruction of "a place of public use." 
The current distinction in the guideline between offense leve124 and 20 reflects the significantly greater ·· 
culpability of those who attempt to destroy dwellings, airports, aircraft, mass transportation facilities, 
and mass transportation vehicles. The proposed amendment would apply this higher base offense level 
to attempts to destroy or cause property damage to any "place of public use" as defined in 18 U.S.C. 
§ 2332f( e )(6). This definition includes any "location" that is "accessible" to "members of the public, 
whether continuously, periodicaJJy, or occasionally." This would appear to encompass any location that 
is not private. The P.A.G. believes this to be detrimental to the proportionality previously achieved in 
the guideline through the differentiation of those with higher culpable states who seek to destroy 
implements of mass transportation compared to those who seek to destroy remote locations on public 
land which are technically open to members of the public although used only occasionally. The P .A. G. 
would recommend the deletion of"place of public use" from the base offense level24 portion ofthe 
guideline . 
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6. 

The P.A.G. supports Option Two of the amendment to§ 2L1.2(b)(l) inasmuch as that option 
recognizes the distinction between prior offenses which resulted in a term of imprisonment and those 
which did not. In light of the volume of state offenses which do not result in periods of incarceration, 
the P.A.G. believes this distinction is important and should be preserved in the guidelines. 

7. Proposed Amendments to§ SG1.3 

With regard to the series of proposals regarding § 5Gl.3, the P.A.G. recommends that the 
Commission select for passage those amendments which provide the sentencing judge with maximum 
discretion. Such discretion is necessary in this area because of the often complex and case-specific 
issues that arise where a defendant is facing (or has faced) imprisonment on a related charge in another 
jurisdiction. The sentencing judge is in the best position to determine whether, or to what extent, the 
defendant should receive credit for the prior sentence. With this over-arching principle in mind, the 

• P.A.G. recommends the following. 

• 

At the outset, the P.A.G. recommends amending§ 5G 1.3 to cover cases in which the defendant 
is facing an undischarged terms of imprisonment or has already completed his or her term of 
imprisonment. There is no principled basis to credit or not to credit a defendant for a prior sentence 
based on the fortuity of whether the defendant has completed the prior sentence at the time of 
sentencing. With regard to amending§ 5G 1.3(b ), the P .A. G. supports Option Two because it provides 
maximum discretion to the sentencing judge in determining whether, or to what extent, to credit the 
prior sentence. 

With regard to application note 6, the P.A.G. supports Option One (B), which again, provides 
maximum discretion to the sentencing judge to determine whether or not the sentence for the instant 
offense should run consecutively or concurrently or partially concurrently with the prior offense on 
which supervision is being revoked. We submit that Option One (A), which would require that the 
sentence for the instant offense shall be imposed to run consecutively, essentially adopts a mandatory 
minimum sentencing scheme which is at odds with the purpose of the guidelines and with this 
Commission's long-held position on mandatory minimum sentencing. The requirement of consecutive 
time also risks at least some double counting because a defendant who has committed other offenses 
typically has a higher criminal history score. In addition, that defendant will receive a two point upward 
adjustment, pursuant to § 4A 1.1 (d), for having committed the new offense while under supervision. 

Finally, with regard to the issue for comment, the P.A.G. urges the Commission to resolve the 
current circuit split and to clarify that a sentencing judge has the authority to grant credit for an 
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undischarged state sentence even where the federal sentence is imposed concurrently. Bureaucratic 
quirks in the criminal justice system, particularly involving the interplay between the state and federal 
prison systems, have served to defeat the recommendations, and even the rulings, of federal sentencing 
judges regarding concurrent sentences. Unless a federal judge is authorized to grant "credit" for time 
served in state prison, the imposition of a concurrent sentence in many instances will not achieve the 
desired result. 

The timing of the interplay between a defendant who starts in federal custody and one who does 
not can lead to incredible disparity in sentences among defendants otherwise similarly situated. This 
is because the Bureau of Prisons generally gives a defendant no credit for time spent in state custody, 
whereas state systems typically give full credit for time spent in federal custody. 

Accordingly, if Defendant A starts in the federal system, he or she typically faces no problem. 
The federal system gives Defendant A full credit for any time spent in pretrial detention and any judges 
who sentence Defendant A retain their full historical power to declare that subsequent sentences may 
be imposed either concurrently or consecutively to any prior sentence . 

If Defendant B begins in state custody, however, he or she may get bureaucratically hammered. 
A new federal case may cause Defendant B to get sent via a writ into the federal system, where 
Defendant B might be in pretrial detention in the same cell as Defendant A; yet the Bureau ofPrisons 
will give Defendant B no credit for this time based on the fiction that Defendant B actually remains in 
"state" custody and is only "borrowed" by the federal facility on a federal writ. This situation is not 
changed even if the federal sentencing judge orders the imposition of a concurrent or partially 
concurrent sentence. The Bureau of Prisons will decline to credit the judge's order, ruling that the 
federal sentence cannot even "begin" until the defendant finishes his state sentence and "enters" federal 
custody. By providing the sentencing judge with the authority to grant "credit" for time served in state 
prison, the Commission can help overcome this extremely frustrating, illogical and inequitable situation. 

As always, we appreciate the opportunity to assist the Commission in understanding the 
perspective of practitioners with respect to the difficult and important matters before the Commission. 

Sincerely, 

James E. Felman 
Barry Boss 
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cc: All Commissioners 
Charles Tetzlaff, Esq. 
Tim McGrath, Esq . 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

SOUTiffiRN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 
P.O. BOX 1060 

LAREDO, TEXAS 78042 
GEORGE P. KAZEN 

CHIEF U.S. DISTRicr JUDGE 
(956) 726-2237 

Fax (956) 726-2349 

Honorable Diana E. Murphy, Chair 
United States Sentencing Commission 
One Columbus Circle, N.E., Suite 2-500 
Washington, D. C. 20002-8002 

Dear Judge Murphy: 

January 21, 2003 

I write in response to a proposed amendment, issued December 20, 2002, to Section 
2L1.2 of the Guidelines. Proposed Application Note 2(A) would now exclude from the 
definition of"aggravated felony" any controlled substance offense "without an intent to 
distribute that contro lied substance." 

In my opinion, this proposal would aggravate an already unfortunate disparity created by 
the previous amendment to that guideline concerning the definition of a "drug trafficking 
offense." 

The Commission apparently wishes to make a distinction between a controlled substance 
crime of"simple possession," as distinguished from a crime of possession with intent to 
distribute or manufacture, or: the actual distribution or manufacturing of controlled substances. I 
would have no quarrel with such a distinction if it truly separated cases involving small amounts 
of narcotics for personal use. Unfortunately, however, that is not the case, at least in Texas. 

My research of Texas law indicates that, with respect to marihuana, there are only two 
offenses. These are found in the Health and Safety Code at §§481.120 and 121. One offense is 
delivery of marihuana and the other is possession of marihuana. Copies of these statutes are 
attached for your convenience. As you can see, the possession statute describes offenses ranging 
from a Class B Misdemeanor up to one punishable by life in prison, depending upon the amount 
of the marihuana. 
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The other narcotics with which we typically deal, including cocaine and heroin, are 
treated in different sections of the same Texas code, also attached. For· those substances, there is 
an offense of manufacturing, delivering or possession with intent to deliver. Section 481.112. 
There is also, however, the offense of "simple" possession at §481 .115. Once again, the latter 
provision describes offenses ranging from a state jail felony up to life in prison. Thus, under 
§481.115(f), an offense involving at least 400 grams of the controlled substance is punishable 
by a minimum sentence of 10 years and a maximum sentence of 99 years or life. Because of the 
very high sentences allowed under §481.115, my experience is that Texas prosecutors almost 
never bother to charge under §481.112. Instead, they inevitably use §481.115, since it is much 
simpler to prove. Similarly, as to marihuana, they invariably use only §481.121. 

The result is that after November 1, 2002, when I am sentencing two defendants for 
illegal reentry under the current §2L1.2, a defendant with a prior federal conviction of possession 
with intent to distribute 50 pounds of marihuana could receive an upward adjustment of 16 levels 
under (b)(l){A), while a defendant with a conviction only of"possession" of 1,000 pounds of 
marihuana or 100 pounds of cocaine in a Texas state court would receive an adjustment of 8 
levels. The proposed new amendment, as I understand it, would now lower the latter defendant's 
adjustment to 4 levels. This is not an academic issue. I have dealt with similar disparities 
already, and it is most unfortunate. 

I have not tried to determine whether other states have a statutory scheme similar to that 
of Texas. I do know that I have encountered cases where defendants were convicted in other 
states and the charging documents only refer to "possession," despite an offense report which 
clearly described a case of possession with intent to distribute and/or actual distribution. In any 
event, Texas probably accounts for a very large number of illegal entry prosecutions, and 
significant numbers of the affected defendants have been convicted of drug offenses in Texas 
courts, so that the problem I describe is not an insignificant one. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter, and your efforts in this very difficult 
area of criminal sentencing. 

GPK/gs 
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TX PENAL§§ 12.31. Capital Felony 

(a) An individual adjudged guilty of a capital felony in a case in which the state seeks the death 
penalty shall be punished by imprisonment in the institutional division for life or by death. An 
individual adjudged guilty of a capital felony in a case in which the state does not seek the death 
penalty shall be punished by imprisonment in the institutional division for life. 
(b) In a capital felony trial in which the state seeks the death penalty, prospective jurors shall be 
informed that a sentence of life imprisonment or death is mandatory on conviction of a capital 
felony. In a capital felony trial in which the state does not seek the death penalty, prospective jurors 
shall be informed that the state is not seeking the death penalty and that a sentence of life 
imprisonment is mandatory on conviction ofthe capital felony. 

TX PENAL §§ 12.32. First Degree Felony Punislunent 

(a) An individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the first degree shall be punished by imprisonment 
in the institutional division for life or for any term of not more than 99 years or less than 5 years. 
(b) In addition to imprisonment, an individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the first degree may be 
punished by a fine not to exceed $10,000. 

TX PENAL§§ 12.33. Second Degree Felony Punislunent 

(a) An individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the second degree shall be punished by 
imprisonment in the institutional division for any term of not more than 20 years or less than 2 years. 
(b) In addition to imprisonment, an individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the second degree may 
be punished by a fine not to exceed $10,000. 

TX PENAL§§ 12.34. Third Degree Felony Punislunent 

(a) An individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the third degree shall be punished by imprisonment 
in the institutional division for any term of not more than 10 years or less than 2 years. 
(b) In addition to imprisonment, an individual adjudged guilty of a felony of the third degree may 
be punished by a fine not to exceed $10,000. 

TX PENAL §§ 12.35. State Jail Felony Punislunent 

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (c), an individual adjudged guilty of a state jail felony shall be 
punished by confinement in a state jail for any term of not more than two years or less than 180 days. 
(b) In addition to confinement, an individual adjudged guilty of a state jail felony may be punished 
by a fine not to exceed $10,000. 
(c) An individual adjudged guilty of a state jail felony shall be punished for a third degree felony if 
it is shown on the trial of the offense that: 
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(1) a deadly weapon as defined by Section 1.07 was used or exhibited during the commission of the 
offense or during immediate flight following the commission ofthe offense, and that the individual 
used or exhibited the deadly weapon or was a party to the offense and knew that a deadly weapon 
would be used or exhibited; or 
(2) the individual has previously been finally convicted of any felony: 
(A) listed in Section 3g(a)(l), Article 42.12, Code of Criminal Procedure; or 
(B) for which the judgment contains an affirmative finding under Section 3g(a)(2), Article 42.12, 
Code of Criminal Procedure . 
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TX HEALTH & S §§ 481.112. Offense: Manufacture or Delivery of Substance in Penalty Group 1 

(a) Except as authorized by this chapter, a person commits an offense if the person lmowingly 
manufactures, delivers, or possesses with intent to deliver a controlled substance listed in Penalty 
Group 1. · 
(b) An offense under Subsection (a) is a state jail felony if the amount of the controlled substance 
to which the offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, less than one 
gram. 
(c) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony of the second degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance to which the offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, one 
gram or more but less than four grams. 
(d) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony of the first degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance to which the offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 
four grams or more but less than 200 grams. 
(e) An offense under Subsection (a) is punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division of 
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 
10 years, and a fme not to exceed $100,000, ifthe amount ofthe controlled substance to which the 
offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 200 grams or more but less 
than 400 grams. 
(f) An offense under Subsection (a) is punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division of 
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 
15 years, and a fine not to exceed $250,000, if the amount of the controlled substance to which the 
offense applies is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 400 grams or more. 

TX HEALTH & S §§ 481.115. Offense: Possession of Substance in Penalty Group 1 

(a) Except as authorized by this chapter, a person commits an offense if the person knowingly or 
intentionally a controlled substance listed in Penalty Group 1, unless the person obtained 
the substance directly from or under a valid prescription or order of a practitioner acting in the course 
of professional practice. 
(b) An offense under Subsection (a) is a state jail felony if the amount of the controlled substance 
possessed is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, less than one gram. 
(c) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony of the third degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance possessed is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, one gram or more 
but less than four grams. 
(d) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony of the second degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance possessed is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, four grams or more 
but less than 200 grams. 
(e) An offense under Subsection (a) is a felony of the first degree if the amount of the controlled 
substance possessed is, by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 200 grams or more 
but less than 400 grams. 
(f) Ari offense under Subsection (a) is punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division of 
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 
10 years, and a fine not to exceed $100,000, if the amount of the controlled substance possessed is, 
by aggregate weight, including adulterants or dilutants, 400 grams or more. 
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TX HEALTH & S §§ 481.120. Offense: Delivery ofMarihuana 

(a) Except as authorized by this chapter, a person commits an offense if the person knowingly or 
intentionally delivers marihuana. 
(b) An offense under Subsection (a) is: 
(1) a Class B misdemeanor if the amount of marihuana delivered is one-fourth ounce or less and the 
person committing the offense does not receive remuneration for the marihuana; 
(2) a Class A misdemeanor if the amount of marihuana delivered is one-fourth ounce or less and the 
person committing the offense receives remuneration for the marihuana; 
(3) a state jail felony if the amount of marihuana delivered is five pounds or less but more than one-
fourth ounce; 
( 4) a felony ofthe second degree ifthe amount of marihuana delivered is 50 pounds or less but more 
than five pounds; 
(5) a felonyofthe first degree ifthe amount of marihuana delivered is 2,000pounds or less but more 
than 50 pounds; and 
(6) punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division of the Texas Department of Criminal 
Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 10 years, and a fine not to exceed 
$100,000, if the amount of marihuana delivered is more than 2,000 pounds. 

TX HEALTH & S § § 481 .121. Offense: Possession of Marihuana 

(a) Except as authorized by this chapter, a person commits an offense if the person knowingly or 
intentionally possesses a usable quantity of marihuana. 
(b) An offense under Subsection (a) is: 
(1) a Class B misdemeanor if the amount of marihuana possessed is two ounces or less; 
(2) a Class A misdemeanor if the amount of marihuana possessed is four ounces or less but more 
than two ounces; 
(3) a state jail felonyifthe amount of marihuana possessed is five pounds or less but more than four 
ounces; 
(4) a felony of the third degree if the amount of marihuana possessed is 50 pounds or less but more 
than 5 pounds; 
(5) a felony of the second degree if the amount of marihuana possessed is 2,000 pounds or less but 
more than 50 pounds; and 
( 6) punishable by imprisonment in the institutional division of the Texas Department of Criminal 
Justice for life or for a term of not more than 99 years or less than 5 years, and a fine not to exceed 
$50,000, if the amount of marihuana possessed is more than 2,000 pounds . 
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PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARIES 
February 18, 2003 

Amendment No. 1 - Corporate Fraud 

Committee on Criminal Law (CLC) 
of the Judicial Conference of the United States 

The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Chair 
300 East Washington Street, Suite 222 
Greenville, SC 29601 

Regarding the issue for comment about whether the loss tables for fraud, theft, and property 
destruction offenses should be separate, the CLC strongly believes that it would be ill-advised to 
reverse the thorough and careful work that went into the Economic Crime Package by pulling 
apart the consolidated guideline. The CLC states that the considerations that favored the 
adoption of the Economic Crime Package are still valid. The CLC notes that one key 
consideration in consolidating the guideline was to avoid disparate sentencing outcomes for 
conceptually similar offenses that sometimes were occurring depending on whether sentencing 
occurred under the theft or the fraud guideline. The CLC states that a consolidated guideline 
would appear to better ensure consistent sentenCing treatment of the various hybrid theft/fraud 
and new technology offenses, such as identify theft and cellular telephone cloning. 

The CLC notes that the Economic Crime Package amendments only are applicable to offenses 
committed after November 1, 2002, and thus, there is little data available and virtually no 
appellate case law on the effect that these changes have had on sentencing. 

The CLC strongly believes that the Commission should wait until sufficient empirical data and 
case law guidance are available concerning the Economic Crime Package before considering any 
major revisions. If the Commission chooses to consider deconsolidation during this amendment 
cycle, the CLC requests that, at a minimum, the Commission publish specific proposals on how 
the loss tables would be separated and provide specific examples on how the proposed guidelines 

operate. 

Frank 0. Bowman, III 
Professor of Law 
Indiana Univ. School of Law- Indianapolis 

Professor Bowman believes no case has been made to support across-the-board sentence 
increases for economic crime offenders at all loss levels. The DOJ has failed to support its 
proposals with arguments grounded in experience, statistical evidence, penological theory, 
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reason, or common sense. Because the DOJ has not proffered any substantive arguments in 
support of its position, Professor Bowman assumes what the DOJ's arguments might be if it were 
to engage in a debate on the merits and addresses them in twn: 

• Response to a crime wave? No, statistics show that the number of economic and property 
crimes committed in the U.S. declined between 1974 and 2000. While the number of 
economic crime defendants sentenced in federal court was almost constant between 1994 
and 2000, the number of federal economic crime referrals declined, meaning DOJ is 
digging deeper into the economic crime pool to maintain a constant number of federal 
defendants. 

• A reaction to declining sentences? No, while sentences for drug and violent offenses 
declined in the 1990s, the sentences for economic crimes increased slightly. Commission 
statistics also show that the number of economic crime defendants who received prison 
sentences increased in the 1990s. This trend will continue as the Economic Crime 
Package amendments take effect. 

• Too low as compared to the states? No, it appears that sentences served by federal 
economic offenders are markedly more severe than those served by state economic crime 
defendants. 

• Too low as compared to other federal crimes? Economic crime sentences are lower than 
sentences for violent and drug offenses, but a comparison of averages for these offenses is 
inherently flawed. White collar offenses are not as serious as violent crimes against 
persons or drug trafficking. Further, the average federal economic crime sentence is 
relatively low, not because the sentencing structure is unduly lenient, but because the U.S. 
Attorney's Offices are prosecuting thousands of small cases (15% of defendants took less 
than $2000) in which little or no prison time would be called for under any rational 
sentencing scheme. A comparison of the high-loss amount economic crime cases to 
violent or drug offenses paints a truer picture. 

Professor Bowman includes relevant statistics, charts, and tables in his materials to support his 
conclusions. He also suggests that DOJ answer six questions before the Commission seriously 
considers its proposals. 

In the second of his two letters to the Commission, Professor Bowman addresses the suggestion 
that the theft and fraud guidelines be un-col)solidated. He concludes, "This is a bad idea. Please 
don't do it." 

• Different penalty levels for theft and fraud would create chaos (i.e., generate litigation) to 
no purpose. 

• Theft and fraud cases cannot be separated into two analytically distinct categories, as 
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Professor Bowman's brief foray into Anglo-American legal history and quick survey of 
modem American criminal law reveal. Bowman attaches several representative samples 
of state statutes that have abandoned the traditional distinctions to his letter. He also 
addresses the troublesome case of embezzlement and concludes that categorization of 
embezzlement would have to be accomplished on a case-by-case basis. The same is true 
for many schizophrenic federal economic crimes that may be committed by both 
fraudulent and non-fraudulent means. The Commission w'ould have to: (1) identify the 
statutes that can be both fraud and theft and let the parties litigate the issue, (2) identify 
all statutes as either fraud or theft and risk sacrificing one of its most basic mandates -
sentence similarly situated defendants similarly- fQr administrative convenience, or (3) 
go through the various statutes and identify which methods of committing the offenses 
should be sentenced under each guideline. 

• Separate theft and fraud guidelines are bad policy because these categories have no 
necessary connection to offense seriousness, defendant blameworthiness, or any other 
valid sentencing consideration. Bowman illustrates his point with case studies. 

• Splitting up the newly consolidated economic crime guideline without compelling 
justification less than eighteen months after the consolidation will damage the 
institutional credibility of the Sentencing Commission. 

Federal & Community Public Defender (Defenders) 
Carmen Hernandez 

The Defenders oppose any increase of the loss table at lower loss amounts for the following 
reasons: 

(1) Low-loss-amount offenses were not targeted by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and the recently-
promulgated emergency amendments more than adequately address the harms identified by 
Congress in that Act. The Defenders argue that prison sentences are generally inappropriate for 
low level white collar offenses because (A) such sentences are inconsistent with the parsimony 
principle and sentencing purposes identified in 18 U.S.C. 3553(a)(2) and (B) 28 U.S.C. 994(j) 
requires sentences "other than imprisonment in cases in which the defendant is a first offender 
who has not been convicted of a crime of violence or an otherwise serious offense." Compliance 
with the 994(j) mandate is more critical than ever in light of new DOJ/BOP policies restricting 
use of community confinement centers for low-level, nonviolent offenders. 

(2) Loss amounts often overstate the culpability of defendants. 

(3) There is no practical, policy, or empirical basis to support raising penalties for low-level 
offenses, sentences for which were just lowered in 2001 . 
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{ 4) Increased penalties for low-level offenses will disrupt the lives of low-level offenders and 
their families but will result in no corresponding benefit to society. 

{5) Increased penalties for low-level offenders run afoul of28 U.S.C. 994{g), which requires the 
Commission to consider prison capacity in formulating guidelines, and will contribute to a lack 
of uniformity and fairness in sentencing. 

The Defenders suggest, instead, that the emergency amendments be adjusted to comply with the 
structure of the Guidelines before they are promulgated as permanent amendments. They suggest 
that three specific adjustments be made: {1) Cap the offense level for white collar offenses at a 
level below 43 because (A) life sentences for nonviolent offenses are always inappropriate, (B) 
life sentences should be reserved for offenses whose statutory maximum punishment is 
mandatory life imprisonment, and (C) offense level 43 for offenses that have a 20-year statutory 
maximum punishment is inconsistent with the structure of the Guidelines {examples of the 
inconsistences are provided). {2) The offense level for less culpable defendants should be capped 
as follows: 

(b) Specific Offense Characteristics 

{ 14) If the defendant receives an adjustment under 3B 1.2 {Mitigating Role), the 
cumulative adjustments from U.S.S.G. 2B1.l(b) shall not exceed 20 levels. 

Finally, (3) cumulative adjustments for like harms should be capped in the manner such 
adjustments have been capped in 2B3.1(b)(2)&{3). 

Eastman Kodak Company 
A. Terry VanHouten 
Assistant General Counsel 
Employment Law and Personnel Relations Legal Staff 
343 State Street 
Rochester, NY 14650-0218 

Eastman Kodak urges the Commission to consider the endorsement of an organizational om buds 
functions as an element of the proposed sentencing guidelines. Kodak believes that an ombuds 
function would be valuable in implementing legislation such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. The 
company states that the goals of the Act are to create a working environment that mandates 
ethical and legal conduct. To do so, corporations must create a system that ensures 
confidentiality in order to encourage employees to come forward. 

Kodak states that it has a number of resources available to employees who wish to raise issues of 
concern. [Kodak includes an attachment that outlines the company's formal problem resolution 
plan]. Kodak maintains that in order to encourage employees to come forward to report unethical 
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or illegal conduct, there must be a "zero barrier" access point that ensures confidentiality among 
the various corporate resources. Thus, Kodak believes that an organizational ombuds office 
would provide this entry point to the reporting system. Kodak suggests that three characteristics 
of such an office- independence, neutrality, and confidentiality- would ensure that 
employees have a safe haven to come forward. Kodak believes that the ombuds function would 
be highly beneficial in identifying impediments to effective governance and thus should be 
included in the guidelines . 
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Amendment No.3- Terrorism 

U.S. Department of Justice 
Criminal Division 
Eric H. Jaso, Counselor to the Assistant Attorney General 
Washington, D.C. 

I. Remaining USA Patriot Act Amendments 

A. Terrorism Enhancement in Money Laundering Guidelines 

The Department of Justice (DOJ) has no objection to the proposed terrorism enhancement in the 
money laundering guideline. The DOJ believes, however, that an additional amendment to 
Application Note 2 in §3A1.4 may be warranted to ensure that an offense that involves: the 
laundering offunds that were the proceeds of a federal crime ofterrorism offense shall be 
considered to have involved, or to have been intended to promote, a federal crime of terrorism 
and thus shall trigger the application of the terrorism adjustment in §3A1.4. 

B. Reference of 18 U.S. C. § 1960 to Money Laundering Guideline 

The DOJ prefers a combination of both Options 1 and 2 of this proposed amendment. On the 
one hand, DOJ believes application will be easier with a direct and appropriate 
statutory reference to §2S 1.1 for offenses under 18 U.S.C. § 1960(b )(1 )(C) rather than with 
indirect guideline application through a different statutory reference followed by cross-reference 
from the one guideline to the other. On the other hand, as suggested in the issue for comment, 
the DOJ does not think it appropriate for the Commission to provide a cross-reference to §2S 1.1 
for any offense referenced to §2S 1.3 where the government can prove the offense involved the 
intent to promote unlawful activity, knowledge or beliefthat the funds were proceeds of unlawful 
activity, or a reckless disregard of the illicit source of the funds. Thus, the DOJ suggests that§ 
1960(b)(1)(C) offenses be referenced to §281.1 and that a cross-reference be added to §2Sl.3 as 
suggested above. · 

C. Enhancement in Accessory After the Fact Guideline for Harboring Terrorists 

The DOJ supports this proposal. Harboring a fugitive in the terrorism-related contexts specified 
in the guideline is a very serious offense. Furthermore, DOJ states that under the amendment, the 
final Chapter Two offense level may still be lower than level30, (see §2X3.1- the offense level 
is 6 levels lower than the offense level for the underlying offense); the amendment merely 
ensures that Chapter Two offense level will not be artificially capped at level 20. 

Th<: DOJ notes a few technical issues with the proposal. First, a parenthetical in the explanatory 
text introducing the amendment incorrectly states that predicate offenses listed in 18 U .S.C. § 
2339A are the same as the offenses listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2332b(g)(5). Second, the maximum 
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sentence for a§ 2339A offense is life imprisonment if death results from the offense, and 15 
years otherwise; the explanatory text is therefore imprecise when it lists the maximum 
punishment as 15 years. Finally, there is a minor issue with the text of the amendment itself. 
The text would apply the maximum base offense level of 30 to certain obstructive or petjurious 
conduct. The DOJ believes this language is unnecessary and that its inclusion may cause 
confusion. Hence, we recommend deleting "; or (ll) obstructing the investigation of, or 
committing peljury with respect to, any offense described in subdivision (D". 

II. Amendments Required by the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism 
Preparedness and Response Act of 2002 

A. Biological Agents and Toxins 

The DOJ support these amendments. The DOJ agrees that §2M6.1 is the appropriate guideline 
for these offenses and that level 22 is an appropriate base offense level for these offenses. The 
DOJ notes that these offenses will play a pivotal role in maintaining the new. statutory 
registration scheme. 

B. Safe Drinking Water Provisions 

The DOJ agrees that the base offense levels and specific offense characteristics for offenses 
under 42 U.S.C. § 300i.,.1(a) and (b) should be amended to accoun.t for the substantially increased· 
maximum punishment; however, the DOJ does not believe that this is best accomplished by 
taking those crimes out of the environmental crimes guidelines and merging them with a 
guideline covering entirely unrelated offenses. The amendment and issue for comment suggests 
merging Safe Drinking Water Act offenses with the consumer product tampering crimes because 
of the rareness of prosecutions of these offenses, a view that the offenses are similar, and the 
supposed promotion of proportionality if the environmental terrorism and consumer products 
crimes are in the same guideline. The DOJ does not believe these are sufficient reasons for 
breaking up the environmental crimes guidelines in Part 2Q. 

The DOJ asserts that beyond rarity, there is little similarity between the types of crimes covered 
by Parts 2Q and 2N, except perhaps for the fact that the means of tampering in either medium 
could be poison of some nature. (In the case of drinking water tampering, the contaminant - that 
is, the "poison"- could be a chemical, biological, or radiological agent.) Tampering with a 
drinking water supply, though, also might be by interfering with a system's operation, for 
example, by blowing up a water pipeline. Because public drinking water is used by virtually 
every member of any community, a single act would put at risk an entire community (perhaps 10 
million or more people in one of our larger metropolitan areas), not just the users of a particular 
pain reliever, for example. The DOJ states that this potential broad effect of a Safe Drinking 
Water Act offense is characteristic of many of the environmental crimes that are covered by Part 
2Q . 
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The DOJ states that proportionality of punishment can be achieved by parallel amendments to 
Part 2Q and 2N without combining them into guidelines under a Part entitled "Offenses 
Involving Food, Drugs, Agricultural Products, and Odometer Laws". The DOJ states that Safe 
Drinking Water Act crimes share more with other environmental crimes than they do with food, 
drug, agricultural product, and odometer violations; thus, the same activity that might be 
prosecuted as drinking water tampering also could constitute a violation of the Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, and/or the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, and those crimes might well be 
charged in the same indictment. The DOJ states that this proposed shifting of Safe Drinking 
Water Act violations to a part of the guidelines treating consumer products would compromise 
the organization of Part 2Q with two crimes under one environmental statute separated entirely 
from all of the other environmental crimes, including at least one other under the same statute. 
See, 42 U.S.C. § 300h-2(b )(2). The DOJ does not believe that this fragmentation is a sound 
approach. 

In sum, the DOJ does not believe that the tampering/attempt crimes under the Safe Drinking 
Water Act should be consolidated with unrelated crimes. The guidelines for those crimes should 
be revised because of amendments to the law, but the Commission's purpose of proportionality 
in punishment can be achieved by separate guidelines that track one another. The DOJ does, 
however, believe that consolidating the tampering and attempt crimes is a reasonable proposal. 

The DOJ suggests raising the base offense level in §2Q 1.4 to 25 (as in 2N 1.1 ); retaining the 
§2Q1.4(1) specific offense characteristic in order to capture risk, which is key in environmental 
law, whether or not a person is successful in causing harm; retaining the specific offense 
characteristics in §2Q1.4(b)(2)-(4); and adding the cross-references and special instruction from 
2Nl.l(c) and (d). 

C. Animal Enterprise Terrorism 

The DOJ supports the proposed amendment to Application Note 15 in §2B 1.1 -adding an 
upward departure consideration -to account for enhanced statutory penalties under 18 U.S.C. 
§ 43 (animal enterprise terrorism) for cases involving death or serious bodily injury. 

III. Amendments Required by the Terrorist Bombings Convention Implementation Act 
of2002 

First, 18 U.S.C. § 2332f criminalizes the unlawful delivery, placement, discharge, or detonation 
of an explosive or other lethal device against a place of public use, a state or government facility, 
a public transportation system, or an infrastructure facility with the intent to cause death or 
serious bodily injury, or with the intent to cause extensive destruction where that destruction 
results in major economic loss. 

The DOJ fully agrees with the Commission's proposal to reference this offense to §§2Kl.4 and 
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2M6.1 of the guidelines. If the offender uses a biological, chemical, radiological, or nuclear 
weapon, then §2M6.1 would apply; otherwise, §2K1.4 would apply. The DOJ states that these 
guidelines will provide the appropriate punishment for this offense, particularly in light of the 
proposed amendment to §2Kl.4, whereby the enhanced base offense level set forth in 
§2Kl.4(a)(l) will be applicable to an offense that involves the destruction or attempted 
destruction of a public transportation system, a state or government facility, an infrastructure 
facility, or a place of public use. 

Second, the DOJ states that the Commission proposes to reference violations of§ 
2339C(a)(1)(B) to §2M5.3. (Unlike§ 2339C(a)(1)(A) offenses,§ 2339C(a)(l)(B) offenses are 
not tied to a specific federal predicate offense). This would result in a base offense level of26, a 
two-level enhancement if the defendant knew that the funds would be used to purchase weapons, 
and a cross-references to other guidelines if the offense resulted in death, was tantamount to 
attempted murder, or involved nonconventional weapons of mass destruction. The DOJ believes 
a two-level enhancement for the provision of funds or other material support or resources with 
the intent or knowledge that they are to be used to commit a violent act should be added. The 
DOJ believes the defendant who acts with that knowledge or intent (a category that includes all 
§ 2339C(a)(1 )(B) offenders, and some§ 2339B offenders) is significantly more culpable than 
other defendants, and should be punished more severely. The DOJ suggests that this 
enhancement could be integrated into existing § 2M5.3(b )(1) by the addition of a new subsection 
(E), such as the following: "(E) funds or other material support or resources with the intent or 
knowledge that they are to be used to commit or assist in the commission of a violent act" . 

Third, the Commission proposes to reference violations of§ 2339C(c)(2)(A) to §2X3.1 
(accessory after the fact), with 18 U.S.C. § 2339B as the underlying offense. For clarity, the DOJ 
suggests, in proposed Application Note 1 to §2X3.1, striking "material support, resources, or 
funds" and substituting "material support or resources." 

With regard to 18 U.S.C. § 2339C(c)(2)(B), the Commission proposes to treat some of these 
violations differently from others. Specifically, the Commission proposes ( 1) to reference 
offenses under ( c )(2)(B) that involve the concealing of funds collected in violation of (a)(1 )(A) to 
§2X3.1 (accessory after the fact), since they can be tied to a specific underlying federal offense; 
and (2) to reference (c)(2)(B) violations that involve the concealing of funds collected in 
violation of(a)(1)(B) to §2M5.3. The DOJ supports this approach. 

IV. Miscellaneous Amendments 

The DOJ supports the Commission's proposals to amend the applicable guidelines for offenses 
under 18 U.S.C. § 842(p)(2) (distribution of information relating to explosives, destructive 
devices, and weapons of mass destruction). Regarding the proposed minor amendments to the 
statutory provisions following §2M6.1, the DOJ suggests deletion of the phrase", but including 
any biological agent, toxin, or vector" both times it appears because the DOJ believes this phrase 
is no longer needed in light of statutory amendments to 18 U.S.C. § 2332a( c )(2)(C) . 
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